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ABSTRACT
We present the Arcminute Microkelvin Imager (AMI) Large Array catalogue of 139
gamma-ray bursts (GRBs). AMI observes at a central frequency of 15.7 GHz and is equipped
with a fully automated rapid-response mode, which enables the telescope to respond to high-
energy transients detected by Swift. On receiving a transient alert, AMI can be on-target
within two minutes, scheduling later start times if the source is below the horizon. Further
AMI observations are manually scheduled for several days following the trigger. The AMI
GRB programme probes the early-time (< 1 day) radio properties of GRBs, and has obtained
some of the earliest radio detections (GRB 130427A at 0.36 and GRB 130907A at 0.51 days
post-burst). As all Swift GRBs visible to AMI are observed, this catalogue provides the first
representative sample of GRB radio properties, unbiased by multi-wavelength selection cri-
teria. We report the detection of six GRB radio afterglows that were not previously detected
by other radio telescopes, increasing the rate of radio detections by 50% over an 18-month
period. The AMI catalogue implies a Swift GRB radio detection rate of & 15%, down to
∼ 0.2mJy/beam. However, scaling this by the fraction of GRBs AMI would have detected in
the Chandra & Frail sample (all radio-observed GRBs between 1997 − 2011), it is possible
∼ 44− 56% of Swift GRBs are radio bright, down to ∼ 0.1− 0.15mJy/beam. This increase
from the Chandra & Frail rate (∼ 30%) is likely due to the AMI rapid-response mode, which
allows observations to begin while the reverse-shock is contributing to the radio afterglow.
Key words: gamma-ray burst: general – radio continuum: transients.
1 INTRODUCTION
The first detection of a gamma-ray burst (GRB) at radio wave-
lengths (GRB 970508; Galama et al. 1998; Frail et al. 2000b),
bought about a new era of transient astrophysics that has lead to
over twenty years of discovery (Frail et al. 2003; Chandra & Frail
2012; de Ugarte Postigo et al. 2012). With the launch of Swift in
2004, the improved ability to localise GRBs to within 4′ (Krimm
et al. 2013) using the Burst Alert Telescope (BAT; Barthelmy et al.
2005), with more precise localisation being provided by the Swift
X-ray Telescope (XRT; Burrows et al. 2000) and the Swift Ultra-
violet/Optical Telescope (UVOT; Roming et al. 2005), has allowed
? E-mail: gemma.anderson@curtin.edu.au
for the rapid identification of hundreds of multi-wavelength coun-
terparts. However, despite such a rich dataset, a conclusive picture
of the radio afterglow properties of GRBs is yet to emerge.
The study of GRBs at radio wavelengths is important be-
cause the radio domain provides a unique probe of the associated
jet and its interaction with the surrounding circumstellar environ-
ment. Such observations, particularly when the jet has decelerated
to non-relativistic speeds, also allow us to investigate the total en-
ergy budget from these events (Frail et al. 2001). The standard
model for GRBs is the internal-external shock scenario (Rees &
Meszaros 1992; Piran 1999). This model suggests that along with
the forward-shock created by the blast wave at the front of the rel-
ativistic jet propagating into the circumstellar medium (observed
as the classical afterglow), there is a reverse-shock that propagates
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back into the relativistic ejecta causing a much faster flash of emis-
sion (Sari & Piran 1999). The transient radio emission associated
with the reverse-shock occurs within a few hours to a few days
post-burst (Kulkarni et al. 1999), and therefore requires a rapid ob-
serving response in order to be detected.
In an attempt to understand the radio properties of GRBs,
Chandra & Frail (2012) conducted a complete investigation of all
historical events observed in the radio domain. These included
both of the main GRB populations (Kouveliotou et al. 1993): long-
duration GRBs (likely produced by massive stellar collapse where
the gamma-ray emission lasts for more than 2 s; Woosley 1993;
Kulkarni et al. 1998; Woosley & Bloom 2006) and short-duration
GRBs (likely caused by the coalescence of two neutron stars or a
neutron star and black hole, which lasts for less than 2 s; Lattimer
& Schramm 1976; Eichler et al. 1989; Narayan et al. 1992). Only
30% of their sample had a detectable radio afterglow, with the radio
emission peaking within a very narrow flux range. This led them
to conclude that the low percentage of detections was likely due
to the sensitivity of radio telescopes rather than there being two
distinct GRB populations: radio-bright and radio-faint. Ghirlanda
et al. (2013) and Burlon et al. (2015) then conducted simulations to
demonstrate that potentially all Swift GRBs will be detectable at ra-
dio frequencies with phase 1 of the Square Kilometre Array (SKA),
specifically SKA1-MID in Band 5 (∼ 9 GHz)1 between 2 − 10
days post-burst, as well as with the recently upgraded Karl G. Jan-
sky Very Large Array (VLA)2 and MeerKAT (the South African
SKA precursor telescope; Jonas 2009). In fact, SKA1-MID will be
so sensitive it could detect the radio counterparts from GRBs with
gamma-ray emission up to five times fainter than those currently
detected with Swift-BAT (note that these simulations do not account
for radio emission produced by the reverse-shock, only considering
contributions from the forward-shock; Burlon et al. 2015). How-
ever, a study conducted by Hancock et al. (2013), which involved
visibility stacking of VLA GRB radio observations, suggested the
low radio detection rate may be due to there being separate radio-
bright and radio-faint GRB populations, and that 6 70% are likely
to be truly radio bright.
While Chandra & Frail (2012) provide a very comprehensive
study of all radio-observed GRBs up until 2011 January, their sam-
ple may not be representative of the entire GRB population. Due
to the limited number of radio telescopes, the amount of available
radio observing time is at a premium, so choosing the best GRBs
to follow-up is often based on existing knowledge of the event to
ensure the greatest chance of a radio afterglow detection. Such cri-
teria usually include a bright optical or X-ray counterpart, its close
proximity to the Milky Way, or the suspicion of the GRB being
an optically dark burst (van der Horst et al. 2009, 2015). Addi-
tionally, while a vast quantity of early-time (within minutes of the
burst) optical and X-ray data on GRBs have been collected (see
Gehrels et al. 2009, and references therein), once again, the rarity
of radio telescopes has led to fewer experiments designed to obtain
similar early-time observations at radio wavelengths. We clearly re-
quire a programme capable of targeting the early-time radio prop-
erties of GRBs (< 1 day post-burst), which are specifically sensi-
tive to the reverse-shock contributions to the radio afterglow. The
programme design would also need to provide a radio detection
rate more representative of the GRB sample (i.e. not informed by
multi-wavelength properties).
1 see SKA baseline documents http://skatelescope.org/key-documents/
2 https://science.nrao.edu/facilities/vla
In-order to probe the early-time radio properties of GRBs, one
solution is to implement a rapid-response observing system, which
enables telescopes to trigger on transient alerts, such as Swift-
detected GRBs. Such a system automatically repoints the telescope,
allowing it to begin observing the transient within minutes of its de-
tection. While uncommon, radio telescopes capable of responding
to external triggers have existed for at least 20 years. The first trig-
gering programmes were specifically designed to probe for prompt,
coherent radio emission associated with GRBs, with timescales on
the order of milliseconds. For example, the Cambridge Low Fre-
quency Synthesis Telescope performed triggered observations of
Burst And Transient Source Experiment (BATSE) GRBs, placing
limits on prompt emission on the order of 10’s Jy at 151 MHz
(Green et al. 1995; Dessenne et al. 1996). In fact, with the discovery
of fast radio bursts (FRBs; Lorimer et al. 2007), prompt radio emis-
sion associated with GRBs became one of the top progenitor can-
didates. Bannister et al. (2012) used a 12 m radio dish at 1.4 GHz
to trigger on nine Swift GRBs, possibly detecting a single, highly
dispersed short duration radio pulse at 6 times the root-mean square
(RMS) noise (σs) from two GRBs. While work by Zhang (2014)
supports a possible link between GRBs and FRBs (particularly
short GRBs), triggered observations performed by Palaniswamy
et al. (2014) on five Swift GRBs using a 26m radio dish at 2.3 GHz,
failed to detect prompt radio emission above 6σs, discouraging
an association. The Murchison Widefield Array (MWA; Tingay
et al. 2013) also triggers on Swift GRBs, and a recent search for
prompt radio emission associated with the short GRB 150424A
placed 3 Jy flux limits on 4 s, 2 minute and 30 minute timescales
between 80 − 133 MHz (Kaplan et al. 2015). In each case these
experiments were conducted at low frequencies (6 2.3 GHz) with
the specific task of searching for coherent radio emission associ-
ated with GRBs. None of these programmes probed for early-time
incoherent, synchrotron emission signatures from the forward- or
reverse-shock afterglows, which are likely to be bright and evolv-
ing on daily timescales at higher radio frequencies (& 5 GHz).
Clearly there is a need for a longer running radio programme
capable of performing rapid-response and long-term monitoring of
GRBs to probe associated incoherent radio emission. Over the last
5 years, we have been running a robotised follow-up programme
that automatically triggers the Large Array (LA) interferometer of
the Arcminute Microkelvin Imager (AMI; Zwart et al. 2008) on
Swift-BAT detected GRBs. This programme is called the AMI-LA
Rapid Response Mode (ALARRM), which is currently the longest
running GRB rapid-response follow-up project in the radio domain
(Staley et al. 2013). Following a Swift trigger, AMI-LA (hence-
forth referred to as AMI) is capable of being on-target and begin-
ning observations within 2 minutes post-burst. This programme is
therefore capable of statistically constraining the radio properties
of GRBs within the first few hours to day post-burst, making it sen-
sitive to radio reverse-shock emission. Continued AMI monitoring
is then manually scheduled throughout the following weeks and
months, allowing us to obtain a global view of the radio properties
of both long and short Swift-detected GRBs from a representative
sample that have not been informed by multi-wavelength observa-
tions.
Early AMI-ALARRM results include observations of GRB
130427A, obtaining one of the earliest published radio detections
of a long GRB at 0.36 days post-burst, allowing us to follow the
rise and decline of the reverse-shock flare in the radio band (An-
derson et al. 2014e). Since 2014 May, the ALARRM programme
has been expanded to also trigger on non-GRB Swift transients.
Consequently, AMI triggering on the gamma-ray superflare from
c© 2017 RAS, MNRAS 000, 1–44
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the rapidly rotating M-dwarf DG CVn, detecting the associated gi-
ant radio flare, which represents one of the earliest radio transient
detections resulting from a high-energy trigger (Fender et al. 2015).
Using the ALARRM mode, AMI was also the first radio telescope
to begin observing V404 Cyg just 2 hours after the Swift detec-
tion of its 2015 June 15 outburst, following 26 years of quiescence
(Mooley et al. 2015).
In this paper we present the AMI GRB catalogue from the first
three years of ALARRM triggering and AMI follow-up. This cat-
alogue includes 871 radio flux densities and limits at 15.7 GHz
for 139 GRBs, 132 of which were detected by Swift-BAT, with
comprehensive and systematic temporal coverage spanning < 2
minutes up to several months post-burst. A description of the
AMI/ALARRM observing strategy, data reduction and GRB radio
counterpart identification can be found in Section 2 with the com-
plete AMI GRB catalogue presented in Section 3. In Section 4 we
discuss individual GRBs that were detected with AMI. These in-
clude new radio GRBs, which were first detected in the radio band
by AMI, and radio-detected GRBs (initially identified by other ra-
dio telescopes). We also briefly describe those GRBs for which we
have possible AMI detections and those that appear coincident with
a steady radio source. Known radio-detected GRBs that were not
detected with AMI are also examined. In Section 5 we discuss the
overall statistical properties and implications of the AMI GRB cat-
alogue, which represent the first systematic radio survey of Swift
detected GRBs. This includes discussions on the early time radio
properties of GRBs (< 1 hr post-burst), the radio GRB detection
rate, and the radio brightness temperatures, minimum Lorentz fac-
tors and luminosities. Our summary and conclusions can be found
in Section 6.
2 OBSERVING STRATEGY AND DATA ANALYSIS
2.1 AMI Strategy and Observations
The radio observations of GRBs presented in this paper were ob-
tained using AMI, which is a radio interferometer consisting of
eight 12.8 m diameter dishes with baselines between 18–110 m.
As all the observations were conducted prior to 2015 June, the ef-
fective frequency range was 13.9–17.5 GHz using channels 3–7,
each with a bandwidth of 0.72 GHz, with channels 1, 2 and 8 being
disregarded due to their susceptibility to radio frequency interfer-
ence (RFI). AMI measures a single polarisation (I + Q) and has
a flux RMS noise sensitivity of 3.3 mJy s−1/2 for five frequency
channels. At the central operating frequency of 15.7 GHz, AMI
has a primary beam of 5.5 arcmin and a ≈ 30 arcsec resolution
(Zwart et al. 2008). During each AMI observation a bright unre-
solved source within a few degrees of the target of interest is visited
for 1 minute in every 11 minutes to provide phase and amplitude
calibration (for further details on the absolute flux calibration of
AMI see Franzen et al. 2011).
The first stage of the ALARRM observing strategy involves
AMI receiving a GRB alert from Swift-BAT, which triggers a fully
automated AMI observation of the event, now with response times
within 2 mins post-burst. The Swift-BAT trigger is broadcast via a
VOEvent, which is a standard format for distributing information
regarding astronomical transient alerts such as the source position,
classification and fluxes.3 The VOEvent alerts are then parsed by
3 http://wiki.ivoa.net/bin/view/IVOA/IvoaVOEvent
the “4 Pi Sky” VOEvent broker (Staley & Fender 2016), which trig-
gers a rapid-response AMI observation of the transient. If the GRB
is above the declination cut-off but below the horizon, the software
will automatically update the AMI schedule to begin observations
when the source has risen above the horizon. As the Swift-BAT po-
sition is only accurate to within 1− 4 arcmins (Gehrels et al. 2004)
it is likely that the true GRB position will be off-centre, but still
contained within the AMI primary beam. Follow-up AMI observa-
tions designed to detect late-time radio emission are then manually
scheduled using updated positions supplied by Swift-XRT or Swift-
UVOT.
The early results of the ALARRM programme were first de-
scribed by Staley et al. (2013). Of the 11 GRBs reported, only GRB
120326A was detected by AMI, with all non-detections listed as
upper-limits. At this stage of the programme, AMI triggered on all
Swift-BAT detected GRBs with a declination δ > −10◦. If the
GRB was above the horizon then AMI was capable of being on-
target within 5 minutes post-burst. The resulting triggered obser-
vation and subsequent manually scheduled observations were one
hour in duration and followed a logarithmic follow-up schedule (for
specific details on the automation of the AMI telescope and the
original trigger policy please see Staley et al. 2013).
By the end of one year of operation the only radio counterparts
detected were from GRB 120326A and GRB 130427A, with only
one spectacular early detection coming from the latter (Anderson
et al. 2014e). The average sensitivity of these observations were 0.1
mJy/beam, with progressively worse RMS noise levels for lower
declinations. The ALARRM triggered observations also tended to
have worse RMS noise levels as these often occurred closer to the
horizon and therefore suffered more severely from terrestrial RFI.
With the detection of only two out of 68 AMI observed GRBs, nine
of which were detected in the radio band by other instruments, we
decided to adjust the ALARRM strategy.
The updated ALARRM strategy, which was implemented in
2013 August and ran until the old correlator was shut down in
mid 2015, was aimed at obtaining a larger proportion of GRB ra-
dio counterpart detections with a smaller number of triggered and
manually scheduled observations. ALARRM observations were re-
stricted to all Swift triggers that had a declination δ > 15◦ to de-
crease the amount of RFI due to low elevation angles. The Swift
triggered AMI observations were extended to 2 hrs in order to ob-
tain a more sensitive observation, but short enough to not signif-
icantly disrupt the calibrator observing schedule, which is crucial
for telescope operations. Additional software changes were imple-
mented to decrease the reaction time of the telescope, allowing us
to be observing the target < 2 mins post-burst.
The duration of the manually scheduled follow-up observa-
tions were also increased to improve the likelihood of a radio detec-
tion. The recent investigation of the entire sample of radio detected
GRBs before 2011 April by Chandra & Frail (2012) demonstrated
that the majority of GRBs detected in the radio band at 8.5 GHz
had a peak flux between 0.1 − 0.2 mJy/beam at 5 to 10 days post
burst (see Figure 4 of Chandra & Frail 2012). A 4 hr AMI observa-
tion is therefore required to reach an RMS noise of ∼ 0.03− 0.04
mJy/beam that will allow the reliable detection of > 0.1 − 0.2
mJy/beam sources. However, it is worth noting that since GRB rel-
ativistic blast waves generate synchrotron radiation as they expand
into the circumstellar (wind generated) medium (Granot & Sari
2002), we expect the forward shock of the afterglow to peak more
brightly at 15.7 GHz and at earlier times than the peaks recorded by
Chandra & Frail (2012). We therefore require a higher monitoring
cadence at early-times (within 5 days post-burst) to detect similar
c© 2017 RAS, MNRAS 000, 1–44
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radio peaks. As the range of radio peaks observed by Chandra &
Frail (2012) will be brighter at 15.7 GHz, the RMS achieved by a
4 hr AMI observation will be sufficient for detecting events similar
to those seen in their sample. The follow-up observations are man-
ually scheduled to occur near transit approximately 24 hrs, 3, 7, and
10 days post-burst, with this temporal spacing designed to catch the
peak of the forward- or reverse-shock at 15.7 GHz at a range of red-
shifts (z . 5; for example see Figure 22 and 23 of Chandra & Frail
2012). In the event that a GRB radio counterpart was detected, the
AMI observing cadence was increased to a 4 hr observation every
one or two days. As part of the AMI GRB observing programme we
also obtained manually scheduled observations of GRBs that were
detected with the Fermi Large Area Telescope (LAT; Atwood et al.
2009), the Fermi Gamma-ray Burst Monitor (GBM; Meegan et al.
2009) and the International Gamma-Ray Astrophysics Laboratory
(INTEGRAL; Winkler et al. 2003), whose positions had been more
precisely localised through the identification of X-ray and/or opti-
cal counterparts, usually by the Swift-XRT, Swift-UVOT, or one of
the ground based GRB follow-up programmes.
2.2 Pipeline reduction and analysis
The development of fully automated reduction pipelines, capable
of calibrating, imaging and analysing radio data are crucial for the
preparation of the SKA (and its pathfinders) in-order to minimise
the human effort required for processing the projected vast data vol-
umes. With this in mind, we constructed a pipeline specifically de-
signed to deal with multi-epoch radio observations of transients that
was built upon mature radio astronomy software packages using
Python as the interface. The resulting software package AMISUR-
VEY (Staley & Anderson 2015a) utilises dedicated Python libraries
that were built to allow use of the AMI-REDUCE software suite
(Dickinson et al. 2004) and the Common Astronomy Software Ap-
plications package (CASA; Jaeger 2008).
The calibration stage of AMISURVEY calls on the Python
library DRIVE-AMI (first introduced by Staley et al. 2013) built
upon AMI REDUCE. AMI REDUCE is designed to take the raw
AMI dataset and automatically flag for interference, shadowing,
and hardware errors, apply phase and amplitude calibration, and
Fourier transform the data. These processes are automated by a
REDUCE script that also searches for, and applies, adaptive am-
plitude flagging to known sources of interference. The REDUCE
script applied to the AMI GRB observations used a more relaxed
adaptive flagging than what is usually applied to AMI data as we
found that standard amplitude cut-offs potentially attenuated the
measured point source fluxes by∼ 10%. It is therefore possible that
the measured fluxes reported in this catalogue are slightly overes-
timated due to potentially unflagged interference. AMI REDUCE
then outputs the data as uv-FITS files that are suitable for imaging
in standard radio analysis software.
The imaging stage of AMISURVEY is conduced using CHIME-
NEA, which is built upon CASA and is specifically designed to
clean and image multi-epoch radio transient observations (Staley
& Anderson 2015b,c). CHIMENEA first takes a list of uv-FITS files,
converts them to CASA measurement sets and concatenates all
epochs with the same pointing centre. The CASA CLEAN algo-
rithm is then used to invert, deconvolve, and restore the concate-
nated data, creating a deep image. CHIMENEA then uses source
finding algorithms developed for the LOFAR Transient Key Sci-
ence Project, 4 specifically the LOFAR Transients Pipeline (TRAP;
Swinbank et al. 2015) and the Transients Project source extraction
& measurement code (PYSE; Carbone et al. submitted). CHIME-
NEA identifies sources in the deep image down to a flux signifi-
cance of 4 times the RMS (4σs level), the positions of which are
used to create a clean mask to be applied during future cleaning
steps, ensuring model components are only placed at known source
locations. Additional clean apertures can also be applied by the user
at the location of other sources, such as at the known position of
a GRB. The final clean mask is applied to each individual radio
epoch, along with the concatenated data, which then undergo an it-
erative cleaning process. This re-cleaning action continues down to
a predefined flux threshold that is usually 3 times the RMS noise.
This iterative cleaning process is necessary as the sidelobes from
bright field sources reduce with each clean attempt, lowering the
background RMS noise and therefore allowing for a deeper clean.
The 3σs threshold then prevents over-cleaning, which can cause ar-
tificial changes in source fluxes and image background noise levels
(also known as “clean bias”). The final cleaned images from both
the individual epochs and concatenated data (deep image) are out-
put in FITS format. Note that the final images were not primary
beam corrected as this correction severely distorts the Gaussian
shape of the point sources in the AMI data. The primary beam cor-
rection is applied manually to the measured fluxes and upper-limits
in the final catalogue.
2.3 Radio counterpart detection and identification
All the individual AMI epochs and deep concatenated images (cre-
ated by only concatenating those epochs with the same pointing
center) were searched for GRB radio afterglow detections using
PYSE. We searched for all sources with a > 4σs flux significance
that were within 3 times the positional uncertainty (σp) of the best
known Swift position of the GRB (see details below). These sources
then became candidate afterglow detections. For those GRBs where
no radio counterpart candidate was detected, we used PYSE to per-
form a forced fit at the best known Swift position, assuming a point
source with a size and shape fixed to that of the restoring beam.
These algorithms report the position of any detected radio sources,
plus the flux and significance of all detections and forced fits, along
with the statistical errors (based on Condon et al. 1998).
In order to determine the false source detection rate in our
AMI observations at different levels of significance, we ran PYSE
on the deep concatenated image of each GRB to obtain a true and
deep catalogue of all the radio sources in each field. All those
sources with a flux significance > 3σs that were detected in the
individual epochs by PYSE within the primary beam, but were
not detected in the deep concatenated image of that particular
GRB, were considered false detections (further investigations as
to whether these sources are transients is beyond the scope of this
paper). A radio source in an individual epoch was considered to be
the same as a source in the deep concatenated image if the angular
distance between them was less than 3 times the 1σp position error
(this excludes all > 3σs detected sources within 3 times the posi-
tional error of the Swift GRB position to avoid contamination from
a radio counterpart below the detection threshold defined below).
After visually inspecting the data and removing all false sources
4 http://docs.transientskp.org
https://github.com/transientskp/tkp
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that appeared to be artefacts from nearby bright sources, our analy-
sis found 12 possible false sources with a flux significance between
3 < σs < 4, and 6 possible false sources within a flux signifi-
cance between 4 < σs < 5, with none above 5σs in 871 AMI
observations. If we assume that these false sources came from ran-
dom Gaussian noise fluctuations then we can calculate the proba-
bility of a false source to occur at the position of a GRB in the 871
observations. In most cases the position error of a GRB is within
the AMI synthesised beam (< 30”), of which ∼ 100 fill the AMI
primary beam. Therefore in 87100 samples (100 beams in 871 ob-
servations) there is a 0.014% and 0.007% chance of a false source
being detected at the position of the GRB with a flux significance
between 3 < σs < 4 and σs > 4, respectively. Given it is twice
as likely for a false source to be detected with a flux significance
between 3 < σs < 4 than with a flux significance σs > 4, we have
chosen to only report radio detections at the position of the GRB
with a flux significance of σs > 4.
To identify those GRBs with a candidate radio afterglows, we
ran a source matching algorithm designed to pair any AMI detected
radio source with a GRB provided the angular distance between
the two positions were within 3 times the total 1σp position error,
which is the Swift GRB position error added in quadrature to the ra-
dio source position error calculated by PYSE. In some sets of AMI
observations the angular distance between an AMI detected radio
source and GRB was 6 3σp at some epochs but > 3σp at others.
We therefore define an AMI radio source to be the same source
at multiple epochs if their positions agree within . 1.5σp of the
source position in the deep concatenated image. After a coincident
radio source was identified using the above method, the individ-
ual AMI observations were visually inspected to ensure it was not
diffuse emission or an artefact from a nearby bright source. Once
verified, all GRBs with a coincident radio source with a > 4σs
significant detection are considered highly likely to be associated.
2.3.1 Radio counterpart selection criteria
Identifying a coincident radio source as a GRB radio afterglow
needed to be assessed on a case by case basis. Many of the after-
glow candidates detected had a 6 5σs flux significance and there-
fore large errors. As a result, it was difficult to test for variability in
the radio light curves by deriving a reduced χ2 to a weighted mean
fit (Gaensler & Hunstead 2000). We therefore based our identifica-
tion of a coincident radio source as a confirmed AMI-detected GRB
radio afterglow using the following criteria:
(i) The radio source must have been detected in at least two
epochs with a flux significance > 4σs. This is due to our detecting
several false sources in the AMI observations with a significance
between 4 < σs < 5 (as demonstrated in Section 2.3), which sug-
gests a small chance of a single candidate afterglow detection not
being real.
(ii) There must be an early- or late-time non-detections in the
AMI observations with RMS noise levels that would have detect
the radio source at its brightest measured flux with a significance
> 5σs.
Those GRBs with a coincident radio source that was only detected
in one epoch, but are consistent with our second criterion, are con-
sidered possible AMI-detected GRB radio afterglow.
There were also several GRBs for which no coincident radio
source was detected in a single epoch, but where one was detected
in the deep concatenated image. In such cases it is possible that
the deep concatenated image was sensitive enough to detect the
radio afterglow. To investigate this possibility we divided the indi-
vidual epochs of the GRB into two even groups, the early epochs
and the later epochs, and created two new concatenated images. A
radio afterglow would be expected to have different brightnesses in
these two concatenated images, thus confirming its variable nature.
If the source is detected in both of the concatenated images but with
the flux measurements differing by > 4σs; or if the source is only
detected in one concatenated image with the non-detection in the
second concatenated image obeying criterion (ii), then the source
will be considered variable and therefore classified as a confirmed
AMI-detected GRB radio afterglow.
3 THE AMI GRB CATALOGUE
The AMI GRB Catalogue presented in Tables 1 and 2 is the com-
plete list of GRBs observed with AMI as part of the ALARRM
programme, from the first triggered observation of GRB 120305A,
up until the last observation of GRB 150413A taken on 2015 May
9. Table 1 only reports those GRBs that have a confirmed or pos-
sible radio afterglow detection in the AMI data as defined in Sec-
tion 2.3.1, all of which are long GRBs. Table 2 lists all other AMI
observed GRBs including those reporting coincident/serendipitous
steady sources. The full catalogue includes the AMI 15.7 GHz
fluxes and upper limits of 139 GRBs from 871 AMI observations,
totalling 90.2 days of observing time. Of the 139 GRBs in this cat-
alogue, 132 were detected with Swift, which resulted in a triggered
rapid-response AMI observation. Of the 132 Swift-detection events,
12 were short GRBs. Another five Fermi- and two INTEGRAL-
detected long GRBs were also observed with AMI after their posi-
tions were localised through optical and/or X-ray afterglow detec-
tions, which were consequently reported on the GRB Coordinates
Network (GCN).5 In Tables 1 and 2, all GRB observations from
GRB 130907A and GRB 130813A onwards, respectively, follow
the updated ALARRM strategy (see Section 2.1) and are thus used
in the detection statistics in Section 5.1.
The AMI GRB Catalogue Tables 1 and 2 include a column
indicating whether the GRB has been reported to have radio af-
terglow, either through the GCN or in the literature. Table 2 also
specifies whether the GRB was long or short, where we classify it
as a short GRB if its T90 (time that the cumulative counts increase
from 5% to 95% above background, therefore including 90% of
the total GRB counts) is < 2 s (Kouveliotou et al. 1993). Note that
only long-duration GRBs were detected with AMI. The Telescope
column indicates the name of the Swift telescope that provided the
most localised position of the GRB. This position was used as the
reference GRB position when searching for radio afterglows in the
AMI data, and is also the position at which a forced fit was ap-
plied in the case that a coincident radio source was not detected.
The preferred position is from the Swift-UVOT, which has a 90%
error radius better than 1 arcsecond (Roming et al. 2005), followed
by the Swift-XRT position, with a 90% error radius better than 5
arcseconds (Burrows et al. 2008). If neither of these positions were
available, which could be due to a faint counterpart or an observing
constraint, we tried to find a counterpart position reported on the
GCN. If none were reported, we used the position from Swift-BAT,
which has a 90% error radius between 1− 4 arcmin.
Tables 1 and 2 then list the basic information of each AMI ob-
servation, including the start date of the observations in both Gre-
5 http://gcn.gsfc.nasa.gov/
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gorian and MJD formats, the duration of the observation in hours,
the time post-burst that the observation commenced in days, and
the observational RMS noise. The reported peak fluxes for the in-
dividual epochs and concatenated deep images (labelled “concat”
in the Tables) are those output by PYSE, which are then primary
beam corrected. The peak fluxes measured from detections of radio
sources coincident with GRBs are indicated by asterisks in the Ta-
bles. Otherwise the reported peak fluxes are obtained by performing
forced Gaussian fits at the position of either the radio counterpart
seen in another AMI epoch, or at the best known Swift position of
the GRB. The flux errors are the errors output by PYSE, added in
quadrature to the AMI 5% calibration error (Perrott et al. 2013)
and are also primary beam corrected. The significance of the peak
fluxes reported by PYSE are also included in these Tables.
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Table 1. The AMI 15.7 GHz GRB catalogue: GRBs that have been detected or possibly detected with AMI
GRB a Radio b Telescope c Date d Start e Integration f Days g Peak Flux h Sig i RMS j
Flag (yyyy-mm-dd) (MJD) (hours) (post-burst) (mJy/beam) (mJy/beam)
120320A P XRT 2012-03-21 56007.09 1.0 0.60 * 0.38± 0.09 4.0 0.08
120320A P XRT 2012-04-05 56022.06 1.0 15.56 0.15± 0.28 9.0 0.09
120320A P XRT Concat 0.15± 0.28 9.0 0.06
120326A R UVOT 2012-03-26 56012.36 1.0 0.31 −1.20± 8.88 2.6 0.14
120326A R UVOT 2012-04-02 56019.21 1.0 7.15 * 0.86± 0.1 8.4 0.08
120326A R UVOT 2012-04-16 56033.30 1.0 21.25 * 0.37± 0.09 4.0 0.08
120326A R UVOT 2012-04-28 56045.29 1.0 33.24 0.42± 0.14 3.3 0.14
120326A R UVOT Concat * 0.59± 0.08 7.8 0.05
130427A R XRT 2013-04-27 56409.66 1.0 0.34 * 3.58± 0.25 21.6 0.15
130427A R XRT 2013-04-27 56409.94 1.0 0.62 * 4.54± 0.25 43.5 0.08
130427A R XRT 2013-04-28 56410.82 3.0 1.49 * 1.83± 0.12 22.9 0.08
130427A R XRT 2013-04-29 56411.78 1.0 2.46 * 1.18± 0.09 15.3 0.07
130427A R XRT 2013-04-29 56411.95 1.0 2.62 * 0.87± 0.13 6.9 0.1
130427A R XRT 2013-04-30 56412.85 1.5 3.52 * 0.61± 0.07 9.2 0.06
130427A R XRT 2013-05-01 56413.84 3.0 4.52 * 0.60± 0.06 10.9 0.05
130427A R XRT 2013-05-02 56414.79 2.8 5.47 * 0.55± 0.06 9.2 0.05
130427A R XRT 2013-05-04 56416.79 2.8 7.47 * 0.46± 0.07 7.2 0.06
130427A R XRT 2013-05-07 56419.90 3.0 10.58 * 0.46± 0.06 8.0 0.06
130427A R XRT 2013-05-10 56422.86 2.0 13.53 0.21± 0.07 3.3 0.08
130427A R XRT 2013-05-21 56433.72 2.0 24.40 * 0.26± 0.06 4.3 0.05
130427A R XRT 2013-06-05 56448.70 3.0 39.38 * 0.24± 0.05 4.2 0.05
130427A R XRT 2013-06-25 56468.56 4.0 59.24 0.11± 0.04 2.7 0.05
130427A R XRT Concat * 0.78± 0.05 25.2 0.02
130625A P XRT 2013-06-25 56468.29 1.0 0.00 (4.32) −0.11± 0.07 1.6 0.08
130625A P XRT 2013-06-26 56469.34 1.0 1.05 −0.18± 0.42 2.0 0.09
130625A P XRT 2013-06-30 56473.25 1.0 4.96 0.16± 0.3 1.9 0.11
130625A P XRT 2013-07-03 56476.21 1.0 7.92 −0.35± 0.47 2.6 0.45
130625A P XRT 2013-07-15 56488.19 1.0 19.90 0.15± 0.08 2.7 0.11
130625A P XRT 2013-07-22 56495.27 1.0 26.98 * 0.59± 0.14 4.4 0.13
130625A P XRT Concat 0.08± 0.04 3.1 0.04
130702A† R UVOT 2013-07-05 56478.80 2.0 3.79 * 1.54± 0.15 10.8 0.12
130702A† R UVOT 2013-07-06 56479.73 1.0 4.72 * 1.56± 0.16 11.1 0.13
130702A† R UVOT 2013-07-09 56482.79 1.5 7.78 * 0.73± 0.13 5.9 0.1
130702A† R UVOT 2013-07-10 56483.78 1.5 8.77 * 0.89± 0.1 10.1 0.07
130702A† R UVOT 2013-07-12 56485.78 1.7 10.78 * 0.69± 0.12 5.6 0.1
130702A† R UVOT 2013-07-14 56487.77 1.5 12.77 * 0.57± 0.09 6.6 0.08
130702A† R UVOT 2013-07-17 56490.80 2.5 15.79 * 0.50± 0.12 4.3 0.1
130702A† R UVOT 2013-07-22 56495.74 2.5 20.74 0.47± 0.13 3.7 0.12
130702A† R UVOT 2013-07-26 56499.87 2.0 24.86 * 0.59± 0.11 5.3 0.09
130702A† R UVOT 2013-07-28 56501.79 2.5 26.78 * 0.45± 0.09 4.8 0.08
130702A† R UVOT 2013-07-31 56504.64 2.5 29.64 0.01± 0.01 1.9 0.15
130702A† R UVOT Concat * 0.70± 0.06 15.9 0.03
130907A R UVOT 2013-09-08 56543.41 2.0 0.51 * 1.04± 0.13 8.6 0.1
130907A R UVOT 2013-09-09 56544.61 3.5 1.71 * 0.75± 0.12 6.1 0.12
130907A R UVOT 2013-09-11 56546.51 2.4 3.61 0.36± 0.1 3.2 0.09
130907A R UVOT 2013-09-11 56546.63 4.0 3.73 0.14± 0.07 2.9 0.08
130907A R UVOT 2013-09-14 56549.60 2.1 6.70 0.21± 0.07 3.1 0.07
130907A R UVOT 2013-09-16 56551.54 3.0 8.64 0.06± 0.04 1.7 0.06
130907A R UVOT Concat * 0.46± 0.05 10.2 0.03
140209A P XRT 2014-02-10 56698.68 4.0 1.36 * 0.43± 0.1 4.2 0.09
140209A P XRT 2014-02-11 56699.82 4.0 2.51 −0.07± 0.11 1.6 0.04
140209A P XRT 2014-02-13 56701.70 4.0 4.39 0.18± 0.06 2.5 0.04
140209A P XRT 2014-02-18 56706.73 4.0 9.42 0.06± 0.04 2.5 0.05
140209A P XRT Concat 0.18± 0.05 2.6 0.02
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Table 1 – continued
GRB a Radio b Telescope c Date d Start e Integration f Days g Peak Flux h Sig i RMS j
Flag (yyyy-mm-dd) (MJD) (hours) (post-burst) (mJy/beam) (mJy/beam)
140304A R XRT 2014-03-04 56720.56 2.0 0.00 (4.32) −1.17± 24.4 2.8 0.05
140304A R XRT 2014-03-05 56721.58 1.1 1.02 −0.47± 2.6 1.9 0.07
140304A R XRT 2014-03-05 56721.71 3.2 1.16 0.24± 0.07 3.8 0.05
140304A R XRT 2014-03-06 56722.63 4.5 2.07 0.07± 0.03 2.6 0.04
140304A R XRT 2014-03-07 56723.47 4.0 2.91 * 0.38± 0.05 9.1 0.04
140304A R XRT 2014-03-08 56724.60 4.0 4.04 * 0.18± 0.04 4.3 0.04
140304A R XRT 2014-03-09 56725.48 4.0 4.92 * 0.24± 0.04 6.2 0.04
140304A R XRT 2014-03-10 56726.63 4.0 6.07 * 0.23± 0.04 5.2 0.04
140304A R XRT 2014-03-11 56727.62 4.0 7.06 0.12± 0.04 3.4 0.04
140304A R XRT 2014-03-12 56728.57 3.5 8.01 0.16± 0.05 3.1 0.04
140304A R XRT 2014-03-13 56729.45 6.0 8.90 0.08± 0.03 4.2 0.04
140304A R XRT 2014-03-14 56730.61 4.0 10.05 0.05± 0.03 3.5 0.04
140304A R XRT 2014-03-17 56733.47 4.0 12.92 0.04± 0.02 2.5 0.04
140304A R XRT 2014-03-21 56737.56 3.5 17.00 −0.23± 1.03 2.4 0.05
140304A R XRT 2014-03-23 56739.44 4.0 18.88 0.06± 0.03 2.7 0.04
140304A R XRT 2014-03-29 56745.43 4.0 24.88 1.17± 26.86 1.9 0.05
140304A R XRT 2014-04-01 56748.48 4.0 27.92 −3.3± 166.5 2.8 0.06
140304A R XRT Concat * 0.16± 0.02 10.7 0.01
140305A A BAT 2014-03-05 56721.63 2.0 0.00 (4.32) 0.12± 0.17 4.0 0.11
140305A A BAT 2014-03-06 56722.45 4.0 0.83 −0.11± 0.25 3.3 0.04
140305A A BAT 2014-03-08 56724.43 4.0 2.80 * 0.29± 0.06 5.0 0.04
140305A A BAT 2014-03-10 56726.49 3.0 4.87 0.14± 0.07 6.4 0.05
140305A A BAT 2014-03-12 56728.39 4.0 6.76 * 0.34± 0.06 5.6 0.04
140305A A BAT 2014-03-15 56731.42 4.0 9.79 * 0.42± 0.06 6.9 0.04
140305A A BAT 2014-03-18 56734.26 5.0 12.64 * 0.34± 0.07 4.6 0.04
140305A A BAT 2014-03-21 56737.41 3.5 15.78 * 0.39± 0.07 5.4 0.04
140305A A BAT 2014-03-27 56743.28 4.0 21.66 * 0.28± 0.06 4.7 0.04
140305A A BAT 2014-03-30 56746.38 4.0 24.76 −0.09± 0.15 2.7 0.05
140305A A BAT 2014-04-01 56748.30 4.0 26.68 0.19± 0.08 8.9 0.06
140305A A BAT Concat * 0.24± 0.03 9.7 0.01
140318A P XRT 2014-03-18 56734.02 2.0 0.01 −0.02± 0.02 1.8 0.06
140318A P XRT 2014-03-18 56734.94 4.0 0.93 0.06± 0.04 2.5 0.04
140318A P XRT 2014-03-25 56741.98 4.0 7.97 * 0.28± 0.05 5.0 0.04
140318A P XRT 2014-03-28 56744.96 4.0 10.95 0.03± 0.02 2.8 0.04
140318A P XRT Concat * 0.15± 0.03 4.9 0.02
140320C‡ P XRT 2014-03-21 56737.71 3.5 1.16 −0.02± 0.03 2.7 0.04
140320C‡ P XRT 2014-03-22 56738.69 4.0 2.13 * 0.14± 0.03 4.1 0.04
140320C‡ P XRT 2014-03-24 56740.72 4.0 4.16 −0.02± 0.02 2.2 0.04
140320C‡ P XRT 2014-03-28 56744.78 4.0 8.23 −0.0± 0.0 1.6 0.04
140320C‡ P XRT 2014-03-30 56746.83 4.0 10.28 0.03± 0.02 2.1 0.04
140320C‡ P XRT Concat 0.03± 0.01 2.3 0.02
140607A P BAT 2014-06-07 56815.72 1.1 0.00 (4.32) 0.36± 0.59 3.3 0.22
140607A P BAT 2014-06-09 56817.47 4.0 1.75 * 0.59± 0.12 4.8 0.08
140607A P BAT 2014-06-11 56819.48 4.0 3.76 0.49± 0.3 3.3 0.28
140607A P BAT Concat 0.38± 0.12 3.9 0.08
140629A AC UVOT 2014-06-30 56838.87 4.0 1.27 0.09± 0.04 3.2 0.05
140629A AC UVOT 2014-07-01 56839.87 4.0 2.28 0.15± 0.04 4.3 0.05
140629A AC UVOT 2014-07-02 56840.88 3.7 3.28 0.11± 0.04 4.3 0.04
140629A AC UVOT 2014-07-03 56841.90 4.0 4.31 0.24± 1.13 2.3 0.06
140629A AC UVOT 2014-07-04 56842.87 6.0 5.27 0.13± 0.05 3.4 0.06
140629A AC UVOT 2014-07-06 56844.74 4.0 7.14 0.03± 0.02 2.3 0.04
140629A AC UVOT 2014-07-10 56848.76 6.0 11.16 0.02± 0.02 2.2 0.04
140629A AC UVOT 2014-07-16 56854.72 4.0 17.12 −0.04± 0.03 2.5 0.06
140629A AC UVOT 2014-07-22 56860.75 4.0 23.16 −0.02± 0.03 1.8 0.05
140629A AC UVOT Concat * 0.10± 0.02 5.0 0.02
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Table 1 – continued
GRB a Radio b Telescope c Date d Start e Integration f Days g Peak Flux h Sig i RMS j
Flag (yyyy-mm-dd) (MJD) (hours) (post-burst) (mJy/beam) (mJy/beam)
140703A R XRT 2014-07-03 56841.03 2.0 0.01 (11.52) 0.02± 0.02 3.1 0.07
140703A R XRT 2014-07-04 56842.22 4.0 1.19 * 0.32± 0.06 5.4 0.05
140703A R XRT 2014-07-06 56844.08 4.0 3.05 * 0.49± 0.06 7.8 0.06
140703A R XRT 2014-07-07 56845.13 4.0 4.11 * 0.24± 0.04 5.7 0.04
140703A R XRT 2014-07-08 56846.09 6.0 5.07 * 0.26± 0.04 6.0 0.04
140703A R XRT 2014-07-12 56850.14 4.0 9.11 0.07± 0.04 2.7 0.07
140703A R XRT 2014-07-14 56852.13 4.0 11.10 * 0.20± 0.04 4.7 0.04
140703A R XRT 2014-07-15 56853.18 4.0 12.16 0.17± 0.04 3.6 0.05
140703A R XRT 2014-07-17 56855.06 6.0 14.03 −0.03± 0.03 2.0 0.06
140703A R XRT 2014-07-20 56858.15 4.0 17.12 0.07± 0.04 2.6 0.05
140703A R XRT 2014-07-28 56866.16 4.0 25.13 0.04± 0.03 1.8 0.05
140703A R XRT Concat * 0.20± 0.02 9.7 0.02
140709A A XRT 2014-07-09 56847.05 2.0 0.00 (4.32) 0.20± 0.63 2.7 0.07
140709A A XRT 2014-07-10 56848.04 4.0 0.99 −0.05± 0.07 -1.1 0.04
140709A A XRT 2014-07-11 56849.93 4.0 2.88 * 0.46± 0.05 10.9 0.04
140709A A XRT 2014-07-14 56852.96 4.0 5.91 * 0.29± 0.05 5.9 0.05
140709A A XRT 2014-07-15 56853.93 4.0 6.88 * 0.28± 0.05 5.9 0.04
140709A A XRT 2014-07-18 56856.03 4.0 8.97 −0.12± 0.06 -1.4 0.08
140709A A XRT 2014-07-18 56856.97 4.0 9.92 0.13± 0.06 2.0 0.06
140709A A XRT 2014-07-21 56859.95 4.0 12.90 0.04± 0.03 0.9 0.04
140709A A XRT 2014-07-23 56861.86 4.0 14.81 −0.01± 0.02 -0.3 0.04
140709A A XRT 2014-07-27 56865.98 4.0 18.93 0.07± 0.13 1.5 0.05
140709A A XRT 2014-07-31 56869.86 4.0 22.81 0.08± 0.04 1.4 0.05
140709A A XRT Concat * 0.17± 0.02 10.0 0.01
140713A R XRT 2014-07-13 56851.78 2.0 0.00 (5.76) 0.11± 0.06 2.8 0.09
140713A R XRT 2014-07-14 56852.79 4.0 1.01 0.17± 0.06 3.5 0.06
140713A R XRT 2014-07-16 56854.88 4.0 3.10 * 0.60± 0.09 7.1 0.08
140713A R XRT 2014-07-17 56855.86 4.0 4.08 0.16± 0.08 3.2 0.09
140713A R XRT 2014-07-18 56856.79 4.0 5.01 * 0.78± 0.09 9.4 0.07
140713A R XRT 2014-07-19 56857.94 4.0 6.16 * 0.84± 0.07 14.8 0.05
140713A R XRT 2014-07-20 56858.94 4.0 7.16 * 0.82± 0.09 11.0 0.07
140713A R XRT 2014-07-22 56860.92 4.0 9.14 * 1.37± 0.08 28.2 0.04
140713A R XRT 2014-07-24 56862.86 4.0 11.08 * 1.31± 0.10 18.3 0.07
140713A R XRT 2014-07-26 56864.89 4.0 13.11 * 1.65± 0.10 28.7 0.06
140713A R XRT 2014-07-28 56866.78 4.0 15.00 * 0.87± 0.07 16.1 0.05
140713A R XRT 2014-07-30 56868.81 4.0 17.03 * 0.69± 0.07 11.3 0.06
140713A R XRT 2014-08-01 56870.86 4.0 19.08 * 0.89± 0.07 16.3 0.05
140713A R XRT 2014-08-03 56872.86 4.0 21.08 * 1.05± 0.07 21.1 0.04
140713A R XRT 2014-08-05 56874.82 4.0 23.04 * 0.70± 0.07 11.0 0.06
140713A R XRT 2014-08-06 56875.87 4.0 24.09 * 0.79± 0.06 15.0 0.05
140713A R XRT 2014-08-12 56881.79 3.0 30.01 * 0.71± 0.07 11.9 0.06
140713A R XRT 2014-08-14 56883.87 3.0 32.09 * 0.53± 0.07 8.3 0.06
140713A R XRT 2014-08-16 56885.87 2.0 34.09 * 0.40± 0.06 7.0 0.06
140713A R XRT 2014-08-18 56887.78 4.0 36.00 * 0.49± 0.07 7.2 0.06
140713A R XRT 2014-08-20 56889.79 2.0 38.01 0.20± 0.06 4.0 0.06
140713A R XRT 2014-08-23 56892.73 4.0 40.95 * 0.35± 0.05 8.0 0.04
140713A R XRT 2014-08-27 56896.85 4.0 45.07 * 0.29± 0.04 7.2 0.04
140713A R XRT 2014-08-29 56898.82 4.0 47.04 * 0.27± 0.05 5.9 0.04
140713A R XRT 2014-08-31 56900.76 1.8 48.98 −0.07± 0.10 1.8 0.07
140713A R XRT 2014-09-01 56901.79 4.0 50.01 * 0.32± 0.08 4.2 0.07
140713A R XRT 2014-09-02 56902.68 5.9 50.90 * 0.18± 0.04 4.5 0.04
140713A R XRT 2014-09-05 56905.75 4.0 53.97 0.09± 0.04 2.4 0.04
140713A R XRT 2014-09-07 56907.78 3.9 56.00 0.23± 0.08 3.6 0.07
140713A R XRT 2014-09-10 56910.80 4.0 59.02 0.21± 0.05 4.1 0.06
140713A R XRT 2014-09-14 56914.72 4.0 62.94 0.09± 0.04 2.8 0.05
140713A R XRT 2014-09-17 56917.66 5.8 65.88 0.10± 0.03 3.7 0.03
140713A R XRT 2014-09-23 56923.77 4.0 71.99 0.11± 0.04 3.8 0.04
140713A R XRT 2014-10-02 56932.59 5.8 80.81 −0.22± 0.87 1.8 0.05
140713A R XRT Concat * 0.50± 0.03 28.9 0.01
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Table 1 – continued
GRB a Radio b Telescope c Date d Start e Integration f Days g Peak Flux h Sig i RMS j
Flag (yyyy-mm-dd) (MJD) (hours) (post-burst) (mJy/beam) (mJy/beam)
141121A A UVOT 2014-11-21 56982.16 2.0 0.00 (5.76) −0.41± 1.03 1.5 0.18
141121A A UVOT 2014-11-22 56983.05 4.0 0.89 0.11± 0.05 3.1 0.06
141121A A UVOT 2014-11-24 56985.17 4.0 3.01 * 0.37± 0.07 5.5 0.05
141121A A UVOT 2014-11-25 56986.97 4.0 4.81 −0.09± 0.13 1.3 0.12
141121A A UVOT 2014-11-28 56989.04 4.0 6.88 * 0.32± 0.06 5.4 0.04
141121A A UVOT 2014-11-29 56990.15 4.0 7.99 * 0.36± 0.06 6.7 0.04
141121A A UVOT 2014-11-30 56991.13 4.0 8.97 * 0.31± 0.07 4.6 0.05
141121A A UVOT 2014-12-01 56992.98 7.0 10.82 0.13± 0.04 3.7 0.03
141121A A UVOT 2014-12-02 56994.00 4.0 11.84 * 0.37± 0.06 6.8 0.04
141121A A UVOT 2014-12-04 56995.13 4.0 12.97 0.15± 0.05 3.7 0.04
141121A A UVOT 2014-12-06 56997.01 4.0 14.85 0.10± 0.04 3.9 0.03
141121A A UVOT 2014-12-06 56997.98 4.0 15.82 * 0.23± 0.04 5.1 0.04
141121A A UVOT 2014-12-08 56999.12 4.0 16.96 0.20± 0.11 2.4 0.1
141121A A UVOT 2014-12-08 57000.00 4.0 17.84 0.13± 0.04 3.3 0.04
141121A A UVOT 2014-12-10 57001.99 4.0 19.82 0.14± 0.05 3.0 0.04
141121A A UVOT 2014-12-13 57004.13 3.3 21.97 0.11± 0.05 2.5 0.05
141121A A UVOT 2014-12-15 57006.02 4.0 23.86 0.17± 0.05 3.5 0.05
141121A A UVOT 2014-12-19 57010.98 4.0 28.82 0.05± 0.03 2.0 0.04
141121A A UVOT 2014-12-23 57014.99 4.0 32.83 0.10± 0.05 2.4 0.05
141121A A UVOT 2014-12-29 57020.94 4.0 38.78 * 0.23± 0.05 4.6 0.04
141121A A UVOT 2015-01-05 57027.95 4.0 45.79 0.08± 0.04 2.7 0.04
141121A A UVOT 2015-01-16 57038.87 4.0 56.71 0.18± 0.9 1.5 0.04
141121A A UVOT 2015-01-22 57044.96 4.0 62.80 −0.03± 0.03 1.9 0.05
141121A A UVOT Concat * 0.20± 0.02 8.6 0.01
150110B A XRT 2015-01-11 57033.43 3.5 0.51 0.02± 0.02 3.4 0.05
150110B A XRT 2015-01-14 57036.47 4.0 3.54 * 0.41± 0.07 5.9 0.06
150110B A XRT 2015-01-15 57037.46 2.4 4.54 * 0.31± 0.08 4.0 0.06
150110B A XRT 2015-01-16 57038.42 4.0 5.49 * 0.53± 0.06 10.8 0.04
150110B A XRT 2015-01-17 57039.44 4.0 6.52 * 0.16± 0.03 5.1 0.03
150110B A XRT 2015-01-18 57040.45 4.0 7.52 * 0.25± 0.04 6.4 0.04
150110B A XRT 2015-01-19 57041.42 4.0 8.50 * 0.26± 0.05 6.2 0.04
150110B A XRT 2015-01-20 57042.40 1.9 9.47 * 0.29± 0.06 5.1 0.05
150110B A XRT 2015-01-21 57043.47 4.0 10.54 0.11± 0.05 3.4 0.05
150110B A XRT 2015-01-22 57044.41 4.0 11.49 * 0.21± 0.04 4.7 0.04
150110B A XRT 2015-01-25 57047.44 4.0 14.52 * 0.46± 0.06 7.8 0.05
150110B A XRT 2015-01-29 57051.44 4.0 18.51 * 0.36± 0.05 6.8 0.05
150110B A XRT 2015-02-06 57059.30 4.0 26.37 * 0.29± 0.04 7.9 0.04
150110B A XRT 2015-02-08 57061.41 4.0 28.48 0.13± 0.04 3.7 0.04
150110B A XRT 2015-04-08 57120.11 4.0 87.19 −0.16± 0.43 3.0 0.06
150110B A XRT 2015-04-15 57127.23 4.0 94.30 −0.01± 0.01 2.1 0.05
150110B A XRT Concat * 0.24± 0.02 20.1 0.01
150413A A MASTER II 2015-04-13 57125.75 4.0 0.17 0.03± 0.04 1.9 0.04
150413A A MASTER II 2015-04-14 57126.75 5.5 1.17 * 0.21± 0.05 4.2 0.04
150413A A MASTER II 2015-04-15 57127.80 4.0 2.22 * 0.23± 0.05 4.6 0.04
150413A A MASTER II 2015-04-16 57128.95 4.0 3.37 * 0.20± 0.04 4.8 0.03
150413A A MASTER II 2015-04-17 57129.81 3.8 4.23 * 0.19± 0.05 4.2 0.03
150413A A MASTER II 2015-04-18 57130.95 4.0 5.37 0.10± 0.03 3.0 0.03
150413A A MASTER II 2015-04-19 57131.89 4.0 6.31 0.19± 0.05 3.5 0.04
150413A A MASTER II 2015-04-20 57132.96 4.0 7.38 0.01± 0.01 5.3 0.04
150413A A MASTER II 2015-04-21 57133.78 4.0 8.20 0.06± 0.04 4.9 0.05
150413A A MASTER II 2015-04-22 57134.85 4.0 9.27 0.04± 0.03 2.4 0.04
150413A A MASTER II 2015-04-23 57135.95 4.0 10.37 0.05± 0.03 2.5 0.03
150413A A MASTER II 2015-04-25 57137.89 4.0 12.31 0.02± 0.02 3.0 0.11
150413A A MASTER II 2015-04-26 57138.76 4.0 13.18 0.10± 0.04 2.3 0.04
150413A A MASTER II 2015-04-29 57141.91 4.0 16.33 −0.19± 0.81 2.5 0.03
150413A A MASTER II 2015-05-02 57144.75 4.0 19.17 0.01± 0.01 2.9 0.04
150413A A MASTER II 2015-05-03 57145.74 4.0 20.16 0.15± 0.07 2.5 0.06
150413A A MASTER II 2015-05-09 57151.91 4.0 26.33 −0.17± 0.55 1.6 0.04
150413A A MASTER II Concat * 0.11± 0.02 6.1 0.01
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Table 1 – continued
Note: All GRBs in this table are classed as long GRBs. All GRB observations from GRB 130907A onwards followed the updated ALARRM strategy (see
Section 2.1).
a GRB discovery flag: †: Fermi discovered GRB; ‡: Integral discovered GRB
b Radio detection flag: A - new radio GRB discovered with AMI; AC - new radio GRB discovered with AMI that was only detected in the concatenated
image; R - radio afterglow first detected with another radio telescope; P - possible new candidate radio GRB discovered with AMI (see Section 4 for further
details on these categories).
c Best Swift telescope position used to search for a radio counterpart: BAT - Swift Burst Alert Telescope; XRT - Swift X-ray Telescope; UVOT - Swift
Ultraviolet/Optical Telescope. For GRB 150413A, the best optical position provided by the MASTER II robotic telescope (Ivanov et al 2015, GCN, 17689)
was used instead.
d Date of the AMI observation in yyyy-mm-dd. Concat - concatenation of all epochs with the same pointing (in the case of GRB 120320A, two observations
were taken with different pointings so the concatenated image is the same as the 2012-04-05 epoch).
e Start date of the AMI observation in modified julian date (MJD) format.
f AMI observation length in hours.
g Number of days post-burst since the start of the AMI observation. The response time, in minutes, has also been included in brackets for those AMI
observations that began 6 0.01 days post-burst.
h Peak flux density as reported by PYSE. The ‘*’ symbol indicates those GRBs for which the listed AMI peak flux is the measured flux of a radio source
detected above a 4σs significance, coincident with the best known Swift position of the GRB (i.e. within 3σp). All other listed fluxes are derived from a forced
Gaussian fit at the best known Swift position. The 1σs error bar is the flux error output by PYSE, added in quadrature to the AMI 5% calibration error.
i The significance of the AMI flux reported by PYSE, which are measured in units of σs above a local RMS.
j The global RMS of the middle quarter of the AMI image.
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Table 2. The AMI 15.7 GHz GRB catalogue: GRBs that were not detected with AMI, have a possible steady source association or a concatenated detection
GRB a Type b Radio c Telescope d Date e Start f Integration g Days h Peak Flux i Sig j RMS k
Flag (yyyy-mm-dd) (MJD) (hours) (post-burst) (mJy/beam) (mJy/beam)
120305A S N XRT 2012-03-05 55991.82 1.0 0.00 (4.32) 0.16± 0.25 2.6 0.17
120305A S N XRT 2012-03-06 55992.60 1.0 0.78 0.07± 0.05 1.9 0.10
120305A S N XRT 2012-03-07 55993.64 1.0 1.83 0.63± 2.77 1.6 0.17
120305A S N XRT 2012-03-08 55994.66 1.0 2.84 −0.0± 0.0 2.3 0.11
120305A S N XRT 2012-03-09 55995.76 1.0 3.94 −0.04± 0.05 2.9 0.12
120305A S N XRT 2012-03-10 55996.68 1.0 4.86 0.26± 0.09 2.4 0.11
120305A S N XRT 2012-03-11 55997.74 1.0 5.93 0.13± 0.19 1.7 0.22
120305A S N XRT 2012-03-12 55998.62 1.0 6.81 −0.27± 0.53 2.4 0.17
120305A S N XRT 2012-03-13 55999.72 1.0 7.90 −0.02± 0.02 1.9 0.15
120305A S N XRT 2012-03-15 56001.74 1.0 9.92 −2.41± 33.80 2.8 0.14
120305A S N XRT 2012-03-16 56002.75 1.0 10.93 −1.19± 14.68 3.3 0.10
120305A S N XRT 2012-03-19 56005.73 1.0 13.91 −0.06± 0.08 2.0 0.14
120305A S N XRT 2012-03-22 56008.55 0.8 16.73 0.28± 0.11 3.4 0.12
120305A S N XRT 2012-03-27 56013.68 1.0 21.86 0.06± 0.08 2.2 0.17
120305A S N XRT 2012-04-01 56018.68 1.0 26.86 −0.22± 0.57 2.4 0.10
120305A S N XRT 2012-04-05 56022.70 1.0 30.88 0.25± 0.77 2.5 0.10
120305A S N XRT Concat 0.03± 0.02 2.4 0.03
120308A L N UVOT 2012-03-08 55994.26 1.0 0.00 (5.76) −0.15± 0.31 1.6 0.08
120308A L N UVOT 2012-03-09 55995.09 2.0 0.83 −0.02± 0.01 2.2 0.05
120308A L N UVOT 2012-03-13 55999.14 1.0 4.88 0.01± 0.01 2.3 0.13
120308A L N UVOT 2012-03-16 56002.25 1.0 7.99 0.08± 0.05 2.4 0.06
120308A L N UVOT 2012-03-19 56005.22 1.0 10.96 −0.11± 0.21 2.1 0.08
120308A L N UVOT 2012-03-22 56008.16 1.0 13.90 0.06± 0.09 2.3 0.09
120308A L N UVOT 2012-03-25 56011.14 1.0 16.89 0.11± 0.19 2.2 0.09
120308A L N UVOT 2012-04-02 56019.16 1.0 24.90 −0.32± 1.36 3.0 0.08
120308A L N UVOT 2012-04-11 56028.10 1.0 33.84 0.14± 0.35 2.3 0.07
120308A L N UVOT Concat 0.03± 0.06 2.7 0.03
120311A L N XRT 2012-03-11 55997.23 1.0 0.00 (2.88) 0.50± 2.06 2.3 0.10
120311A L N XRT 2012-04-05 56022.19 1.0 24.96 0.13± 0.08 1.5 0.09
120311A L N XRT 2012-04-08 56025.15 1.0 27.92 0.21± 0.08 2.6 0.08
120311A L N XRT Concat 0.17± 0.59 2.9 0.05
120324A L N XRT 2012-03-24 56010.25 1.0 0.00 (4.32) 0.11± 0.07 1.9 0.09
120324A L N XRT 2012-04-05 56022.24 1.0 11.99 0.24± 0.07 3.5 0.08
120324A L N XRT 2012-04-08 56025.20 1.0 14.95 0.04± 0.04 1.8 0.10
120324A L N XRT 2012-04-16 56033.35 1.0 23.10 0.07± 0.05 2.3 0.10
120324A L N XRT 2012-04-23 56040.17 1.0 29.92 0.18± 0.32 1.6 0.15
120324A L N XRT Concat 0.13± 0.04 3.0 0.04
120403A S N BAT 2012-04-03 56020.36 1.0 0.31 0.09± 0.14 1.9 0.11
120403A S N BAT 2012-04-04 56021.67 1.0 1.63 0.19± 0.10 2.7 0.09
120403A S N BAT 2012-04-06 56023.67 1.0 3.63 0.07± 0.05 2.8 0.09
120403A S N BAT 2012-04-10 56027.62 1.0 7.58 −1.30± 11.52 2.3 0.11
120403A S N BAT 2012-04-16 56033.65 1.0 13.60 0.03± 0.02 2.5 0.11
120403A S N BAT 2012-05-01 56048.62 1.0 28.57 −0.02± 0.02 2.8 0.15
120403A S N BAT Concat 0.08± 0.04 2.6 0.04
120404A L R UVOT 2012-04-05 56022.01 1.0 0.47 −0.20± 0.39 3.0 0.11
120404A L R UVOT 2012-04-08 56025.01 1.0 3.48 −0.05± 0.04 2.2 0.12
120404A L R UVOT 2012-04-11 56028.01 1.0 6.47 0.33± 1.09 3.0 0.10
120404A L R UVOT 2012-04-17 56034.08 1.0 12.55 −0.59± 3.12 2.1 0.10
120404A L R UVOT Concat 0.05± 0.07 1.4 0.05
120422A L R UVOT 2012-04-22 56039.57 1.0 0.27 0.03± 0.03 2.8 0.41
120422A L R UVOT 2012-04-24 56041.68 1.0 2.38 −5.10± 81.29 2.0 0.24
120422A L R UVOT 2012-04-26 56043.68 1.0 4.38 −0.05± 0.04 3.8 0.21
120422A L R UVOT 2012-04-29 56046.72 1.0 7.42 0.23± 0.55 7.2 0.11
120422A L R UVOT 2012-05-05 56052.75 1.0 13.45 −0.09± 0.06 5.2 0.11
120422A L R UVOT 2012-05-20 56067.89 1.0 28.59 0.07± 0.08 3.0 0.24
120422A L R UVOT 2012-09-03 56173.44 1.0 134.14 −0.27± 0.14 4.2 0.16
120422A L R UVOT Concat −0.17± 0.06 9.6 0.06
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Table 2 – continued
GRB a Type b Radio c Telescope d Date e Start f Integration g Days h Peak Flux i Sig j RMS k
Flag (yyyy-mm-dd) (MJD) (hours) (post-burst) (mJy/beam) (mJy/beam)
120514A L N XRT 2012-05-16 56063.17 1.0 2.12 0.46± 0.15 3.7 0.13
120514A L N XRT 2012-05-19 56066.13 1.0 5.07 −0.48± 1.12 2.2 0.24
120514A L N XRT 2012-05-22 56069.08 1.0 8.03 −0.02± 0.02 2.5 0.15
120514A L N XRT 2012-06-03 56082.00 1.0 20.95 −2.14± 16.13 1.5 0.33
120514A L N XRT Concat 0.36± 0.10 4.2 0.09
120521C L R XRT 2012-05-21 56068.98 1.0 0.01 (14.40) −0.06± 0.07 3.3 0.09
120521C L R XRT 2012-05-25 56072.87 1.0 3.90 0.15± 0.23 3.4 0.13
120521C L R XRT 2012-05-28 56075.88 1.0 6.90 −14.01± 907.44 3.0 0.22
120521C L R XRT 2012-06-04 56082.77 1.0 13.80 −0.08± 0.06 2.1 0.11
120521C L R XRT 2012-06-23 56101.79 1.0 32.81 −0.32± 0.66 3.1 0.19
120521C L R XRT Concat 0.43± 2.29 2.9 0.06
120711B L N XRT 2012-07-14 56122.18 1.0 3.05 −1.01± 2.69 2.1 0.43
120711B L N XRT 2012-07-17 56125.18 1.0 6.05 0.23± 0.06 3.9 0.08
120711B L N XRT 2012-07-23 56131.11 1.0 11.97 −0.07± 0.10 2.8 0.10
120711B L N XRT 2012-08-07 56146.10 0.8 26.97 0.03± 0.03 2.3 0.14
120711B L N XRT Concat 0.12± 0.04 3.4 0.06
120722A L N XRT 2012-07-22 56130.58 1.0 0.05 0.67± 1.09 2.9 0.51
120722A L N XRT 2012-07-24 56132.78 1.0 2.24 6.15± 131.7 2.6 0.25
120722A L N XRT 2012-07-26 56134.75 1.0 4.21 0.67± 1.33 2.3 0.36
120722A L N XRT Concat 10.46± 425.62 2.6 0.17
120724A L N UVOT 2012-07-24 56132.83 1.0 0.55 −0.29± 0.16 3.2 0.20
120724A L N UVOT 2012-07-26 56134.80 1.0 2.52 0.22± 0.28 2.2 0.40
120724A L N UVOT 2012-08-02 56141.71 1.0 9.43 0.08± 0.07 2.3 0.35
120724A L N UVOT Concat −0.48± 1.04 2.2 0.16
120729A L N UVOT 2012-07-29 56137.96 1.0 0.50 −0.2± 0.15 2.5 0.24
120729A L N UVOT 2012-08-01 56140.32 1.0 2.86 0.18± 0.10 2.2 0.11
120729A L N UVOT 2012-08-03 56142.02 1.0 4.56 0.17± 0.09 2.8 0.11
120729A L N UVOT 2012-08-06 56145.06 1.0 7.61 5.25± 259.21 2.9 0.10
120729A L N UVOT 2012-08-12 56151.25 1.0 13.79 0.01± 0.01 2.5 0.09
120729A L N UVOT 2012-08-27 56166.08 1.0 28.62 2.09± 45.42 2.2 0.09
120729A L N UVOT Concat 0.07± 0.03 2.6 0.04
120802A L N XRT 2012-08-02 56141.34 1.0 0.00 (4.32) 0.02± 0.02 3.9 0.13
120802A L N XRT 2012-08-04 56143.37 1.0 2.04 0.05± 0.06 2.0 0.13
120802A L N XRT 2012-08-07 56146.16 1.0 4.82 0.09± 0.13 4.4 0.11
120802A L N XRT 2012-08-09 56148.39 1.0 7.05 −0.27± 0.45 2.4 0.19
120802A L N XRT 2012-08-16 56155.13 1.0 13.79 −0.20± 0.09 4.1 0.09
120802A L N XRT 2012-08-31 56170.23 1.0 28.90 −0.17± 0.07 2.7 0.08
120802A L N XRT Concat −0.13± 0.05 7.1 0.05
120803B L N XRT 2012-08-03 56142.78 1.0 0.32 0.21± 0.11 2.3 0.12
120803B L N XRT 2012-08-05 56144.94 0.5 2.48 0.29± 0.87 1.8 0.12
120803B L N XRT Concat 0.11± 0.06 1.9 0.08
120805A L N XRT 2012-08-09 56148.64 1.0 3.75 −0.14± 0.10 2.2 0.24
120805A L N XRT 2012-08-12 56151.78 1.0 6.89 0.37± 0.14 3.0 0.17
120805A L N XRT 2012-09-02 56172.74 1.0 27.85 −0.09± 0.12 3.5 0.17
120805A L N XRT Concat −0.19± 0.42 2.6 0.11
120811C L N UVOT 2012-08-11 56150.66 1.0 0.01 0.35± 0.30 1.9 0.44
120811C L N UVOT 2012-08-12 56151.71 1.4 1.07 1.64± 4.10 1.8 0.38
120811C L N UVOT 2012-08-14 56153.63 1.0 2.98 −2.49± 7.35 1.8 0.46
120811C L N UVOT 2012-08-17 56156.52 1.0 5.87 1.95± 4.40 5.6 0.62
120811C L N UVOT Concat 0.59± 0.89 2.5 0.27
120816A L N UVOT 2012-08-17 56156.92 1.0 1.11 0.44± 0.73 2.0 0.19
120816A L N UVOT 2012-08-18 56157.9 1.0 2.10 4.41± 11.01 1.8 0.64
120816A L N UVOT 2012-08-22 56161.84 1.0 6.03 0.81± 1.97 2.5 0.33
120816A L N UVOT 2012-08-28 56167.86 1.0 12.06 0.22± 0.32 1.9 0.24
120816A L N UVOT 2012-09-13 56183.85 1.0 28.05 0.15± 0.09 3.3 0.14
120816A L N UVOT Concat 0.36± 1.12 2.2 0.11
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Table 2 – continued
GRB a Type b Radio c Telescope d Date e Start f Integration g Days h Peak Flux i Sig j RMS k
Flag (yyyy-mm-dd) (MJD) (hours) (post-burst) (mJy/beam) (mJy/beam)
120819A L N XRT 2012-08-23 56162.76 1.0 4.22 −0.09± 0.07 3.0 0.19
120819A L N XRT 2012-08-26 56165.69 1.0 7.14 −53.18± 5726.41 2.5 0.49
120819A L N XRT 2012-09-02 56172.79 1.0 14.24 3.66± 37.02 2.0 0.31
120819A L N XRT 2012-09-18 56188.71 1.0 30.17 0.12± 0.14 2.7 0.21
120819A L N XRT Concat −0.1± 0.08 2.6 0.13
120907A L N UVOT 2012-09-09 56179.29 1.0 2.27 −2.82± 27.41 3.0 0.28
120907A L N UVOT 2012-09-11 56181.23 1.0 4.21 −0.3± 0.52 2.2 0.23
120907A L N UVOT 2012-09-16 56186.25 1.0 9.24 1.30± 11.00 2.5 0.13
120907A L N UVOT 2012-09-21 56191.22 1.0 14.20 −0.07± 0.06 2.5 0.14
120907A L N UVOT 2012-09-29 56199.16 1.0 22.14 0.06± 0.05 2.7 0.15
120907A L N UVOT 2012-10-04 56204.14 1.0 27.12 −0.21± 0.45 2.8 0.13
120907A L N UVOT Concat −1.40± 21.83 3.2 0.07
120911A L N XRT 2012-09-11 56181.96 1.0 0.67 0.09± 0.05 2.3 0.07
120911A L N XRT 2012-09-13 56183.13 1.0 1.83 −0.16± 0.40 2.0 0.08
120911A L N XRT 2012-09-14 56184.93 1.0 3.63 −0.0± 0.0 2.7 0.07
120911A L N XRT 2012-09-17 56187.96 1.0 6.66 0.10± 0.05 1.9 0.09
120911A L N XRT 2012-09-23 56194.00 1.0 12.70 −0.19± 0.13 2.8 0.23
120911A L N XRT 2012-09-30 56200.99 1.0 19.69 0.13± 0.27 3.0 0.08
120911A L N XRT 2012-10-08 56208.12 1.0 26.82 0.24± 0.54 2.9 0.13
120911A L N XRT Concat −0.01± 0.01 2.1 0.03
120913A L P BAT 2012-09-14 56184.20 1.0 0.36 −0.27± 0.15 1.5 0.13
120913A L P BAT 2012-09-16 56186.32 1.0 2.47 −0.15± 0.27 3.5 0.09
120913A L P BAT 2012-09-18 56188.36 1.0 4.51 −0.48± 1.86 2.3 0.08
120913A L P BAT 2012-09-21 56191.30 1.0 7.45 0.16± 0.08 2.6 0.07
120913A L P BAT 2012-09-27 56197.42 1.0 13.58 0.16± 0.10 2.4 0.11
120913A L P BAT 2012-10-05 56205.26 1.0 21.41 −0.92± 2.89 2.2 0.19
120913A L P BAT 2012-10-11 56211.20 1.0 27.36 −0.12± 0.08 3.4 0.09
120913A L P BAT Concat −0.06± 0.09 2.0 0.04
120923A L N XRT 2012-09-27 56197.65 1.0 4.43 −0.13± 0.11 2.4 0.31
120923A L N XRT 2012-09-29 56199.84 1.0 6.62 −0.03± 0.03 1.8 0.09
120923A L N XRT 2012-10-01 56201.84 1.0 8.62 0.05± 0.06 3.1 0.10
120923A L N XRT 2012-10-07 56207.72 1.0 14.50 −0.12± 0.07 1.9 0.12
120923A L N XRT 2012-10-16 56216.70 1.0 23.48 −0.05± 0.05 2.4 0.14
120923A L N XRT 2012-10-23 56223.78 1.0 30.56 −0.36± 0.21 2.8 0.29
120923A L N XRT Concat 0.02± 0.02 2.7 0.05
120927A L N XRT 2012-09-28 56198.30 1.0 0.35 0.26± 0.68 3.3 0.13
120927A L N XRT 2012-09-30 56200.27 1.0 2.33 0.45± 1.27 1.6 0.20
120927A L N XRT 2012-10-02 56202.38 1.0 4.43 0.21± 0.10 2.5 0.16
120927A L N XRT 2012-10-10 56210.29 1.0 12.34 −0.37± 1.58 2.2 0.10
120927A L N XRT 2012-10-26 56226.21 1.0 28.26 0.11± 0.08 1.4 0.20
120927A L N XRT Concat −0.04± 0.05 1.8 0.07
121001A L N XRT 2012-10-01 56201.77 1.0 0.00 (5.76) −11.47± 373.86 2.5 0.26
121001A L N XRT 2012-10-03 56203.65 0.8 1.88 −0.40± 0.67 1.8 0.34
121001A L N XRT 2012-10-07 56207.64 1.0 5.88 0.66± 1.64 1.8 0.30
121001A L N XRT 2012-10-10 56210.73 1.0 8.97 0.19± 0.13 2.5 0.23
121001A L N XRT 2012-10-16 56216.66 1.0 14.89 0.11± 0.13 2.7 0.26
121001A L N XRT 2012-10-23 56223.59 1.0 21.83 0.66± 1.33 2.4 0.40
121001A L N XRT 2012-10-28 56228.57 1.0 26.81 3.07± 29.48 2.5 0.32
121001A L N XRT Concat −0.04± 0.04 2.5 0.11
121011A L N UVOT 2012-10-11 56211.68 1.0 0.21 −2.54± 21.51 1.5 0.22
121011A L N UVOT 2012-10-12 56212.63 1.0 1.16 −0.05± 0.06 3.1 0.18
121011A L N UVOT 2012-10-14 56214.54 1.0 3.07 −0.49± 2.54 6.3 0.09
121011A L N UVOT 2012-10-18 56218.69 1.0 7.23 0.19± 0.10 3.4 0.15
121011A L N UVOT 2012-10-24 56224.61 1.0 13.14 −0.02± 0.02 2.2 0.10
121011A L N UVOT 2012-11-01 56232.49 1.0 21.02 −0.23± 0.11 2.7 0.13
121011A L N UVOT 2012-11-09 56240.47 1.0 29.00 0.12± 0.06 4.1 0.08
121011A L N UVOT Concat 0.08± 0.04 7.0 0.04
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Table 2 – continued
GRB a Type b Radio c Telescope d Date e Start f Integration g Days h Peak Flux i Sig j RMS k
Flag (yyyy-mm-dd) (MJD) (hours) (post-burst) (mJy/beam) (mJy/beam)
121017A L N XRT 2012-10-18 56218.74 1.0 0.93 −0.29± 0.18 1.7 0.28
121017A L N XRT 2012-10-20 56220.78 1.0 2.97 −0.40± 0.87 1.8 0.19
121017A L N XRT 2012-10-25 56225.80 1.0 7.99 0.31± 0.87 2.0 0.15
121017A L N XRT 2012-11-09 56240.51 1.0 22.71 0.07± 0.07 1.7 0.28
121017A L N XRT 2012-11-15 56246.70 1.0 28.89 −0.49± 2.22 2.2 0.11
121017A L N XRT Concat 0.14± 0.30 2.0 0.08
121028A L N XRT 2012-10-30 56230.65 1.0 2.44 0.02± 0.02 3.0 0.09
121028A L N XRT 2012-11-11 56242.62 1.0 14.41 −0.33± 1.00 2.1 0.10
121028A L N XRT 2012-11-18 56249.48 1.0 21.27 0.72± 3.44 2.7 0.15
121028A L N XRT 2012-11-26 56257.47 1.0 29.26 −1.06± 3.10 2.3 0.35
121028A L N XRT Concat −12.8± 1614.08 2.0 0.07
121031A L N XRT 2012-11-02 56233.43 1.0 1.48 0.03± 0.03 11.7 0.20
121031A L N XRT 2012-11-08 56239.30 1.0 7.34 0.67± 0.21 9.6 0.22
121031A L N XRT 2012-11-14 56245.21 1.0 13.26 −0.29± 0.24 5.6 0.65
121031A L N XRT 2012-11-29 56260.30 1.0 28.35 −0.11± 0.17 13.8 0.10
121031A L N XRT Concat 0.27± 0.10 21.3 0.09
121108A L N XRT 2012-11-08 56239.88 1.0 0.13 0.05± 0.07 2.6 0.09
121108A L N XRT 2012-11-12 56243.11 1.0 3.37 −0.01± 0.01 1.8 0.09
121108A L N XRT 2012-11-14 56245.13 1.0 5.39 0.20± 0.46 1.2 0.11
121108A L N XRT 2012-11-15 56246.06 1.0 6.32 −0.21± 0.09 1.9 0.10
121108A L N XRT 2012-12-04 56265.14 1.0 25.40 −1.91± 50.08 2.2 0.07
121108A L N XRT Concat 0.08± 0.18 2.5 0.04
121125A L N UVOT 2012-11-26 56257.52 1.0 1.16 0.37± 0.15 3.3 0.17
121125A L N UVOT 2012-12-09 56270.39 1.0 14.04 0.08± 0.13 2.8 0.07
121125A L N UVOT 2012-12-15 56276.52 1.0 20.16 −0.01± 0.01 3.5 0.07
121125A L N UVOT 2012-12-24 56285.36 1.0 29.00 24.24± 1480.69 1.5 0.41
121125A L N UVOT Concat 0.03± 0.03 2.6 0.05
121128A L N UVOT 2012-11-29 56260.72 1.0 1.50 0.28± 0.07 3.1 0.09
121128A L N UVOT 2012-11-30 56261.66 1.0 2.45 0.32± 0.06 3.6 0.09
121128A L N UVOT 2012-12-05 56266.78 1.0 7.56 0.09± 0.06 1.1 0.08
121128A L N UVOT 2012-12-13 56274.64 1.0 15.42 0.27± 0.10 1.7 0.16
121128A L N UVOT 2012-12-27 56288.70 1.0 29.49 0.18± 0.08 1.8 0.10
121128A L N UVOT Concat 0.18± 0.03 4.2 0.04
121202A L N XRT 2012-12-02 56263.29 1.0 0.11 0.32± 0.98 2.3 0.09
121202A L N XRT 2012-12-07 56268.32 1.0 5.14 0.55± 0.24 2.3 0.29
121202A L N XRT 2012-12-09 56270.44 1.0 7.26 0.03± 0.02 2.7 0.08
121202A L N XRT 2012-12-16 56277.50 1.0 14.32 0.08± 0.06 2.2 0.10
121202A L N XRT 2012-12-23 56284.54 1.0 21.36 −0.21± 0.52 2.4 0.09
121202A L N XRT 2013-01-02 56294.51 1.0 31.33 −0.34± 1.17 1.3 0.11
121202A L N XRT Concat 0.02± 0.01 2.8 0.02
121211A L N UVOT 2012-12-12 56273.10 1.0 0.52 0.35± 1.68 2.0 0.09
121211A L N UVOT 2012-12-13 56274.21 1.0 1.64 0.02± 0.02 3.0 0.07
121211A L N UVOT 2012-12-14 56275.33 1.0 2.76 0.34± 1.13 2.1 0.10
121211A L N UVOT 2012-12-16 56277.41 1.0 4.83 0.11± 0.16 1.4 0.13
121211A L N UVOT 2012-12-19 56280.20 1.0 7.62 0.61± 3.28 1.9 0.11
121211A L N UVOT 2013-01-02 56294.10 1.0 21.52 0.01± 0.01 2.3 0.07
121211A L N UVOT 2013-01-07 56299.19 1.0 26.61 0.43± 2.38 2.6 0.07
121211A L N UVOT Concat −1.87± 88.1 2.1 0.03
121212A L N UVOT 2012-12-12 56273.29 1.0 0.00 (4.32) −0.18± 0.07 3.2 0.07
121212A L N UVOT Concat −0.18± 0.07 3.2 0.07
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Table 2 – continued
GRB a Type b Radio c Telescope d Date e Start f Integration g Days h Peak Flux i Sig j RMS k
Flag (yyyy-mm-dd) (MJD) (hours) (post-burst) (mJy/beam) (mJy/beam)
130102A L N XRT 2013-01-04 56296.57 1.0 1.82 −0.05± 0.06 2.5 0.07
130102A L N XRT 2013-01-06 56298.43 1.0 3.68 −0.35± 1.23 1.7 0.10
130102A L N XRT 2013-01-11 56303.44 1.0 8.69 −4.86± 246.8 3.7 0.09
130102A L N XRT 2013-01-17 56309.57 1.0 14.82 1.01± 4.16 2.4 0.23
130102A L N XRT 2013-01-22 56314.35 1.0 19.60 −1.44± 2.95 2.3 0.87
130102A L N XRT 2013-02-01 56324.45 1.0 29.69 −1.19± 14.27 1.8 0.10
130102A L N XRT 2013-02-05 56328.36 1.0 33.60 0.11± 0.22 2.4 0.06
130102A L N XRT Concat −0.03± 0.05 2.1 0.04
130122A L N UVOT 2013-01-24 56316.23 1.0 1.24 −0.15± 0.17 2.2 0.31
130122A L N UVOT 2013-01-25 56317.09 1.0 2.10 0.31± 0.68 1.2 0.13
130122A L N UVOT 2013-01-28 56320.11 1.0 5.12 0.01± 0.01 2.1 0.07
130122A L N UVOT 2013-02-02 56325.07 1.0 10.08 −0.98± 5.91 1.8 0.12
130122A L N UVOT 2013-02-04 56327.15 1.0 12.16 0.03± 0.03 2.6 0.09
130122A L N UVOT 2013-02-07 56330.23 1.0 15.24 0.13± 0.07 3.0 0.06
130122A L N UVOT 2013-02-18 56341.06 1.0 26.07 0.14± 0.09 2.8 0.09
130122A L N UVOT Concat 0.08± 0.04 3.1 0.04
130131A L R XRT 2013-01-31 56323.89 1.0 0.31 0.24± 0.82 1.9 0.06
130131A L R XRT 2013-02-01 56324.98 1.0 1.40 −0.15± 0.31 1.9 0.12
130131A L R XRT 2013-02-04 56327.05 1.0 3.47 0.06± 0.04 2.2 0.07
130131A L R XRT 2013-02-07 56330.14 1.0 6.56 −0.17± 0.43 1.8 0.07
130131A L R XRT 2013-02-08 56331.97 1.0 8.39 0.12± 0.25 1.7 0.07
130131A L R XRT 2013-02-15 56338.06 1.0 14.48 −0.07± 0.10 3.2 0.08
130131A L R XRT 2013-02-21 56344.04 1.0 20.46 −0.07± 0.04 2.0 0.06
130131A L R XRT 2013-02-28 56351.03 1.0 27.45 0.33± 1.70 4.0 0.06
130131A L R XRT Concat −0.01± 0.01 2.7 0.03
130131B L N XRT 2013-01-31 56323.93 1.0 0.14 0.20± 0.36 8.9 0.16
130131B L N XRT 2013-02-04 56327.11 1.0 3.31 −0.07± 0.05 19.7 0.07
130131B L N XRT 2013-02-07 56330.18 1.0 6.38 −0.05± 0.04 20.8 0.08
130131B L N XRT 2013-02-09 56332.01 1.0 8.22 −0.06± 0.08 16.4 0.08
130131B L N XRT 2013-02-15 56338.11 1.0 14.31 0.07± 0.11 17.7 0.09
130131B L N XRT 2013-02-21 56344.09 1.0 20.29 −0.06± 0.09 16.5 0.07
130131B L N XRT 2013-02-28 56351.07 1.0 27.27 −0.61± 4.67 20.1 0.07
130131B L N XRT Concat 0.02± 0.02 48.3 0.03
130216A L S BAT 2013-02-16 56339.94 1.0 0.01 (12.96) * 0.98± 0.15 6.8 0.12
130216A L S BAT 2013-02-17 56340.97 1.0 1.04 0.33± 0.20 3.2 0.39
130216A L S BAT 2013-02-18 56341.55 11.0 1.63 * 0.85± 0.06 18.5 0.04
130216A L S BAT 2013-02-19 56342.65 1.0 2.72 * 0.99± 0.20 5.1 0.20
130216A L S BAT 2013-02-19 56342.76 1.0 2.83 * 0.99± 0.12 8.9 0.10
130216A L S BAT 2013-02-19 56342.88 1.0 2.96 * 0.74± 0.11 6.7 0.10
130216A L S BAT 2013-02-20 56343.83 1.0 3.90 * 0.86± 0.08 12.0 0.07
130216A L S BAT 2013-03-01 56352.66 1.0 12.73 * 0.85± 0.09 10.3 0.08
130216A L S BAT 2013-03-14 56365.83 1.0 25.90 * 1.04± 0.10 11.5 0.08
130216A L S BAT 2013-03-16 56367.79 1.0 27.87 * 0.89± 0.14 6.9 0.12
130216A L S BAT 2013-03-25 56376.72 1.0 36.79 * 1.01± 0.12 8.8 0.11
130216A L S BAT 2013-03-28 56379.75 1.0 39.82 * 0.87± 0.09 10.6 0.08
130216A L S BAT 2013-04-09 56391.55 1.0 51.62 * 0.77± 0.11 7.4 0.11
130216A L S BAT 2013-04-24 56406.73 1.0 66.81 * 1.06± 0.18 6.6 0.18
130216A L S BAT 2013-05-08 56420.55 1.0 80.62 * 0.71± 0.13 5.4 0.11
130216A L S BAT 2013-05-25 56437.46 1.0 97.53 * 0.79± 0.08 10.9 0.09
130216A L S BAT Concat * 0.87± 0.05 33.6 0.02
130327A L N XRT 2013-03-27 56378.52 1.0 0.44 0.05± 0.04 2.4 0.09
130327A L N XRT 2013-03-28 56379.68 1.0 1.61 −0.07± 0.12 2.3 0.08
130327A L N XRT 2013-04-03 56385.60 1.0 7.52 −0.04± 0.04 2.0 0.10
130327A L N XRT 2013-04-07 56389.78 1.0 11.71 1.10± 16.24 2.5 0.08
130327A L N XRT 2013-04-09 56391.60 1.0 13.52 −0.04± 0.05 2.4 0.08
130327A L N XRT 2013-04-17 56399.57 1.0 21.50 −0.31± 0.95 1.3 0.12
130327A L N XRT 2013-04-24 56406.69 1.0 28.62 0.41± 1.75 2.4 0.11
130327A L N XRT Concat 0.33± 3.36 1.9 0.04
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Table 2 – continued
GRB a Type b Radio c Telescope d Date e Start f Integration g Days h Peak Flux i Sig j RMS k
Flag (yyyy-mm-dd) (MJD) (hours) (post-burst) (mJy/beam) (mJy/beam)
130418A L R UVOT 2013-04-19 56401.82 2.0 1.03 0.06± 0.04 2.9 0.07
130418A L R UVOT 2013-04-20 56402.71 0.7 1.92 −0.55± 2.19 2.2 0.15
130418A L R UVOT 2013-04-21 56403.74 3.3 2.95 0.09± 0.05 2.9 0.06
130418A L R UVOT 2013-04-23 56405.75 1.0 4.96 0.18± 0.10 2.3 0.13
130418A L R UVOT 2013-04-26 56408.79 1.0 8.00 0.09± 0.05 2.8 0.07
130418A L R UVOT 2013-05-02 56414.70 1.0 13.91 0.09± 0.06 2.8 0.12
130418A L R UVOT 2013-05-10 56422.82 1.0 22.02 0.14± 0.08 2.6 0.12
130418A L R UVOT 2013-05-17 56429.60 1.0 28.81 −1.78± 10.45 3.8 0.27
130418A L R UVOT Concat 0.12± 0.04 2.8 0.03
130419A L N BAT 2013-04-19 56401.57 1.0 0.00 (5.76) −4.25± 12.98 1.5 0.22
130419A L N BAT 2013-04-20 56402.55 1.0 0.99 −0.81± 1.21 2.1 0.14
130419A L N BAT 2013-04-21 56403.30 1.0 1.74 −0.36± 0.46 1.8 0.11
130419A L N BAT 2013-04-24 56406.30 1.0 4.74 1.70± 0.72 2.9 0.12
130419A L N BAT 2013-04-27 56409.46 1.0 7.90 −1.11± 0.68 1.3 0.16
130419A L N BAT 2013-05-03 56415.40 1.0 13.83 0.68± 0.48 1.7 0.10
130419A L N BAT 2013-05-10 56422.40 1.0 20.84 2.01± 5.57 1.6 0.13
130419A L N BAT 2013-05-18 56430.25 1.0 28.69 −0.73± 0.42 2.4 0.10
130419A L N BAT Concat −0.27± 0.42 1.5 0.04
130420A L N UVOT 2013-04-20 56402.74 1.0 0.43 0.16± 0.10 20.7 0.12
130420A L N UVOT 2013-04-21 56403.95 1.0 1.64 0.56± 2.46 31.1 0.10
130420A L N UVOT 2013-04-23 56405.88 1.0 3.57 0.06± 0.08 35.3 0.09
130420A L N UVOT 2013-04-25 56407.90 1.0 5.59 0.12± 0.07 35.8 0.09
130420A L N UVOT 2013-04-28 56410.96 1.0 8.65 0.06± 0.05 21.8 0.16
130420A L N UVOT 2013-05-06 56418.85 1.0 16.54 −5.61± 309.92 34.8 0.08
130420A L N UVOT 2013-05-11 56423.92 1.0 21.61 −0.05± 0.04 34.3 0.09
130420A L N UVOT 2013-05-19 56431.85 1.0 29.54 −0.17± 0.09 35.4 0.09
130420A L N UVOT Concat −0.04± 0.06 73.6 0.03
130420B L N XRT 2013-04-20 56402.84 1.0 0.30 0.22± 0.09 2.6 0.09
130420B L N XRT 2013-04-21 56403.92 0.6 1.39 −0.11± 0.08 2.6 0.15
130420B L N XRT 2013-04-23 56405.84 1.0 3.30 0.26± 0.09 2.7 0.09
130420B L N XRT 2013-04-25 56407.86 1.0 5.32 −0.0± 0.0 1.9 0.09
130420B L N XRT 2013-05-05 56417.79 1.0 15.25 −0.12± 0.06 2.7 0.09
130420B L N XRT 2013-05-12 56424.78 1.0 22.24 −1.15± 8.58 1.7 0.16
130420B L N XRT 2013-05-19 56431.81 1.0 29.27 11.10± 1286.94 2.7 0.09
130420B L N XRT Concat 0.02± 0.01 2.6 0.04
130502A L N XRT 2013-05-02 56414.75 1.0 0.01 (8.64) 0.17± 0.24 2.1 0.13
130502A L N XRT 2013-05-07 56419.71 1.0 4.97 0.30± 0.18 3.9 0.18
130502A L N XRT 2013-05-12 56424.69 1.0 9.94 −1.43± 8.53 1.9 0.23
130502A L N XRT 2013-05-16 56428.63 1.0 13.88 −1.16± 6.64 2.0 0.15
130502A L N XRT 2013-05-22 56434.64 1.0 19.89 0.65± 2.21 2.0 0.17
130502A L N XRT 2013-05-26 56438.77 1.0 24.02 0.35± 0.68 17.4 0.18
130502A L N XRT 2013-06-01 56444.63 1.0 29.89 −0.03± 0.03 2.2 0.15
130502A L N XRT Concat 2.31± 43.54 2.5 0.07
130505A L N UVOT 2013-05-05 56417.54 1.0 0.19 −1.83± 13.74 2.3 0.24
130505A L N UVOT 2013-05-07 56419.75 1.0 2.40 0.04± 0.03 3.0 0.11
130505A L N UVOT 2013-05-10 56422.69 1.0 5.34 0.86± 8.29 2.1 0.09
130505A L N UVOT 2013-05-12 56424.64 1.0 7.29 1.08± 4.73 3.5 0.25
130505A L N UVOT 2013-05-18 56430.66 1.0 13.31 0.11± 0.06 2.5 0.08
130505A L N UVOT 2013-05-26 56438.71 1.0 21.36 2.04± 44.21 2.7 0.10
130505A L N UVOT 2013-06-03 56446.65 0.3 29.30 0.59± 1.88 2.9 0.20
130505A L N UVOT 2013-06-07 56450.54 0.8 33.19 −0.5± 2.01 2.4 0.12
130505A L N UVOT Concat −0.03± 0.05 2.8 0.04
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Table 2 – continued
GRB a Type b Radio c Telescope d Date e Start f Integration g Days h Peak Flux i Sig j RMS k
Flag (yyyy-mm-dd) (MJD) (hours) (post-burst) (mJy/beam) (mJy/beam)
130508A L N XRT 2013-05-08 56421.00 1.0 0.28 0.55± 0.21 3.0 0.14
130508A L N XRT 2013-05-10 56422.31 2.0 1.59 0.13± 0.08 2.4 0.07
130508A L N XRT 2013-05-11 56423.13 1.5 2.42 −0.15± 0.22 1.9 0.17
130508A L N XRT 2013-05-12 56424.30 1.0 3.59 −0.0± 0.0 2.5 0.08
130508A L N XRT 2013-05-13 56425.20 1.0 4.48 −0.02± 0.02 1.6 0.07
130508A L N XRT 2013-05-17 56429.16 1.0 8.45 0.16± 0.07 2.4 0.07
130508A L N XRT 2013-06-01 56444.17 1.0 23.46 −0.02± 0.02 2.6 0.08
130508A L N XRT 2013-06-05 56448.19 1.0 27.48 0.08± 0.06 1.8 0.09
130508A L N XRT Concat 0.24± 0.06 3.2 0.03
130511A L N UVOT 2013-05-11 56423.69 1.0 0.21 0.78± 1.80 2.1 0.39
130511A L N UVOT Concat 0.78± 1.80 2.1 0.39
130514A L N XRT 2013-05-14 56426.30 1.0 0.00 (4.32) 1.06± 3.83 2.7 0.19
130514A L N XRT 2013-05-15 56427.09 1.0 0.79 1.56± 2.46 2.0 1.31
130514A L N XRT 2013-05-17 56429.08 1.0 2.78 −0.44± 0.61 1.9 0.62
130514A L N XRT 2013-05-20 56432.18 1.0 5.88 −0.37± 0.69 4.3 0.23
130514A L N XRT 2013-06-05 56448.15 1.0 21.85 −0.17± 0.28 5.5 0.13
130514A L N XRT 2013-06-11 56454.18 1.0 27.87 0.02± 0.02 6.5 0.24
130514A L N XRT Concat −0.08± 0.11 9.0 0.09
130521A L N Skynet 2013-05-22 56434.35 1.0 0.40 60.39± 11303.22 2.7 0.31
130521A L N Skynet 2013-05-23 56435.61 0.9 1.66 −1.17± 4.52 3.4 0.28
130521A L N Skynet 2013-05-24 56436.52 1.0 2.57 −0.01± 0.01 2.0 0.23
130521A L N Skynet 2013-05-25 56437.50 0.8 3.55 9.43± 766.67 2.1 0.10
130521A L N Skynet 2013-05-31 56443.51 1.0 9.56 0.22± 0.52 2.1 0.11
130521A L N Skynet 2013-06-05 56448.60 0.7 14.65 −0.06± 0.08 2.4 0.10
130521A L N Skynet 2013-06-14 56457.48 1.0 23.53 −0.48± 1.51 1.8 0.15
130521A L N Skynet 2013-06-19 56462.55 1.0 28.60 8.00± 408.14 2.0 0.14
130521A L N Skynet Concat 0.03± 0.03 2.5 0.05
130603A L N UVOT 2013-06-03 56446.32 1.0 0.07 0.47± 0.19 2.4 0.13
130603A L N UVOT 2013-06-04 56447.47 1.0 1.22 −0.01± 0.01 2.5 0.17
130603A L N UVOT 2013-06-05 56448.55 1.0 2.30 0.15± 0.09 1.8 0.10
130603A L N UVOT 2013-06-07 56450.43 1.0 4.18 0.37± 1.24 1.7 0.10
130603A L N UVOT 2013-06-10 56453.40 1.0 7.15 0.11± 0.07 3.0 0.09
130603A L N UVOT 2013-06-17 56460.45 3.0 14.20 −0.34± 1.92 2.6 0.05
130603A L N UVOT 2013-06-24 56467.44 1.0 21.19 −0.14± 0.22 3.0 0.10
130603A L N UVOT 2013-06-30 56473.35 1.0 27.10 0.0± 0.0 2.0 0.08
130603A L N UVOT Concat 0.10± 0.03 3.3 0.03
130603B S R XRT 2013-06-03 56446.66 1.0 0.00 (4.32) −0.30± 0.74 1.9 0.14
130603B S R XRT 2013-06-03 56446.79 3.0 0.13 0.09± 0.05 2.8 0.06
130603B S R XRT 2013-06-04 56447.61 3.0 0.95 0.04± 0.03 2.3 0.08
130603B S R XRT 2013-06-05 56448.64 1.5 1.98 −0.60± 4.40 2.0 0.08
130603B S R XRT 2013-06-06 56449.73 1.0 3.07 −0.16± 0.27 2.4 0.10
130603B S R XRT 2013-06-09 56452.75 1.0 6.09 0.05± 0.04 2.1 0.07
130603B S R XRT 2013-06-11 56454.71 1.0 8.05 −0.52± 2.04 2.2 0.11
130603B S R XRT 2013-06-17 56460.71 1.0 14.05 −0.12± 0.08 2.8 0.10
130603B S R XRT 2013-06-25 56468.73 1.0 22.07 −0.39± 1.14 2.6 0.09
130603B S R XRT 2013-07-01 56474.65 1.0 27.99 0.08± 0.11 2.5 0.10
130603B S R XRT Concat −0.02± 0.03 2.0 0.03
130604A L N XRT 2013-06-04 56447.79 1.0 0.50 0.22± 0.12 2.7 0.09
130604A L N XRT 2013-06-07 56450.93 1.0 3.64 0.39± 0.14 3.2 0.07
130604A L N XRT 2013-06-11 56454.95 1.0 7.66 0.19± 0.33 3.1 0.09
130604A L N XRT 2013-06-20 56463.04 1.0 15.76 0.36± 0.21 2.2 0.17
130604A L N XRT 2013-06-25 56468.87 1.0 21.59 0.15± 0.10 3.4 0.11
130604A L N XRT 2013-07-01 56474.92 1.0 27.63 −0.26± 0.57 2.4 0.10
130604A L N XRT Concat 0.20± 0.07 3.2 0.04
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Table 2 – continued
GRB a Type b Radio c Telescope d Date e Start f Integration g Days h Peak Flux i Sig j RMS k
Flag (yyyy-mm-dd) (MJD) (hours) (post-burst) (mJy/beam) (mJy/beam)
130606A L C XRT 2013-06-06 56449.88 1.0 0.00 (4.32) −0.07± 0.05 1.5 0.08
130606A L C XRT 2013-06-08 56452.00 1.0 2.12 0.12± 0.05 3.2 0.07
130606A L C XRT 2013-06-10 56453.88 1.0 4.00 0.26± 0.08 3.4 0.07
130606A L C XRT 2013-06-16 56459.93 1.0 10.06 0.08± 0.05 1.8 0.09
130606A L C XRT 2013-06-21 56464.00 1.0 14.13 0.14± 0.09 2.2 0.15
130606A L C XRT 2013-06-28 56471.92 1.0 22.05 0.08± 0.06 3.2 0.10
130606A L C XRT 2013-07-04 56477.00 1.0 27.13 0.18± 0.07 2.4 0.08
130606A L C XRT Concat * 0.08± 0.06 5.8 0.03
130608A L N XRT 2013-06-09 56452.13 1.0 0.16 −1.37± 13.52 1.8 0.08
130608A L N XRT 2013-06-10 56453.36 1.0 1.39 0.24± 0.60 1.8 0.08
130608A L N XRT 2013-06-12 56455.36 1.0 3.39 −0.02± 0.01 2.5 0.10
130608A L N XRT 2013-06-14 56457.43 1.0 5.47 0.43± 1.33 2.7 0.15
130608A L N XRT 2013-06-17 56460.32 1.0 8.35 0.14± 0.07 2.4 0.08
130608A L N XRT 2013-06-21 56464.31 1.0 12.34 0.50± 0.16 3.4 0.15
130608A L N XRT 2013-06-25 56468.18 2.6 16.22 0.19± 0.75 2.6 0.04
130608A L N XRT 2013-06-29 56472.33 1.0 20.36 0.11± 0.18 2.5 0.08
130608A L N XRT 2013-07-05 56478.39 1.0 26.42 0.54± 1.67 2.2 0.15
130608A L N XRT 2013-07-13 56486.21 1.0 34.24 0.01± 0.01 3.0 0.08
130608A L N XRT Concat −0.01± 0.01 3.6 0.03
130609A L N XRT 2013-06-09 56452.49 1.0 0.36 −0.12± 0.17 2.3 0.13
130609A L N XRT 2013-06-10 56453.77 1.0 1.64 −0.0± 0.0 2.1 0.09
130609A L N XRT 2013-06-14 56457.61 1.0 5.48 −0.05± 0.04 3.9 0.10
130609A L N XRT 2013-06-16 56459.74 1.0 7.61 0.09± 0.06 2.0 0.09
130609A L N XRT 2013-06-17 56460.58 3.0 8.45 0.20± 0.88 1.7 0.05
130609A L N XRT 2013-06-23 56466.68 1.0 14.55 −0.27± 0.93 2.8 0.10
130609A L N XRT 2013-06-30 56473.75 1.0 21.62 −0.35± 0.83 2.1 0.18
130609A L N XRT 2013-07-06 56479.64 1.0 27.51 0.08± 0.05 2.8 0.10
130609A L N XRT Concat −0.07± 0.17 2.0 0.03
130610A L N UVOT 2013-06-10 56453.82 1.0 0.69 −0.22± 0.72 2.5 0.07
130610A L N UVOT 2013-06-16 56459.83 1.0 6.70 −0.08± 0.05 2.4 0.08
130610A L N UVOT 2013-06-18 56461.89 1.0 8.76 −0.11± 0.19 2.2 0.10
130610A L N UVOT 2013-06-25 56468.83 1.0 15.70 0.25± 0.68 2.2 0.11
130610A L N UVOT 2013-07-01 56474.88 1.0 21.75 0.14± 0.07 3.0 0.10
130610A L N UVOT 2013-07-09 56482.85 1.0 29.72 0.06± 0.05 2.4 0.10
130610A L N UVOT Concat −0.02± 0.03 2.7 0.04
130612A L N UVOT 2013-06-12 56455.14 1.0 0.00 (4.32) −0.05± 0.04 3.3 0.15
130612A L N UVOT 2013-06-16 56459.98 1.0 4.83 0.33± 0.10 3.0 0.09
130612A L N UVOT 2013-06-19 56462.10 1.0 6.96 1.26± 9.44 2.6 0.17
130612A L N UVOT 2013-06-25 56468.93 1.0 13.79 0.27± 0.85 2.3 0.09
130612A L N UVOT 2013-07-02 56475.84 1.0 20.70 −0.47± 2.17 1.5 0.11
130612A L N UVOT 2013-07-09 56482.89 1.0 27.75 −0.37± 1.02 3.3 0.12
130612A L N UVOT Concat 0.07± 0.04 2.0 0.05
130701A L N XRT 2013-07-01 56474.18 2.5 0.00 (4.32) −0.22± 0.82 2.4 0.06
130701A L N XRT 2013-07-02 56475.31 1.0 1.13 −6.02± 270.8 3.4 0.12
130701A L N XRT 2013-07-04 56477.08 1.0 2.91 0.17± 0.07 2.7 0.07
130701A L N XRT 2013-07-07 56480.08 1.0 5.90 −0.02± 0.03 2.1 0.10
130701A L N XRT 2013-07-15 56488.23 1.0 14.06 −0.04± 0.05 2.2 0.09
130701A L N XRT 2013-07-25 56498.24 1.0 24.06 0.24± 0.48 2.3 0.15
130701A L N XRT 2013-07-28 56501.15 1.0 26.97 −0.27± 0.82 1.9 0.10
130701A L N XRT Concat 0.03± 0.02 2.1 0.03
130806A L N XRT 2013-08-06 56510.12 1.0 0.00 (4.32) 18.18± 2259.47 2.9 0.13
130806A L N XRT 2013-08-07 56511.17 3.0 1.05 −0.76± 9.15 2.3 0.05
130806A L N XRT 2013-08-13 56517.26 3.0 7.14 −0.0± 0.0 2.9 0.05
130806A L N XRT 2013-08-16 56520.09 3.0 9.97 0.64± 2.47 2.3 0.15
130806A L N XRT Concat 0.11± 0.36 2.7 0.03
130829A L N BAT 2013-08-29 56533.35 1.0 0.11 0.02± 0.02 1.5 0.11
130829A L N BAT Concat 0.02± 0.02 1.5 0.11
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Table 2 – continued
GRB a Type b Radio c Telescope d Date e Start f Integration g Days h Peak Flux i Sig j RMS k
Flag (yyyy-mm-dd) (MJD) (hours) (post-burst) (mJy/beam) (mJy/beam)
130831A L N UVOT 2013-08-31 56535.93 3.0 0.38 −0.08± 0.06 3.3 0.06
130831A L N UVOT 2013-09-01 56536.94 4.0 1.40 −0.02± 0.02 3.0 0.05
130831A L N UVOT 2013-09-03 56538.92 4.0 3.38 −0.11± 0.17 2.2 0.06
130831A L N UVOT 2013-09-07 56542.98 4.0 7.44 0.12± 0.07 2.6 0.07
130831A L N UVOT 2013-09-10 56545.97 4.0 10.43 0.06± 0.04 2.7 0.06
130831A L N UVOT Concat 0.09± 0.05 3.0 0.03
130912A S N XRT 2013-09-17 56552.10 4.0 4.74 −0.17± 0.47 1.8 0.05
130912A S N XRT 2013-09-20 56555.10 4.0 7.74 0.04± 0.05 3.4 0.05
130912A S N XRT 2013-09-22 56557.04 4.0 9.68 −0.08± 0.05 4.1 0.06
130912A S N XRT Concat −0.04± 0.02 4.8 0.03
131002A L N XRT 2013-10-02 56567.46 3.0 0.17 −0.23± 0.77 3.1 0.08
131002A L N XRT 2013-10-03 56568.62 4.0 1.34 −0.01± 0.01 3.9 0.05
131002A L N XRT 2013-10-05 56570.67 4.0 3.38 −0.34± 2.45 6.4 0.05
131002A L N XRT 2013-10-09 56574.52 4.0 7.23 4.76± 499.22 3.2 0.05
131002A L N XRT 2013-10-12 56577.61 4.0 10.32 0.17± 0.08 3.9 0.09
131002A L N XRT Concat 0.01± 0.01 5.5 0.03
131024B L N XRT 2013-10-25 56590.09 2.0 0.19 0.61± 0.38 3.7 0.07
131024B L N XRT 2013-10-26 56591.36 3.5 1.46 0.06± 0.04 3.6 0.05
131024B L N XRT 2013-10-31 56596.11 4.0 6.21 0.06± 0.08 2.2 0.05
131024B L N XRT 2013-11-02 56598.14 4.0 8.24 −0.52± 3.86 1.4 0.06
131024B L N XRT 2013-11-06 56602.12 4.3 12.22 −0.08± 0.14 1.8 0.04
131024B L N XRT Concat −4.57± 437.88 2.1 0.03
131127A L N XRT 2013-11-27 56623.52 2.0 0.09 0.03± 0.02 3.8 0.07
131127A L N XRT 2013-11-28 56624.72 3.5 1.30 −0.25± 1.15 3.0 0.04
131127A L N XRT 2013-11-30 56626.70 4.0 3.27 −0.01± 0.01 1.9 0.04
131127A L N XRT 2013-12-04 56630.66 4.0 7.23 −0.02± 0.02 1.8 0.04
131127A L N XRT 2013-12-07 56633.66 4.0 10.24 0.0± 0.0 4.4 0.04
131127A L N XRT Concat 0.0± 0.0 4.8 0.02
131128A L N XRT 2013-11-28 56624.64 2.0 0.01 (10.08) 0.07± 0.05 2.2 0.07
131128A L N XRT 2013-11-29 56625.71 4.0 1.08 0.05± 0.08 2.0 0.04
131128A L N XRT 2013-12-01 56627.71 4.0 3.08 −0.59± 7.23 1.9 0.05
131128A L N XRT 2013-12-06 56632.71 4.0 8.08 0.0± 0.0 2.2 0.05
131128A L N XRT 2013-12-08 56634.74 4.0 10.11 −0.05± 0.08 2.0 0.05
131128A L N XRT Concat 1.85± 114.13 2.5 0.02
140103A L N XRT 2014-01-05 56662.21 4.0 2.19 −0.05± 0.07 2.4 0.05
140103A L N XRT 2014-01-08 56665.21 4.0 5.18 0.05± 0.07 2.1 0.04
140103A L N XRT 2014-01-10 56667.21 4.0 7.19 −0.09± 0.17 2.2 0.04
140103A L N XRT 2014-01-13 56670.33 4.0 10.31 −0.08± 0.06 2.1 0.06
140103A L N XRT Concat 0.01± 0.02 2.1 0.02
140108A L N XRT 2014-01-08 56665.72 2.0 0.00 (4.32) 0.30± 0.52 3.3 0.15
140108A L N XRT 2014-01-09 56666.56 4.0 0.84 0.37± 0.11 3.3 0.05
140108A L N XRT 2014-01-10 56667.49 4.0 1.77 0.04± 0.03 2.2 0.05
140108A L N XRT 2014-01-11 56668.52 4.0 2.80 −0.18± 0.57 1.8 0.04
140108A L N XRT 2014-01-13 56670.55 4.0 4.83 −0.22± 0.64 2.9 0.05
140108A L N XRT Concat 0.02± 0.02 2.1 0.02
140114A L N XRT 2014-01-16 56673.06 4.0 1.56 −0.08± 0.13 2.3 0.05
140114A L N XRT 2014-01-18 56675.20 4.0 3.70 0.09± 0.06 2.4 0.06
140114A L N XRT 2014-01-24 56681.16 4.0 9.66 −0.04± 0.05 2.8 0.04
140114A L N XRT Concat 0.03± 0.02 2.5 0.03
140129B S N UVOT 2014-02-01 56689.37 4.0 2.83 0.05± 0.03 3.4 0.04
140129B S N UVOT 2014-02-10 56698.45 4.0 11.91 −0.30± 1.40 1.8 0.06
140129B S N UVOT 2014-02-13 56701.55 3.0 15.01 1.12± 23.05 2.0 0.06
140129B S N UVOT Concat 0.03± 0.02 2.8 0.03
140206A L N UVOT 2014-02-07 56695.97 2.8 1.67 0.18± 0.08 3.5 0.09
140206A L N UVOT Concat 0.18± 0.08 3.5 0.09
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Table 2 – continued
GRB a Type b Radio c Telescope d Date e Start f Integration g Days h Peak Flux i Sig j RMS k
Flag (yyyy-mm-dd) (MJD) (hours) (post-burst) (mJy/beam) (mJy/beam)
140211A L N XRT 2014-02-11 56699.73 2.0 0.21 0.01± 0.01 1.5 0.10
140211A L N XRT 2014-02-13 56701.88 4.0 2.36 0.08± 0.03 3.0 0.03
140211A L N XRT 2014-02-16 56704.83 4.0 5.32 0.10± 0.03 2.5 0.04
140211A L N XRT 2014-02-18 56706.91 4.0 7.39 −0.02± 0.03 2.3 0.04
140211A L N XRT 2014-02-21 56709.86 4.0 10.34 −0.67± 10.87 2.2 0.03
140211A L N XRT Concat 0.05± 0.02 3.2 0.02
140215A L N UVOT 2014-02-16 56704.68 3.0 1.51 0.24± 0.05 10.6 0.05
140215A L N UVOT 2014-02-19 56707.83 4.0 4.66 0.20± 0.04 10.3 0.04
140215A L N UVOT 2014-02-22 56710.70 4.0 7.53 0.23± 0.04 13.3 0.03
140215A L N UVOT 2014-02-25 56713.83 4.0 10.66 0.20± 0.04 11.0 0.04
140215A L N UVOT Concat 0.26± 0.02 23.5 0.02
140311B L N XRT 2014-03-12 56728.01 2.0 0.12 −0.03± 0.03 5.7 0.06
140311B L N XRT 2014-03-13 56729.09 4.0 1.20 0.020± 0.03 9.0 0.06
140311B L N XRT 2014-03-15 56731.20 4.0 3.32 −0.10± 0.04 6.3 0.04
140311B L N XRT 2014-03-18 56734.11 3.6 6.22 0.09± 0.21 10.9 0.04
140311B L N XRT 2014-03-23 56739.05 4.0 11.16 −0.05± 0.03 11.6 0.04
140311B L N XRT Concat −0.06± 0.02 15.5 0.02
140320B L S XRT 2014-03-21 56737.86 3.5 1.47 * 0.44± 0.05 10.5 0.04
140320B L S XRT 2014-03-22 56738.85 4.0 2.46 * 0.50± 0.05 13.1 0.03
140320B L S XRT 2014-03-24 56740.89 4.0 4.49 * 0.47± 0.04 14.2 0.03
140320B L S XRT 2014-03-27 56743.82 4.0 7.43 * 0.39± 0.06 6.8 0.05
140320B L S XRT 2014-03-31 56747.80 4.0 11.41 * 0.51± 0.07 7.4 0.06
140320B L S XRT Concat * 0.47± 0.03 21.6 0.02
140419A L R UVOT 2014-04-19 56766.56 2.0 0.38 −0.05± 0.07 2.6 0.07
140419A L R UVOT 2014-04-21 56768.64 4.0 2.46 0.06± 0.04 3.1 0.06
140419A L R UVOT 2014-04-22 56769.70 4.0 3.53 0.10± 0.05 2.5 0.06
140419A L R UVOT 2014-04-23 56770.61 3.1 4.44 0.06± 0.04 2.1 0.05
140419A L R UVOT 2014-04-25 56772.57 4.0 6.40 −0.05± 0.07 2.1 0.09
140419A L R UVOT 2014-04-27 56774.67 4.0 8.49 0.20± 1.04 2.8 0.04
140419A L R UVOT 2014-04-29 56776.64 4.0 10.47 0.08± 0.13 2.2 0.05
140419A L R UVOT 2014-05-06 56783.69 4.0 17.52 0.33± 2.13 2.5 0.04
140419A L R UVOT Concat 0.02± 0.01 2.7 0.02
140423A L N UVOT 2014-04-23 56770.74 2.0 0.38 0.23± 0.08 2.8 0.07
140423A L N UVOT 2014-04-24 56771.79 4.0 1.44 −0.0± 0.0 2.4 0.05
140423A L N UVOT 2014-04-26 56773.82 4.0 3.47 −0.02± 0.02 2.5 0.04
140423A L N UVOT 2014-04-30 56777.78 1.8 7.43 −0.02± 0.02 2.1 0.08
140423A L N UVOT 2014-04-30 56777.92 0.7 7.56 0.33± 1.15 2.2 0.09
140423A L N UVOT 2014-05-03 56780.79 4.0 10.43 0.04± 0.02 1.8 0.03
140423A L N UVOT Concat 0.05± 0.02 2.4 0.02
140428A L N XRT 2014-04-29 56776.82 4.0 0.87 −0.09± 0.20 3.0 0.04
140428A L N XRT 2014-05-01 56778.91 4.0 2.96 0.27± 1.14 3.0 0.06
140428A L N XRT 2014-05-05 56782.83 4.0 6.89 0.10± 0.04 3.6 0.04
140428A L N XRT 2014-05-08 56785.82 4.0 9.87 0.03± 0.02 2.4 0.05
140428A L N XRT Concat 0.06± 0.02 5.3 0.02
140430A L N UVOT 2014-04-30 56777.86 1.4 0.00 (4.32) 1.93± 0.39 18.7 0.24
140430A L N UVOT 2014-05-01 56778.72 4.0 0.86 2.80± 0.24 40.4 0.11
140430A L N UVOT 2014-05-03 56780.56 4.0 2.70 2.14± 0.16 86.4 0.05
140430A L N UVOT 2014-05-07 56784.47 4.3 6.61 1.21± 0.14 64.5 0.06
140430A L N UVOT 2014-05-10 56787.52 1.8 9.66 0.97± 0.22 41.7 0.14
140430A L N UVOT 2014-05-12 56789.51 4.0 11.65 1.31± 0.18 48.8 0.08
140430A L N UVOT Concat 1.76± 0.13 97.3 0.04
140502A L N XRT 2014-05-02 56779.36 2.0 0.00 (5.76) 0.50± 1.75 2.5 0.06
140502A L N XRT 2014-05-03 56780.30 4.0 0.95 −0.11± 0.20 3.2 0.04
140502A L N XRT 2014-05-05 56782.27 4.0 2.92 −0.81± 6.97 2.0 0.04
140502A L N XRT 2014-05-09 56786.25 4.0 6.89 −0.19± 0.40 2.4 0.04
140502A L N XRT 2014-05-12 56789.35 2.5 9.99 1.42± 8.52 1.9 0.09
140502A L N XRT Concat −0.02± 0.02 2.9 0.02
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Table 2 – continued
GRB a Type b Radio c Telescope d Date e Start f Integration g Days h Peak Flux i Sig j RMS k
Flag (yyyy-mm-dd) (MJD) (hours) (post-burst) (mJy/beam) (mJy/beam)
140508A L C UVOT 2014-05-17 56794.06 4.0 8.93 0.08± 0.04 3.1 0.05
140508A L C UVOT 2014-05-20 56797.07 4.0 11.95 0.05± 0.03 2.0 0.04
140508A L C UVOT 2014-05-21 56798.04 4.0 12.91 0.07± 0.03 2.9 0.04
140508A L C UVOT 2014-05-24 56801.92 4.0 16.79 0.11± 0.06 2.2 0.08
140508A L C UVOT Concat * 0.12± 0.02 4.9 0.02
140515A L R XRT 2014-05-15 56792.65 2.0 0.26 −0.08± 0.07 3.1 0.18
140515A L R XRT 2014-05-16 56793.94 2.4 1.56 2.96± 31.43 3.9 0.09
140515A L R XRT 2014-05-18 56795.69 4.0 3.30 0.46± 0.96 3.7 0.12
140515A L R XRT 2014-05-19 56796.68 4.0 4.30 0.39± 0.90 3.3 0.07
140515A L R XRT 2014-05-20 56797.70 4.0 5.31 0.27± 0.76 6.7 0.05
140515A L R XRT 2014-05-21 56798.71 4.0 6.33 0.63± 4.32 7.5 0.05
140515A L R XRT Concat 1.05± 13.88 9.3 0.03
140516A S N XRT 2014-05-16 56793.86 2.0 0.00 (2.88) 0.06± 0.05 1.9 0.10
140516A S N XRT 2014-05-18 56795.86 4.0 2.01 0.17± 0.09 2.7 0.07
140516A S N XRT 2014-05-20 56797.87 4.0 4.02 0.04± 0.03 2.3 0.04
140516A S N XRT 2014-05-23 56800.88 4.0 7.03 −0.07± 0.05 2.1 0.04
140516A S N XRT Concat −0.06± 0.10 1.9 0.03
140518A L N XRT 2014-05-19 56796.03 4.0 0.65 −0.30± 1.32 1.4 0.08
140518A L N XRT 2014-05-19 56796.85 4.0 1.46 0.04± 0.06 1.6 0.05
140518A L N XRT 2014-05-21 56798.89 2.7 3.50 −0.01± 0.01 2.7 0.10
140518A L N XRT 2014-05-25 56802.94 4.0 7.55 0.08± 0.04 2.7 0.04
140518A L N XRT 2014-05-28 56805.79 4.0 10.41 −0.04± 0.06 1.2 0.06
140518A L N XRT Concat 0.03± 0.02 2.0 0.02
140521A L N BAT 2014-05-23 56800.22 4.0 1.49 −0.26± 0.12 2.0 0.04
140521A L N BAT 2014-05-29 56806.18 4.0 7.45 −0.24± 0.16 1.8 0.09
140521A L N BAT 2014-06-01 56809.08 4.0 10.34 0.12± 0.09 3.4 0.04
140521A L N BAT Concat 0.34± 1.12 3.0 0.03
140606A S S BAT 2014-06-06 56814.63 2.0 0.17 0.21± 0.09 3.6 0.1
140606A S S BAT 2014-06-07 56815.77 3.4 1.31 * 0.47± 0.07 7.5 0.05
140606A S S BAT 2014-06-13 56821.81 4.0 7.35 * 0.47± 0.1 4.8 0.06
140606A S S BAT 2014-06-16 56824.72 4.0 10.26 * 0.53± 0.06 9.0 0.05
140606A S S BAT Concat * 0.49± 0.04 13.2 0.03
140606B L N XRT 2014-06-10 56818.09 4.0 3.96 0.20± 0.07 3.1 0.06
140606B L N XRT 2014-06-11 56819.05 4.0 4.92 −0.04± 0.06 3.1 0.05
140606B L N XRT 2014-06-13 56821.18 4.0 7.04 0.05± 0.03 2.2 0.06
140606B L N XRT 2014-06-17 56825.04 4.0 10.91 −0.01± 0.02 3.8 0.04
140606B L N XRT 2014-06-20 56828.11 4.0 13.98 −0.33± 2.69 1.8 0.05
140606B L N XRT 2014-07-02 56840.07 4.0 25.94 0.01± 0.01 2.3 0.06
140606B L N XRT Concat 0.05± 0.02 4.3 0.02
140623A L N XRT 2014-07-02 56840.69 4.0 9.46 0.14± 0.04 3.3 0.05
140623A L N XRT Concat 0.14± 0.04 3.3 0.05
140709B L N XRT 2014-07-09 56847.64 2.0 0.00 (4.32) −0.03± 0.03 1.3 0.05
140709B L N XRT 2014-07-10 56848.52 4.0 0.88 0.01± 0.01 2.2 0.06
140709B L N XRT 2014-07-16 56854.47 4.0 6.83 −0.05± 0.08 2.9 0.06
140709B L N XRT 2014-07-19 56857.43 4.0 9.79 −0.18± 0.42 1.9 0.06
140709B L N XRT Concat 0.06± 0.03 2.9 0.03
140710A L N XRT 2014-07-11 56849.33 4.0 0.90 0.08± 0.05 2.9 0.07
140710A L N XRT 2014-07-13 56851.25 4.0 2.82 −0.39± 1.43 2.8 0.10
140710A L N XRT 2014-07-16 56854.28 4.0 5.85 0.39± 2.14 1.7 0.06
140710A L N XRT 2014-07-20 56858.32 4.0 9.89 0.16± 0.37 2.4 0.06
140710A L N XRT Concat −1.03± 23.1 1.9 0.03
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Table 2 – continued
GRB a Type b Radio c Telescope d Date e Start f Integration g Days h Peak Flux i Sig j RMS k
Flag (yyyy-mm-dd) (MJD) (hours) (post-burst) (mJy/beam) (mJy/beam)
140801A L CS XRT 2014-08-05 56874.03 4.0 3.24 0.14± 0.05 3.8 0.05
140801A L CS XRT 2014-08-06 56875.16 4.0 4.36 0.05± 0.04 3.0 0.07
140801A L CS XRT 2014-08-08 56877.11 4.0 6.32 0.01± 0.01 2.6 0.05
140801A L CS XRT 2014-08-09 56878.24 4.0 7.45 0.10± 0.05 3.5 0.05
140801A L CS XRT 2014-08-13 56882.08 4.0 11.28 0.04± 0.02 2.9 0.04
140801A L CS XRT 2014-08-15 56884.09 4.0 13.29 0.10± 0.04 3.0 0.04
140801A L CS XRT Concat * 0.16± 0.03 6.0 0.02
140817A L N UVOT 2014-08-18 56887.31 4.0 1.01 0.13± 0.46 3.3 0.04
140817A L N UVOT 2014-08-20 56889.27 4.0 2.98 −0.10± 0.24 1.7 0.04
140817A L N UVOT 2014-08-22 56891.43 4.0 5.14 0.0± 0.0 2.1 0.05
140817A L N UVOT 2014-08-24 56893.29 3.2 7.00 −0.03± 0.05 1.7 0.04
140817A L N UVOT 2014-08-27 56896.28 4.0 9.99 0.02± 0.02 1.7 0.05
140817A L N UVOT Concat 0.03± 0.02 3.0 0.02
140824A L N XRT 2014-08-24 56893.43 2.0 0.07 0.08± 0.05 2.5 0.09
140824A L N XRT 2014-08-27 56896.50 4.0 3.14 −0.02± 0.03 2.5 0.05
140824A L N XRT 2014-08-31 56900.59 4.0 7.23 −0.53± 4.97 1.8 0.06
140824A L N XRT 2014-09-03 56903.50 4.0 10.14 0.03± 0.02 2.6 0.05
140824A L N XRT Concat −0.03± 0.05 2.2 0.03
140903A S R XRT 2014-09-04 56904.55 3.6 0.93 * 0.72± 0.14 5.3 0.07
140903A S R XRT 2014-09-05 56905.56 4.0 1.93 0.31± 0.11 39.0 0.06
140903A S R XRT 2014-09-06 56906.67 4.0 3.04 0.33± 0.71 49.3 0.12
140903A S R XRT 2014-09-07 56907.61 4.0 3.98 −0.12± 0.16 39.5 0.14
140903A S R XRT 2014-09-09 56909.70 4.0 6.07 −0.09± 0.07 43.2 0.08
140903A S R XRT 2014-09-11 56911.60 4.0 7.97 −0.49± 1.88 31.4 0.07
140903A S R XRT 2014-09-14 56914.51 4.0 10.89 −0.08± 0.10 24.9 0.10
140903A S R XRT Concat 0.22± 0.09 44.3 0.04
140907A L N UVOT 2014-09-07 56907.95 4.0 0.28 −0.63± 3.01 2.2 0.11
140907A L N UVOT 2014-09-09 56909.17 4.0 1.50 −0.48± 1.67 1.5 0.09
140907A L N UVOT 2014-09-11 56911.06 4.0 3.38 0.14± 0.10 2.3 0.11
140907A L N UVOT 2014-09-14 56914.99 4.0 7.32 −0.32± 0.72 2.2 0.09
140907A L N UVOT 2014-09-18 56918.00 4.0 10.33 0.02± 0.02 1.9 0.08
140907A L N UVOT Concat −0.50± 2.46 1.7 0.06
140930B S N XRT 2014-09-30 56930.82 2.0 0.00 (1.44) 0.83± 6.05 1.9 0.08
140930B S N XRT 2014-10-01 56931.96 4.0 1.14 0.04± 0.03 2.4 0.05
140930B S N XRT 2014-10-03 56933.93 4.0 3.11 0.69± 8.70 1.6 0.05
140930B S N XRT 2014-10-07 56937.97 4.0 7.15 −0.01± 0.01 1.9 0.04
140930B S N XRT 2014-10-10 56940.95 4.0 10.12 −0.12± 0.33 2.3 0.04
140930B S N XRT Concat 0.0± 0.0 2.1 0.02
141005A L N XRT 2014-10-05 56935.55 2.0 0.33 −0.02± 0.02 2.4 0.06
141005A L N XRT 2014-10-06 56936.69 4.0 1.48 −2.39± 98.77 2.8 0.04
141005A L N XRT 2014-10-08 56938.59 2.2 3.38 0.27± 0.90 1.7 0.07
141005A L N XRT 2014-10-09 56939.70 1.4 4.48 −0.18± 0.44 2.8 0.07
141005A L N XRT 2014-10-12 56942.63 4.0 7.41 −0.01± 0.02 3.0 0.04
141005A L N XRT 2014-10-15 56945.58 4.0 10.37 1.31± 28.11 2.1 0.05
141005A L N XRT Concat 0.0± 0.0 2.1 0.02
141015A L S XRT 2014-10-15 56945.39 0.7 0.00 (1.44) −0.35± 0.22 1.6 0.33
141015A L S XRT 2014-10-16 56946.05 4.0 0.66 0.12± 0.06 2.5 0.07
141015A L S XRT 2014-10-18 56948.05 4.0 2.67 0.05± 0.03 2.9 0.05
141015A L S XRT 2014-10-20 56950.94 5.0 5.56 * 0.28± 0.06 4.5 0.06
141015A L S XRT 2014-10-22 56952.34 1.4 6.96 0.09± 0.07 2.4 0.15
141015A L S XRT 2014-10-23 56953.03 4.0 7.65 * 0.20± 0.04 4.7 0.04
141015A L S XRT 2014-10-25 56955.13 4.0 9.75 1.09± 21.85 2.0 0.05
141015A L S XRT 2014-10-29 56959.06 5.0 13.67 0.09± 0.04 3.9 0.05
141015A L S XRT Concat * 0.16± 0.03 6.5 0.02
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Table 2 – continued
GRB a Type b Radio c Telescope d Date e Start f Integration g Days h Peak Flux i Sig j RMS k
Flag (yyyy-mm-dd) (MJD) (hours) (post-burst) (mJy/beam) (mJy/beam)
141020A L S UVOT 2014-10-20 56950.33 2.0 0.00 (1.44) 0.05± 0.08 2.8 0.07
141020A L S UVOT 2014-10-22 56952.44 4.0 2.11 3.40± 184.72 2.2 0.05
141020A L S UVOT 2014-10-23 56953.54 4.0 3.21 −0.18± 0.56 2.9 0.05
141020A L S UVOT 2014-10-24 56954.49 4.0 4.17 * 0.30± 0.07 4.5 0.06
141020A L S UVOT 2014-10-27 56957.53 4.0 7.21 0.13± 0.05 3.0 0.05
141020A L S UVOT 2014-10-30 56960.39 4.0 10.06 −0.18± 0.58 1.8 0.06
141020A L S UVOT Concat * 0.15± 0.03 4.9 0.02
141026A L R XRT 2014-10-26 56956.11 2.0 0.00 (2.88) −0.08± 0.05 5.6 0.06
141026A L R XRT 2014-10-26 56956.93 4.0 0.82 −0.05± 0.08 4.5 0.04
141026A L R XRT 2014-10-28 56958.88 4.0 2.77 0.07± 0.04 3.3 0.04
141026A L R XRT 2014-11-02 56963.02 4.0 6.91 −0.01± 0.01 3.4 0.04
141026A L R XRT 2014-11-03 56964.89 4.0 8.78 0.04± 0.02 3.4 0.03
141026A L R XRT 2014-11-04 56965.91 4.0 9.80 0.04± 0.03 4.7 0.03
141026A L R XRT 2014-11-08 56969.95 4.0 13.84 −0.13± 0.16 1.3 0.15
141026A L R XRT 2014-11-13 56974.96 4.0 18.85 −1.55± 43.43 3.1 0.04
141026A L R XRT Concat 0.02± 0.01 5.9 0.02
141031B L N XRT 2014-10-31 56961.66 2.5 0.04 −0.21± 0.57 2.8 0.07
141031B L N XRT 2014-11-01 56962.83 4.0 1.21 0.37± 2.70 2.1 0.04
141031B L N XRT 2014-11-03 56964.71 4.0 3.09 0.05± 0.03 2.6 0.04
141031B L N XRT 2014-11-08 56969.77 4.0 8.15 −1.89± 6.16 2.6 0.43
141031B L N XRT 2014-11-10 56971.74 4.0 10.11 −0.05± 0.08 3.7 0.04
141031B L N XRT Concat −0.53± 8.99 3.5 0.02
141109B L N XRT 2014-11-09 56970.33 2.0 0.00 (2.88) −0.06± 0.07 2.4 0.14
141109B L N XRT 2014-11-10 56971.35 4.0 1.03 −0.01± 0.01 2.8 0.09
141109B L N XRT 2014-11-12 56973.38 0.5 3.05 0.91± 0.32 3.3 0.25
141109B L N XRT 2014-11-12 56973.48 4.0 3.16 0.20± 0.06 3.3 0.06
141109B L N XRT 2014-11-14 56975.48 4.0 5.15 0.40± 0.18 2.5 0.19
141109B L N XRT 2014-11-15 56976.47 2.3 6.14 0.08± 0.06 2.1 0.11
141109B L N XRT 2014-11-16 56977.40 4.0 7.08 −0.12± 0.23 1.8 0.07
141109B L N XRT 2014-11-20 56981.40 4.0 11.07 −0.04± 0.03 1.8 0.05
141109B L N XRT Concat 0.02± 0.02 2.5 0.03
141130A L N UVOT 2014-12-01 56992.20 2.0 0.24 −0.03± 0.02 2.0 0.05
141130A L N UVOT 2014-12-04 56995.32 4.0 3.35 −0.06± 0.04 2.6 0.04
141130A L N UVOT 2014-12-08 56999.36 4.0 7.40 −0.02± 0.02 2.3 0.04
141130A L N UVOT 2014-12-11 57002.26 4.0 10.30 −0.02± 0.02 1.6 0.05
141130A L N UVOT Concat −0.06± 0.03 2.5 0.02
141212A S N XRT 2014-12-12 57003.66 2.0 0.15 0.02± 0.02 2.3 0.11
141212A S N XRT 2014-12-13 57004.73 4.0 1.22 0.17± 0.06 5.0 0.04
141212A S N XRT 2014-12-15 57006.74 4.0 3.23 0.08± 0.05 6.0 0.04
141212A S N XRT 2014-12-19 57010.69 4.0 7.18 0.04± 0.03 3.6 0.04
141212A S N XRT 2014-12-23 57014.71 4.0 11.20 0.53± 3.50 2.9 0.04
141212A S N XRT 2015-01-06 57028.66 5.0 25.15 0.11± 0.05 5.4 0.04
141212A S N XRT Concat 0.12± 0.03 8.1 0.02
141212B L N XRT 2014-12-12 57003.56 2.0 0.00 (1.44) −0.08± 0.12 9.9 0.08
141212B L N XRT 2014-12-13 57004.37 4.0 0.82 0.04± 0.02 18.5 0.04
141212B L N XRT 2014-12-15 57006.46 4.0 2.90 0.08± 0.03 20.8 0.04
141212B L N XRT 2014-12-19 57010.38 4.0 6.82 0.11± 0.03 20.0 0.03
141212B L N XRT 2014-12-23 57014.45 4.0 10.89 0.08± 0.03 19.7 0.04
141212B L N XRT Concat 0.09± 0.02 41.9 0.02
141220A L N UVOT 2014-12-20 57011.25 2.0 0.00 (1.44) 0.0± 0.0 2.7 0.05
141220A L N UVOT 2014-12-21 57012.28 4.0 1.03 −0.62± 9.83 2.3 0.04
141220A L N UVOT 2014-12-23 57014.27 4.0 3.01 −0.08± 0.18 3.3 0.04
141220A L N UVOT 2014-12-28 57019.14 4.0 7.89 0.02± 0.03 2.3 0.04
141220A L N UVOT 2014-12-30 57021.29 4.0 10.03 −0.03± 0.04 3.1 0.04
141220A L N UVOT Concat 0.64± 20.17 4.4 0.02
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Table 2 – continued
GRB a Type b Radio c Telescope d Date e Start f Integration g Days h Peak Flux i Sig j RMS k
Flag (yyyy-mm-dd) (MJD) (hours) (post-burst) (mJy/beam) (mJy/beam)
141225A L N UVOT 2014-12-25 57016.96 2.0 0.00 (2.88) 0.03± 0.03 1.8 0.15
141225A L N UVOT 2014-12-27 57018.96 4.0 2.00 −0.14± 0.32 2.0 0.05
141225A L N UVOT 2014-12-28 57019.96 4.0 3.00 −0.01± 0.02 2.8 0.04
141225A L N UVOT 2015-01-03 57025.03 4.0 8.07 −0.02± 0.02 2.9 0.05
141225A L N UVOT 2015-01-04 57026.98 4.0 10.02 −0.0± 0.0 2.7 0.04
141225A L N UVOT Concat 0.03± 0.02 1.9 0.03
150101A S N XRT 2015-01-01 57023.37 2.0 0.10 −0.56± 2.89 2.8 0.08
150101A S N XRT 2015-01-02 57024.44 4.0 1.17 −0.0± 0.0 2.7 0.04
150101A S N XRT 2015-01-04 57026.44 4.0 3.17 −4.21± 151.02 3.1 0.11
150101A S N XRT 2015-01-08 57030.57 4.0 7.30 −0.06± 0.04 1.9 0.06
150101A S N XRT 2015-01-11 57033.58 4.0 10.31 −0.07± 0.04 2.8 0.05
150101A S N XRT 2015-01-13 57035.57 4.0 12.30 −0.06± 0.04 1.8 0.08
150101A S N XRT Concat 0.05± 0.08 1.2 0.03
150120A S N XRT 2015-01-20 57042.48 2.0 0.35 −0.13± 0.07 2.8 0.07
150120A S N XRT 2015-01-21 57043.69 4.0 1.57 0.05± 0.03 2.7 0.04
150120A S N XRT 2015-01-22 57044.67 4.0 2.54 −0.03± 0.05 2.1 0.04
150120A S N XRT 2015-01-24 57046.55 4.0 4.43 −0.09± 0.27 1.7 0.04
150120A S N XRT 2015-01-25 57047.65 4.0 5.53 0.05± 0.07 2.8 0.05
150120A L N XRT 2015-01-26 57048.66 4.0 6.54 −0.05± 0.08 2.8 0.05
150120A L N XRT 2015-01-27 57049.67 4.0 7.55 −0.12± 0.30 2.0 0.04
150120A L N XRT 2015-01-31 57053.67 4.0 11.55 −0.05± 0.08 2.3 0.04
150120A L N XRT 2015-02-05 57058.63 4.0 16.51 0.19± 0.76 2.6 0.04
150120A L N XRT Concat 0.01± 0.01 2.8 0.02
150211A L N XRT 2015-02-13 57066.10 4.0 1.60 0.03± 0.02 2.6 0.04
150211A L N XRT 2015-02-14 57067.21 4.0 2.71 0.08± 0.04 2.7 0.05
150211A L N XRT 2015-02-16 57069.23 4.0 4.73 0.13± 0.48 1.1 0.04
150211A L N XRT 2015-02-23 57076.11 3.5 11.61 −0.12± 0.37 2.8 0.04
150211A L N XRT Concat 0.03± 0.02 2.7 0.02
150212A L N XRT 2015-02-13 57066.27 4.0 0.81 0.37± 1.81 1.9 0.04
150212A L N XRT 2015-02-14 57067.38 4.0 1.92 −0.08± 0.10 2.1 0.06
150212A L N XRT 2015-02-16 57069.39 4.0 3.94 −0.0± 0.0 2.4 0.04
150212A L N XRT 2015-02-24 57077.35 4.0 11.90 −0.11± 0.20 1.9 0.04
150212A L N XRT Concat 0.24± 1.34 2.0 0.02
150213B L N UVOT 2015-02-14 57067.08 2.0 0.14 0.25± 0.46 2.9 0.14
150213B L N UVOT 2015-02-15 57068.27 4.0 1.33 0.14± 0.05 3.1 0.04
150213B L N UVOT 2015-02-17 57070.13 4.0 3.19 0.11± 0.05 2.2 0.04
150213B L N UVOT 2015-02-24 57077.18 4.0 10.24 0.02± 0.02 2.2 0.03
150213B L N UVOT Concat 0.09± 0.03 3.6 0.02
150302A L N XRT 2015-03-12 57093.89 4.0 10.65 −0.11± 0.04 2.8 0.04
150302A L N XRT Concat −0.11± 0.04 2.8 0.04
150309A L C XRT 2015-03-10 57091.08 2.0 0.12 −0.16± 0.30 2.3 0.10
150309A L C XRT 2015-03-11 57092.14 4.0 1.18 0.07± 0.03 2.2 0.04
150309A L C XRT 2015-03-13 57094.24 4.0 3.28 −0.05± 0.10 2.4 0.04
150309A L C XRT 2015-03-20 57101.11 4.0 10.15 0.12± 0.40 1.7 0.04
150309A L C XRT Concat * 0.20± 0.04 4.8 0.03
150314A L N XRT 2015-03-14 57095.65 2.0 0.45 0.11± 0.06 2.8 0.07
150314A L N XRT 2015-03-15 57096.74 4.0 1.53 0.02± 0.02 1.6 0.04
150314A L N XRT 2015-03-16 57097.85 4.0 2.64 −0.02± 0.02 2.2 0.03
150314A L N XRT 2015-03-17 57098.77 4.0 3.57 −0.03± 0.04 2.7 0.03
150314A L N XRT 2015-03-18 57099.71 4.0 4.50 0.01± 0.01 3.0 0.04
150314A L N XRT 2015-03-19 57100.86 4.0 5.65 −0.02± 0.02 1.6 0.04
150314A L N XRT 2015-03-20 57101.71 4.0 6.50 −0.13± 0.4 3.2 0.04
150314A L N XRT Concat 0.01± 0.0 2.7 0.01
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Table 2 – continued
GRB a Type b Radio c Telescope d Date e Start f Integration g Days h Peak Flux i Sig j RMS k
Flag (yyyy-mm-dd) (MJD) (hours) (post-burst) (mJy/beam) (mJy/beam)
150317A L N XRT 2015-03-17 57098.68 2.0 0.50 −0.98± 10.81 3.6 0.06
150317A L N XRT 2015-03-18 57099.88 4.0 1.69 0.08± 0.04 6.7 0.04
150317A L N XRT 2015-03-20 57101.88 4.0 3.69 0.03± 0.03 2.8 0.09
150317A L N XRT 2015-03-26 57107.85 4.0 9.67 0.02± 0.02 4.4 0.04
150317A L N XRT Concat 0.08± 0.03 7.6 0.02
150323A L N XRT 2015-03-23 57104.63 4.0 0.51 −0.12± 0.28 1.9 0.05
150323A L N XRT 2015-03-25 57106.67 4.0 2.56 0.03± 0.02 2.7 0.04
150323A L N XRT 2015-03-26 57107.68 4.0 3.56 −0.11± 0.05 2.8 0.04
150323A L N XRT 2015-04-02 57114.68 4.0 10.56 −0.03± 0.02 2.7 0.04
150323A L N XRT Concat 0.29± 2.34 3.3 0.02
150323C L N XRT 2015-03-23 57104.81 2.0 0.10 −0.02± 0.02 3.5 0.12
150323C L N XRT 2015-03-26 57107.01 4.0 2.30 −0.54± 1.46 3.2 0.25
150323C L N XRT 2015-03-27 57108.03 4.0 3.32 0.0± 0.0 2.2 0.04
150323C L N XRT 2015-03-27 57108.86 4.0 4.15 −0.01± 0.01 2.7 0.05
150323C L N XRT 2015-04-02 57114.86 4.0 10.15 0.01± 0.01 2.1 0.05
150323C L N XRT 2015-04-04 57116.93 4.0 12.21 0.03± 0.04 1.2 0.05
150323C L N XRT Concat 0.02± 0.01 3.0 0.02
Note: All GRB observations from GRB 130813A onwards followed the updated ALARRM strategy (see Section 2.1).
a GRB discovery flag: †: Fermi discovered GRB; ‡: Integral discovered GRB
b GRB Type: S - short, L - long
c Radio detection flag: R - radio afterglow first detected with another radio telescope; S - AMI detected coincident radio source is likely steady; C - coincident
radio source detected in AMI concatenated image; CS - coincident radio source detected in AMI concatenated image that is confirmed to be a steady source;
N - no detection.
d Best Swift telescope position used to search for a radio counterpart: BAT - Swift Burst Alert Telescope; XRT - Swift X-ray Telescope; UVOT - Swift
Ultraviolet/Optical Telescope. For GRB 130521A, the best optical position provided by Skynet/PROMPT (James et al., 2013, GCN, 14713) was used instead.
e Date of the AMI observation in yyyy-mm-dd. Concat - concatenation of all epochs with the same pointing.
f Start date of the AMI observation in modified julian date (MJD) format.
g AMI observation length in hours.
h Number of days post-burst since the start of the AMI observation. The response time, in minutes, has also been included in brackets for those AMI
observations that began 6 0.01 days post-burst.
i Peak flux density as reported by PYSE. The ‘*’ symbol indicates those GRBs for which the listed AMI peak flux is the measured flux of a radio source
detected above a 4σs significance, coincident with the best known Swift position of the GRB (i.e. within 3σp). All other listed fluxes are derived from a forced
Gaussian fit at the best known Swift position. The 1σs error bar is the flux error output by PYSE, added in quadrature to the AMI 5% calibration error.
j The significance of the AMI flux reported by PYSE, which are measured in units of σs above a local RMS. (Note that the PYSE forced fitting algorithm
failed on the 2012-04-05 and 2012-04-08 observations of GRB 120311A and all of the GRB 121128A. The forced fits were conducted using MIRIAD and
the reported significance is just the forced fitted peak flux divided by the global RMS reported in the last column.)
k The global RMS of the middle quarter of the AMI image.
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4 DISCUSSIONS OF AMI OBSERVED GRBS
In this section we individually discuss those GRBs with confirmed
radio afterglow detections with AMI that obey the criteria presented
in Section 2.3.1. We then briefly comment on those GRBs that may
have been detected in just one AMI epoch, which we classify as
possible radio afterglow detections, and those GRBs that are co-
incident with a radio source detected in their deep concatenated
image only. We also list those GRBs that appear to be coincident
with a steady radio source and discuss the ramifications of such
associations.
It is important to note that some of the radio detections dis-
cussed in this section were made at early times and may therefore
suffer from scintillation effects (for example see Frail et al. 1997).
However, 15.7 GHz is usually above the scattering frequency in a
given direction and therefore in the weak scattering regime. This
implies that scintillation effects are likely to be minimal (see Ta-
ble 1 of Granot & van der Horst 2014). Of course, this assumption
is predicated upon the simple framework of Walker (1998), which
assumes a single scattering screen at a fixed distance. It is there-
fore possible there are unaccounted scintillation effects that result
in flux variations more significant than the quoted 1σs errors.
4.1 New confirmed GRB radio afterglows discovered with
AMI
This section individually discusses the six GRBs whose confirmed
radio afterglows were discovered with AMI. In five of the cases, the
proposed counterparts fulfil the two criteria for a radio afterglow
identification, while the other was identified via concatenating the
early and late epochs separately (see Section 2.3.1).
4.1.1 GRB 140305A
GRB 140305A was detected by Swift BAT at 15:00:20 UT but,
due to a Solar observing constraint, was not followed-up at X-
ray or optical wavelengths (Cummings et al. 2014a). As a re-
sult only a BAT position with a 1.7′ 90% error circle was ob-
tained for this event. AMI was on-target and observing this GRB
for 2 hours within 5 minutes post-burst, followed by 10 subse-
quent observations ranging from 3 to 5 hrs in duration up until
2014 April 1. The deep image resulting from the concatenation of
11 observation of this source showed the detection of 2 sources
within the BAT error circle. One of these two sources was NVSS
225809+152439, which lies 3.2′ SE of the BAT position. The sec-
ond source was uncatalogued and lies only 7.8” from the BAT po-
sition at RA (J2000.0) = 22:57:59.32 (±1.70”) and Dec (J2000.0)
= +15:27:00.60 (±2.84”). In the individual epochs this uncata-
logued radio source was not detected until the third AMI observa-
tion on 2014 March 8 (2.80 days post-burst), with a 5σs detection
of 0.29±0.06 mJy/beam. A further five AMI observations detected
this radio source with a flux significance between 4.6 < σs < 6.9
until it dropped below detectability on 2014 March 30 (25 days
post-burst). The light curve of GRB 140305A can be found in Fig-
ure 1. Given that the most sensitive AMI non-detection on 2014
March 30 would have detected the brightest flux measurement of
0.42±0.06 mJy/beam (observed on 2014 March 15) with a∼ 6σs
significance, we identify this uncatalogued radio source as transient
and likely the radio counterpart to GRB 140305A.
4.1.2 GRB 140629A
AMI monitored GRB 140629A nine times from 1.27 until 23.16
days post-burst. A blind search of the deep concatenated image
detected a 5.0σs source with flux 0.10 ± 0.02 mJy/beam within
1.4σp of the UVOT position. However, no sources were blindly
detected in the individual epochs. We therefore concatenated the
four earliest AMI observations of GRB 140629A ranging between
2 to 6 days post-burst, and the four latest observations between 7
to 23 days post-burst, to search for transient behaviour using the
technique described in Section 2.3.1. The first concatenated epoch
detected a radio source coincident with that detected in the deep
concatenated image but with a brighter flux of 0.15 + / − 0.03
mJy/beam at a 5.2σs significance. The second concatenated epoch
had a comparable RMS noise to the first concatenated epoch but
no coincident radio source was detected down to a 4σs upper limit
of 0.09 mJy/beam. This analysis demonstrates that GRB 140629A
obeys criterion (ii) in Section 2.3.1, suggesting the coincident radio
source was transient in nature, and therefore likely the radio after-
glow of GRB 140629A, which faded below detectability at & 6
days post-burst.
4.1.3 GRB 140709A
The XRT position of GRB 140709A lies 30.1′′ from the NVSS
201841+511349, which has an integrated flux of 1.13 ± 0.06
mJy/beam at 15.7 GHz based on the concatenated AMI image. Dur-
ing the 2014 July 11 AMI observation of GRB 140709A, which
took place 2.9 days post burst, a radio source began to appear
at the GRB XRT position. However, due to the AMI-LA resolu-
tion of 30′′, this potential radio afterglow was blended with NVSS
201841+511349. In order to investigate whether this new radio
source was real, CASA was used to subtract a model of the contri-
bution of the NVSS source from the visibilities. The resulting im-
age revealed an unresolved point source at the position of the GRB
with a peak flux of 0.46±0.05 mJy/beam (Anderson et al. 2014d).
This same technique was performed on all the AMI observations,
showing the detection of a fading point source present in two sub-
sequent observations (see Figure 1), fading below detectability by
2014 July 18. For those AMI observations for where radio after-
glows were detected, forced fit fluxes were obtained manually us-
ing the radio reduction software MIRIAD (Sault et al. 1995). The
reported significance on these forced fits reported in Table 1 corre-
spond to the forced fit flux divided by the RMS noise (which is why
some of these values are negative). We therefore identify this tran-
sient radio source as the likely radio afterglow of GRB 140709A.
While no other radio detections were reported, the optical counter-
part detected by Castro-Tirado et al. (2014c) was faint, and further
studies indicate that this GRB may be a member of the “dark” burst
population (Littlejohns et al. 2015). Several proposed suggestions
for their dark nature may be due to an intrinsically faint optical
counterpart, that they reside in high redshift galaxies, or that their
optical emission is obscured by dust and gas extinction in their host
galaxies (e.g. van der Horst et al. 2009).
4.1.4 GRB 141121A
GRB 141121A is a member of the newly established class of ultra-
long GRBs (UL-GRBs), which have prompt γ-ray emission last-
ing for & 1000s (e.g. Virgili et al. 2013; Evans et al. 2014; Levan
et al. 2014). Through the ALARRM trigger, AMI was on-target and
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Figure 1. The AMI 15.7 GHz light curves of new confirmed GRBs discovered with AMI. The black data points are the > 4σs AMI detections of the GRB
radio afterglows. The open circles are the fluxes measured from a point source force-fitted at the position of the GRB in those AMI datasets for which there
was no detection. In some cases the flux measured from the forced fit, and/or the negative error-bar, are consistent with zero and were therefore either not
depicted or extend lower than the y-axis). The 4σs upper limits on the non-detections are also illustrated (red triangles). The light-curve of GRB 141121A is
plotted twice, the second plot zooming in at late times (> 1 day post-burst) so as to better discern the light-curve structure, while also including VLA 15 GHz
detections (Cucchiara et al. 2015). All error-bars are 1σs.
observing GRB 141121A just 6 minutes post-burst with a follow-
up observation occurring 0.9 days post-burst. It was not until 2014
Nov 24, 3 days post burst, that AMI detected the radio counterpart
to GRB 141121A, resulting in a flux of 0.37 ± 0.07 mJy/beam.
This is the first and earliest reported detection of the radio coun-
terpart to GRB 141121A (Anderson et al. 2014c), which was then
observed and detected with the WSRT at 4.9 GHz (van der Horst
2014) and the VLA at 6.2 and 14 GHz (Corsi 2014c; Corsi et al.
2014). Figure 1 shows the AMI light curve of GRB 141121A. A
multi-wavelength analysis of GRB 141121A has also been con-
ducted by Cucchiara et al. (2015).
A zoomed in light curve beginning ∼ 1 days post-burst that
includes the 15.7 GHz VLA detections (Cucchiara et al. 2015) can
be found in Figure 1. The AMI detections, forced fits and upper
limits are consistent with the VLA detections but the AMI obser-
vations also show evidence for radio re-brightening at ∼ 12 and
∼ 39 days post-burst (note that the AMI detection at 39 days is
within 3σs of the VLA detection at 33 days but both detections
show the 15.7 GHz flux is increasing at late times). Cucchiara et al.
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(2015) demonstrated that around 3 days, when the 15.7 GHz flux
is near its peak, at least 50% of the radio flux is being contributed
by the reverse-shock. The flatness of the AMI light curve up to 12
days post-burst, followed by evidence for late time rebrightening,
may support the detection of multiple peaks from the forward- and
reverse-shock at 15.7 GHz. Energy injections, which is supported
by the detection of flares and plateaus in the XRB light curve of
GRB 141121A (Cucchiara et al. 2015), could also cause radio light-
curve flattening (Frail et al. 2004). However, this flatness may also
be an artefact of the radio counterpart being close to the AMI de-
tection limit. The VLA light curves presented in Cucchiara et al.
(2015) also show late-time radio modulations, particularly at lower-
frequencies, which they attribute to scintillation. While the AMI
observing frequency is in the weak scattering regime, it may still
be contributing towards the fluctuations. However, such scintilla-
tion is unlikely to be significant enough to explain the variations
seen in the GRB 141121A light curve.
4.1.5 GRB 150110B
The ALARRM trigger on GRB 150110B resulted in the first AMI
observation occurring at 0.5 days post-burst, when the source had
risen above the horizon. AMI then detected the radio counterpart
to GRB 150110B on 2015 Jan 14, corresponding to 3.54 days post-
burst, with a flux of 0.41±0.07 mJy/beam (Anderson et al. 2015c).
No optical counterpart was detected for this GRB but the limits are
not particularly constraining (Kuin & Evans 2015; Mazaeva et al.
2015). This radio counterpart remained detectable up until 27 days
post-burst during which it showed periods of rapid variability (see
Figure 1). The brightest detection with AMI was on 2015 Jan 16,
5.5 days post-burst, displaying a flux of 0.53 ± 0.06 mJy/beam,
which then rapidly dropped by a factor of 3 when observed only
one day later, implying a steep temporal index of α = −9 ± 1
(for flux F (t) ∝ tα). The radio flux then took another 8 days to
peak again, 14.5 days post-burst at 0.46 ± 0.06 mJy/beam, before
it faded below detectability∼ 28 days post-burst. It is possible that
this variability could have been caused by scintillation, which has
been shown to be significant for many GRBs, in some cases with
modulations > 100% (for example see Frail et al. 2000a). Scintil-
lation is a reasonable assumption for this event as in the direction
of GRB 150110B, the transition frequency at which the scattering
strength is unity is ν0 ≈ 20 GHz, placing 15.7 GHz in the strong
scattering regime (Walker 1998).
4.1.6 GRB 150413A
ALARRM had AMI on-target and observing GRB 150413A when
the source had risen above the horizon at 0.17 days post-burst.
The follow-up observation that took place on 2015 April 14, just
1.2 days post-burst, resulted in the detection of a coincident ra-
dio source with a flux of 0.21 ± 0.05 mJy/beam (Anderson et al.
2015a,b). The source remained detectable until 2015 April 17, after
which it dropped below the AMI sensitivity (see Figure 1). In the
GRB rest-frame these 4 detections occurred within ∼ 1 day post-
burst so it is possible we detected the reverse-shock radio peak. The
most sensitive late time AMI observation proceeding the detections
on 2015 April 29 would have detected the brightest flux (from the
2015 April 15 observation) at a 6σs level, indicating transient be-
haviour. We therefore suggest that this coincident radio source is
the radio afterglow of GRB 150413A. The only other radio obser-
vation reported for this event was using the Nanshan 25m radio dish
in the pulsar search mode, the purpose of which was to search for
an associated FRB(s), but no results were included (Xu et al. 2015).
GRB 150413A also had a bright optical counterpart (e.g. Tyurina
et al. 2015) and Gorbovskoy et al. (2016) searched for early time
optical polarisation but none was detected. The flux forced fitting
in the AMI non-detections was performed at the optical position
provided by (Ivanov et al. 2015).
4.2 Confirmed radio-detected GRBs detected with AMI
This section individually discusses the seven radio-detected GRBs
that were detected by AMI. We define “radio-detected GRBs” as
those for which the radio afterglow was first reported from a de-
tection made with a telescope other than AMI. The detection must
have been reported in the GCN or in the literature, and not sub-
sequently reclassified as a steady radio source. These GRBs also
obey the confirmed radio afterglow selection criteria presented in
Section 2.3.1.
4.2.1 GRB 120326A
GRB 120326A was the first GRB detected by AMI as part of the
ALARRM programme. ALARRM triggered AMI on this object at
0.31 days post-burst, after this object had risen above the horizon,
obtaining a 4σs upper limit of 0.56 mJy/beam. It was then detected
during the second AMI observation of this event at 7.15 days post-
burst as seen in Figure 2 (during the early stages of the ALARRM
programme the follow-up AMI GRB monitoring observations were
not very uniform in time). However, GRB 120326A was detected at
very early times at 230 GHz with the Sub-Millimeter Array (SMA;
Urata et al. 2014) just 0.53 days post-burst, with a flux of 2.84 ±
0.86 mJy/beam, yielding one of the earliest sub-mm detections of
a GRB. Using this value and the first AMI limit (at 0.31 days) we
can calculate a rough early time lower limit on the spectral index,
which was β > +0.6 (for F (ν) ∝ νβ) at the 4σs level, indicating
that self-absorption was playing a role above 15.7 GHz during this
time. Radio detections were also made with CARMA at 92.5 GHz
at 4.55 days post-burst (Perley et al. 2012a) and the VLA at 21.9
GHz at 5.45 days post-burst (Laskar et al. 2012), yielding fluxes of
3.2± 0.4 mJy/beam and 1.36 mJy/beam, respectively.
The AMI flux measurements of GRB 120326A were first re-
ported by Staley et al. (2013). However, the flux values for GRB
120326A presented in this publication, calculated using our new
and improved reduction and analysis pipeline, are slightly differ-
ent due to updated scripts for the AMI data reduction process used
in AMI-REDUCE and the application of more stringent protocols
for acceptable datasets. For example, the AMI observation of GRB
120326A that took place on 2012-04-04 and 2012-04-08, which
are mentioned in Staley et al. (2013), were rejected from further
analysis due to being rain affected data-sets.
4.2.2 GRB 130427A
The close proximity (z = 0.34; Levan et al. 2013; Xu et al. 2013c;
Flores et al. 2013) of GRB 130427A, and therefore its bright multi-
wavelength counterpart, made it an excellent candidate for studying
the forward-reverse shock scenario, particularly in the radio band
(i.e. Anderson et al. 2014e; van der Horst et al. 2014; Perley et al.
2014b; Laskar et al. 2013a). Through the ALARRM programme,
AMI triggered on this GRB and was on-target and observing 0.34
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Figure 2. As for Figure 1 plotting AMI detections of the confirmed radio-detected GRB afterglows. The light-curve of GRB 140713A includes a broken
power-law fit to the radio detections. A zoomed in plot of GRB 140713A at late times (> 1 day post-burst) is also included to better discern the light-curve
structure.
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days post burst, as soon as GRB 130427A had risen above the hori-
zon, resulting in one of the earliest published radio detections of
a long GRB (Anderson et al. 2014e). Further AMI observations
beginning at 0.62 and 1.49 days post-burst then revealed a peak
and rapid decay, demonstrating the early-time radio emission was
likely dominated by the reverse-shock component at 15.7 GHz (see
the light curve in Figure 2). The AMI fluxes for GRB 130427A
displayed in Table 1 are slightly different to those quoted in An-
derson et al. (2014e) as they were calculated using the pipelined
automated technique with a 4σs detection significance described in
this paper rather than through a manual analysis using MIRIAD.
However, the flux values from both analyses agree within their 1σs
flux errors.
4.2.3 GRB 130702A
GRB 130702A was detected with both the Fermi-GBM and Fermi-
LAT (Cheung et al. 2013) and quickly localised by the Intermediate
Palomar Transient Factory (iPTF; Rau et al. 2009; Kulkarni 2013)
through the discovery of its optical counterpart iPTF13bxl, which
is the first afterglow identification based solely on a Fermi-GBM
detection (Singer et al. 2013). GRBs detected with Fermi-LAT are
quite unusual as this instrument is sensitive to events that produce
much higher energy γ-rays than those produced by GRBs detected
by Swift-BAT and the Fermi-GBM. As its counterpart localisation
was not reported until 1.3 days post-burst, many of the usual GRB
multi-wavelength follow-up programmes did not commence until
2 days post-burst. The first radio detection was with CARMA be-
tween 2.0 - 2.2 days post-burst, reporting a flux of ∼ 2 mJy/beam
at 93 GHz (Perley & Kasliwal 2013), and was quickly followed by
detections with the WSRT, VLA, and GMRT (van der Horst 2013;
Corsi et al. 2013; Chandra 2013). See Singer et al. (2013) for fur-
ther details and the analysis of the VLA and CARMA observations.
The first observation, and consequently detection, of GRB
130702A obtained with AMI was of two hours duration and took
place 3.8 days post-burst, with follow-up observations being regu-
larly obtained every 2 or 3 days. The radio counterpart continued
to be detectable with AMI up until 2013 July 28, with the final ob-
servation taking place on 2013 July 31. A light curve of the AMI
detections of GRB 130702A can be found in Figure 2 and a detailed
analysis of the AMI and WSRT radio light-curves will be presented
in van der Horst et al. in prep.
4.2.4 GRB 130907A
GRB 130907A is another one of the small number of Swift detected
GRBs that has also been detected with Fermi-LAT (Vianello et al.
2013; Vianello 2013). It has also been classified as a dark burst,
where the optical flux attenuation was likely caused by a high quan-
tity of dust extinction (AV > 1; Littlejohns et al. 2015). A VLA ob-
servation at 24.5 GHz was obtained just 4 hrs post-burst detecting
the counterpart with a flux of ∼ 1.2 mJy/beam (Corsi 2013). This
represents one of the earliest radio detections of a GRB to date (see
Table 2 of Anderson et al. 2014e) and the earliest VLA detection of
a GRB (Veres et al. 2015). The ALARRM triggered AMI observa-
tion began when the source had risen above the horizon 0.51 days
post-burst. This observation was two hours in duration and detected
the radio counterpart with a flux of 1.04 ± 0.13 mJy/beam, again
providing one of the earliest recorded radio GRB detections (An-
derson et al. 2013). Follow-up AMI observations were then manu-
ally scheduled every one to two days for a duration of 2 to 4 hours
until 2013 Sept 16, yet only the observations on 2013 Sept 8 and 9
provided a firm detection (see Figure 2).
The early time radio detections obtained with AMI (Ander-
son et al. 2013) and the VLA (Corsi 2013) made GRB 130907A
a prime candidate for investigating contributions from the reverse-
shock. However, radio modelling of multi-frequency VLA obser-
vations by Veres et al. (2015, see their Figure 1) show that while
the data can be modelled by the combination of a forward- and
reverse-shock, it is not constraining enough to determine if the
reverse-shock component is truly necessary. However, based on
the 15.7 GHz extrapolated light curve in Figure 6 of Veres et al.
(2015) it appears that our first AMI detection at 0.51 days post
burst occurred around the peak in that radio band. This peak time is
even earlier than the 15.7 GHz peak observed from GRB 130427A,
which occurred around 0.6 − 0.9 days post-burst and was well
described by a reverse-shock model component (Anderson et al.
2014e; Perley 2014b), so such a scenario should not be ruled out.
4.2.5 GRB 140304A
Following the initial detection of GRB 140304A with Swift, early
time follow-up observations were conducted with several radio
telescopes. ALARRM triggered on this GRB and had AMI on-
target and observing GRB 140304A less than 5 minutes post-burst,
resulting in a 4σs flux upper limit of 0.19 mJy/beam. Further AMI
observations of GRB 140304A were scheduled daily until 2014
March 14, when a reduce observing cadence was implemented
until 2014 April 1. This high redshift GRB (z = 5.283; Jeong
et al. 2014) was also simultaneously detected with the VLA and
CARMA, just 0.45 days post-burst resulting in 5.8 GHz and 85
GHz fluxes of ∼ 0.05 mJy/beam and ∼ 0.5 mJy/beam, respec-
tively (Laskar et al. 2014b; Zauderer et al. 2014b).
AMI first detected GRB 140304A at 2.91 days post-burst with
all following detections showing the flux to be decreasing. The non-
detection less than one day prior to the first detection, with a 4σs
upper limit of 0.17 mJy/beam, suggests a power law temporal in-
dex of α > +2.4 for flux F (t) ∝ tα. The full light-curve can be
found in Figure 2. The high redshift of this GRB implies that the
rest-frame time for the first AMI detection occurred at ∼ 0.5 days
post-burst. Given this steep flux increase, it is possible that AMI
may have detected the reverse-shock peak in the radio band. Fur-
ther broadband modelling is required to investigate this suggestion.
4.2.6 GRB 140703A
ALARRM rapidly triggered on this Swift event and pointed AMI
at the position of GRB 140703A within 12 minutes post-burst, re-
sulting in a 4σs upper limit of 0.27 mJy/beam after 2 hours of in-
tegration (Anderson et al. 2014b). GRB 140703A was then rapidly
detected in the radio band with the VLA and CARMA, obtaining
radio afterglow detections at 19 GHz and 93 GHz just 0.35 and
0.67 days post-burst, resulting in fluxes of ∼ 0.28 mJy/beam and
∼ 2 mJy/beam, respectively (Corsi 2014a; Perley 2014d). Follow-
up AMI observations between 4 and 6 hours in duration were then
manually scheduled to occur every one or two days up until 2014
July 20, with a final observation on 2014 July 28. The radio after-
glow was clearly detected (> 4σs) with AMI between 1.19 and
11.10 days post-burst, and appeared to peak ∼ 3 days post-burst.
This peak corresponds to a rest-frame time of 0.7 days post-burst,
once again suggesting a possible reverse-shock origin. The light
curve then steadily declined until ∼ 12 days post-burst, at which
point it dropped below detectability (see Figure 2).
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4.2.7 GRB 140713A
GRB 140713A has been detected in both the radio (Anderson et al.
2014a; Zauderer et al. 2014a) and X-ray bands (Stamatikos et al.
2014) but not at optical wavelengths. Deep photometric observa-
tions yielding non-detections suggest that this GRB may be a dark
burst (Castro-Tirado et al. 2014d). AMI was on-target and observ-
ing GRB 140713A less than 6 minutes post-burst, obtaining a 4σs
upper limit of 0.37 mJy/beam. The earliest radio detection was ob-
tained with CARMA at 85 GHz, just 0.49 days post-burst, yielding
a peak flux of 1.5±0.3 mJy/beam (Zauderer et al. 2014a). The first
AMI detection of GRB 140713A was 3.1 days post-burst and we
continued to observe this event every 1 to 3 days for 2 to 6 hours
until 2014 Sept 23, with the last observation taking place on 2014
October 2 (see the full light curve in Figure 2). The brightest AMI
detection occurred at 13 days post-burst, with a flux of 1.65± 0.10
mJy/beam, with a possible second peak at 21 days (see the zoomed
version of the light curve in Figure 2). A broken power-law fit to
the AMI light curve gives a rising slope of α = +0.75 ± 0.11
and a decay slope of α = −1.13 ± 0.06 for F (t) ∝ tα, showing
a peak flux of 1.45 ± 0.36 mJy/beam at 11.92 ± 1.10 days post-
burst (χ2red = 5.17). This peak time is typical of the forward-shock
emission often observed at 15.7 GHz (see modelling in Ghirlanda
et al. 2013). A full modelling of the AMI light-curve, in conjunc-
tion with WSRT observations, will appear in van der Horst et al. in
prep, which will give a thorough multi-wavelength analysis of this
GRB.
4.3 New possible GRB radio afterglows discovered with AMI
There were six GRBs that yielded a radio detection in only one
AMI epoch. In each case the detection had a flux significance of
4 6 σs < 5, with late time constraining upper limits that would
have detected this source with a > 5σs significance. Even so, we
only consider these events as possible GRB radio afterglows. The
GRBs that fall into this category include GRB 120320A, GRB
130625A, GRB 140209A, GRB 140318A, GRB 140320C, and
GRB 140607A (the latter 4 were observed during the updated ob-
serving strategy that began in 2013 August). The most convincing
possible radio afterglow detections are from GRB 130625A, GRB
140318A, and GRB 140320C. GRB 140318A has also been classi-
fied as an optically dark burst (Littlejohns et al. 2015), and its AMI
light curve can be found in Figure 3. A summary of each of these
six GRBs can be found in Appendix A.
4.4 AMI concatenated detections
There are also several GRBs for which no coincident radio source
was detected in a single epoch but one was detected in the deep
concatenated image. In such cases it is possible that combining the
individual epochs to create a deep concatenated image provided the
sensitivity required to detect the radio afterglow. Combining the
early- and late-time AMI epochs into two concatenated images al-
lowed us to confirm the detection of the radio afterglow from GRB
140629A (see Sections 2.3.1 and 4.1.2). However, this technique
did not work for GRB 130606A, GRB 140508A, GRB 140801A,
and GRB 150309A as the resulting images were either not sensitive
enough to detect the radio source identified in the full concatenated
image, or the flux of the coincident radio source agreed between the
two concatenated images indicating that it was likely steady. These
GRBs are described in Appendix B.
If not radio afterglows, these coincident radio sources are
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Figure 3. The AMI 15.7 GHz light curve of GRB 140318A. The black data
point is the > 4σs AMI detections of GRB 140318A. The red triangles
show the 4σs RMS noise levels of all four AMI epochs. All errors are 1σs.
likely serendipitous rather than radio emission from star forma-
tion in their host galaxies (for example see Berger et al. 2003).
Most claimed associations have been recently ruled out by sensi-
tive late-time radio observations, which demonstrate that previous
radio detections were likely of long-lived radio afterglows, or noise
fluctuations or reduction artefacts, rather than from star formation
(Perley et al. 2017).
4.5 Radio-detected GRBs that were not detected with AMI
There were eight Swift radio-detected GRBs identified during the
old ALARRM observing strategy that ran between 2012 March
and 2013 August. However, of these eight only GRB 120326A
and GRB 130427A were detected with AMI. The radio-detected
GRBs that were not detected with AMI during this period were
GRB 120404A, GRB 120422A, GRB 120521C, GRB 130131A,
GRB 130418A, and the short burst GRB 130603B (Zauderer et al.
2012a,b; Laskar et al. 2014a, 2013c; Zauderer et al. 2013; Perley
2013; Fong et al. 2014). It is highly likely that our lack of AMI
detections of radio GRBs during this period is owed to the short
1 hr integrations that were specific to the old ALARRM observing
strategy. The radio afterglows were likely below the 4σs sensitiv-
ity limit, which is usually between 0.3 − 0.7 mJy/beam for a 1 hr
observation.
However, only four out of the 13 Swift radio-detected GRBs
were not detected with AMI during the period of the new
ALARRM strategy, between 2013 August and 2015 April. GRB
140419A, GRB 140515A, and GRB 141026A likely went unde-
tected due to the AMI 4 hr sensitivity limit of ∼ 0.2 mJy/beam
(4σs). The fourth event, GRB 140309A, had an unconfirmed de-
tection during the first AMI epoch at 0.93 days post-burst, but its
proximity to NVSS 155207+273501 means we cannot rule the pos-
sibility of it being an artefact. This flux density, along with the
forced fitted flux densities derived for the rest of the observations
of these GRBs, can be found in Table 2. Individual descriptions of
these four GRBs, along with GRB 130603B (an interesting case),
can be found in Appendix C.
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4.6 Coincident steady sources
There are five GRBs that are coincident, or in close proxim-
ity of, an uncatalogued radio source detected with AMI, which
are likely steady. These include GRB 130216A, GRB 140320B,
GRB 140606A, GRB 141015A and GRB 141020A. The measured
source flux densities of these GRBs are included in Table 2 and
a detailed description of these observations can be found in Ap-
pendix D. Once again, these associations are likely to be serendip-
itous chance coincidences with radio cores or lobes from unrelated
galaxies.
5 RADIO GRB STATISTICAL DISCUSSIONS
5.1 Radio GRB detection rates
The current best estimate of the radio detection rate of Swift GRBs
is 29%, which is based on a comprehensive investigation of all
GRBs observed in the radio band between 1997 and 2011 by Chan-
dra & Frail (2012). However, as previously mentioned, it is possible
that this detection rate may be biased due to radio follow-up of-
ten being based on some prior knowledge of the GRB’s properties,
with often the additional incentive of performing multi-wavelength
studies with data at other wavelengths. In fact, only 28% of Swift
GRBs in their sample were observed at radio wavelengths, which
means only 8% of Swift GRBs before 2011 have confirmed radio
afterglows.
The ALARRM project has now gathered a far more unbiased
sample of radio observations of Swift GRBs where the only con-
straint is whether the explosion is within the observable AMI sky.
However, the early strategy, though triggering on all Swift GRBs
with a declination> −10◦, did not yield many detections. All trig-
gered and monitoring AMI observations were 1 hour in duration,
resulting in an RMS of ∼ 0.1 mJy/beam. We know from Figure
4 of Chandra & Frail (2012) that the majority of radio-detected
GRBs prior to 2011 had peak fluxes between 0.1 − 0.2 mJy/beam
so 1 hour AMI observations were not sensitive enough to detect
most radio afterglows. As a result, we only detected 2 out of the 8
Swift radio-detected GRBs in the AMI sky, which corresponds to
a detection rate of 3% for the 67 monitored Swift GRBs between
2012 March and 2013 August.
After the ALARRM strategy update in 2013 August, all Swift
GRBs with a declination > 15◦ were observed for 2 hrs with AMI
following the γ-ray trigger, with 4 hr follow-up observations at 24
hours, 3, 7, and 10 days post-burst (with a higher cadence for those
events where we identified the radio afterglow). These longer ob-
servations bought the RMS noise down to∼ 0.03−0.04 mJy/beam,
making the programme sensitive to GRBs with radio counterparts
> 0.12 mJy/beam. Between 2013 August and 2015 April, AMI
detected 10 (∼ 70%) out of the 14 radio-detected Swift GRBs in
the AMI observable sky, 6 of which were discovered with AMI as
part of this project (see Section 4.1), thus increasing the rate of
GRB radio afterglow detections in this declination range by a fac-
tor of ∼ 1.5 over an 18 month period. As the only discriminant for
AMI observations was the declination range, we can assume that
the sample of the 65 events observed as part of this project between
2013 August and 2015 April are representative of the entire Swift
GRB sample. Therefore, the radio detection rate is 15% down to a
conservative sensitivity limit of ∼ 0.2 mJy/beam (RMS noise for
most 4 hr observations are 0.03− 0.04 mJy/beam), which is based
on radio observations that were not informed by prior knowledge
of any GRB multi-wavelength properties. By also including the 4
radio-detected Swift GRBs not detected with AMI since the start
of the new strategy (see Section 4.5), the radio detection rate in-
creases to 22% but to an unknown completeness limit. If we also
include the 4 possible AMI-detected Swift GRBs since the start of
the new strategy (see Section 4.3), then the total radio detection rate
for Swift GRBs may be as high as 28%.
Chandra & Frail (2012) report several GRBs with radio peak
fluxes > 0.2 mJy/beam, the majority of which were detected with
the VLA prior to its upgrade (typical GRB sensitivity limits of
∼ 0.1 − 0.15 mJy/beam, see their Table 4). If we assume that the
broadband spectrum of all GRB afterglows in the Chandra & Frail
(2012) sample follow “Spectrum 1” in the modelling performed by
Granot & Sari (2002), which is the most relevant for describing
GRB afterglows with detectable radio emission in the first days to
weeks post-burst (Granot & van der Horst 2014), then the spectral
index at 15.7 GHz is likely to be β ∼ 2 or 1/3 (for F (ν) ∝ νβ , note
that this model assumes a spherical ultra-relativistic blast wave im-
pacting a uniform or wind-like circumstellar medium, Blandford
& McKee 1976). As this model requires that β > 0 in the ra-
dio band, we consider AMI capable of detecting all GRBs with
reported peak fluxes > 0.2 mJy/beam for an observing frequency
6 15 GHz. AMI would therefore have only detected ∼ 50% of
the radio-detected Swift GRBs in the Chandra & Frail (2012) sam-
ple. This suggests that the radio GRB detection rate at 15.7 GHz
may double if the sensitivity is improved by a factor of two, from
∼ 0.2 mJy/beam to ∼ 0.1 mJy/beam. Based on the AMI statis-
tics, the radio-detection rate for Swift GRBs could be as high as
∼ 44 − 56%, down to a sensitivity of ∼ 0.1 − 0.15 mJy/beam.
This result is supported by assuming the typical logN − logS rela-
tionship for radio sources (N ∝ S−3/2; Fomalont 1968), where N
is the number of GRBs with fluxes greater than S. Using the ratio
of the detection limits, N ∝ (0.125/0.2)−3/2 ≈ 2.
Note that there are several caveats associated with this implied
AMI detection rate. Chandra & Frail (2012) did not report GRB ra-
dio peaks in their Table 4 that occurred within 3 days post-burst
to avoid contamination from the reverse shock in their statistics.
This means that including early-time (< 3 days) radio peaks from
historical GRBs in this flux comparison may change the potential
∼ 50% AMI detection rate of Chandra & Frail (2012) GRBs. The
assumed model “Spectrum 1” may also only be relevant for radio
emission generated by the forward shock so does not take into ac-
count the possibility of the early-time AMI detections arising from
the reverse shock. This model is also only valid for a uniform or
wind-like (density drops off with radius) medium and may there-
fore not be relevant for GRBs that occur in low density environ-
ments similar to that of the interstellar medium. GRBs are also now
widely accepted to have jet-like outflows rather than spherical (Sari
et al. 1999). This estimate also does not consider how incomplete
sampling may affect the numbers (i.e. GRB radio flux peaks missed
due to the AMI monitoring cadence or the radio follow-up criteria
applied to events in the Chandra & Frail 2012, sample).
The implied AMI detection rate of ∼ 44 − 56% is consis-
tent with the GRB sample that Ghirlanda et al. (2013) and Burlon
et al. (2015) base their synthesised population, which was used to
demonstrate that the radio afterglows from all Swift-GRBs should
be detectable with SKA1-MID (Band 5). Their sample consists of
the radio observed GRBs is the BAT6 sample (BAT6 being the
brightest Swift-BAT-detected long GRBs that are considered com-
plete with respect to the flux limit, Salvaterra et al. 2012), thus it
can be argued that they represent an unbiased sample of GRB radio
afterglow properties (for details on Swift GRB selection effects and
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comparisons to GRBs detected with other instruments see Qin et al.
2013; Lien et al. 2016).
The advantage of the AMI derived GRB radio detection rate
is that it is not biased by prior knowledge of the other electromag-
netic properties. Chandra & Frail (2012) demonstrated that the op-
tical brightness of a GRB afterglow is potentially a positive indi-
cator for radio detectability. Since radio follow-up of GRBs is his-
torically biased to those with bright optical counterparts, with the
goal of obtaining simultaneous observations across the spectrum,
the Chandra & Frail (2012) detection rate is likely to be positively
biased. Two possible conclusions can be drawn from the higher im-
plied radio detection rate obtained with AMI.
(i) The Chandra & Frail (2012) sample does represent the radio
detection rate of GRBs at 8.5 GHz, and that the AMI rate is only
higher as the GRB radio afterglow emission peaks more brightly at
15.7 GHz (Granot & Sari 2002).
(ii) The AMI rapid-response system allows for the detection of
more radio afterglows as it obtains at least one observation within
24 hours of the Swift GRB trigger.
In order to investigate the first option, extensive multi-
wavelength modelling over multiple timescales are required, which
is beyond the scope of this paper. However, given the selective
nature of the radio follow-up of historical GRBs, the Chandra &
Frail (2012) rate is likely affected by incomplete sampling and may
therefore not be directly scalable to 15.7 GHz.
The most likely explanation for the difference between the
Chandra & Frail (2012) and implied AMI detection rates may be
related to the early-time (< 1 day) radio observations made possi-
ble by the AMI rapid-response system (second option). Such early-
time observations are particularly sensitive to the reverse-shock
emission peak, which we know can be at least an order of magni-
tude brighter than the forward-shock peak (as is the case for GRB
130427A; Anderson et al. 2014e). Of the 18 GRBs we have classed
as confirmed or possible AMI-detected GRBs (Sections 4.1, 4.2,
and 4.3) that were observed with AMI at early times, 7 (37%) were
detected in the radio band < 2 days post-burst, 4 (20%) of which
were detected only within this time frame. (The upper-limit of 2
days in the observer frame was a natural choice given modelling
by Ghirlanda et al. 2013; Burlon et al. 2015, only explore the radio
emission from the forward-shock between 2− 10 days post-burst.)
Therefore, radio observations at early-times may increase the ra-
dio detection rate at least another ∼ 20%, which would raise the
(Chandra & Frail 2012) detection rate to a value consistent with
the implied AMI detection rate (down to∼ 0.1− 0.15 mJy/beam).
The AMI-ALARRM results therefore demonstrate that early-
time radio observations of GRBs play an important role in con-
straining the radio afterglow detection rates as they are particularly
sensitive to the reverse-shock emission. This strongly suggests that
contributions from the reverse-shock component must be consid-
ered in future population synthesis and modelling. As the AMI and
Chandra & Frail (2012) GRB samples both display radio detections
and upper-limits with comparable luminosities (see Section 5.3), it
is highly unlikely we have reached the sensitivities necessary to dis-
cern the true radio GRB detection-rate (as also concluded by Chan-
dra & Frail 2012). Assuming that the GRB sample in the Ghirlanda
et al. (2013) and Burlon et al. (2015) simulations are representa-
tive of an unbiased sample of Swift-GRBs, then SKA1-MID (using
Band 5), should be sensitive to the radio afterglow produced by
the forward-shock from all Swift-GRBs, allowing us to determine
if there is a dual population of radio-bright and radio-faint GRBs
as suggested by Hancock et al. (2013).
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Figure 4. Histogram showing the time post-burst (based on the mid-time of
the observation in the observer frame) of the first radio observation of each
GRB in the Chandra & Frail (2012) sample (C & F; cross hatched bars)
and the AMI sample (grey bars). Neither of these samples include the radio
triggering experiments mentioned in Section 1.
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Figure 5. As for Figure 4 but zoomed in to see those GRBs that were first
observed within a day post-burst. It can be clearly seen that the ALARRM
programme has enabled some of the earliest responses to GRB alerts on
record.
5.2 Early time radio properties of GRBs
The work of Chandra & Frail (2012) clearly shows that for the last
20 years radio observations of GRBs have been obtained starting
from a few minutes up until 1339 days post-burst. However, the ma-
jority of these observations were taken at times later than 10 days
post-burst (see Figure 1 of Chandra & Frail 2012), with the earliest
observation of each GRB usually occurring after 1 day post-burst
(see Figure 4 and Figure 4 of Veres et al. 2015). However, since
the inception of the ALARRM programme we have obtained 124
AMI observations of 106 GRBs within 1 day post-burst up until
2015 April as indicated in Figure 4. In fact, 39 of these observa-
tions occurred within the first hour following the Swift trigger (all
based on the mid-time of the observation) using our rapid-response
mode (see Figure 5, which compares the first AMI observations
of each GRB observed within 1 day post-burst to the sample from
Chandra & Frail 2012, note that Figures 4 and 5 do not include the
rapid-response triggers from programmes mentioned in Section 1
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designed to search for prompt, coherent emission, and not the fire-
ball, incoherent emission being probed with AMI). This demon-
strates the strength of rapid-response telescope modes compared to
relying on manual scheduling.
None of the ALARRM triggered observations with response
times within 1 hr of the Swift-BAT trigger resulted in a detec-
tion, with the lowest 4σs limit being 0.19 mJy/beam. The rapid-
response observations are also usually less sensitive than the man-
ually scheduled follow-up observations due to shorter exposure
times at less optimum hour angles. However, it is highly likely that
the reverse (and the forward) shock are too self-absorbed at 15.7
GHz at such early times to be detectable. The only rapid-response
AMI triggers that did result in a detection were GRB 130427A at
0.34 days, GRB 130907A at 0.51 days, and possibly GRB 120320A
at 0.6 days post-burst. These represent some of the earliest radio de-
tections of long GRBs along with a few early VLA detections (see
Table 2 of Anderson et al. 2014e) including GRB 130907A just
0.193 days post-burst at 19.2 and 24.5 GHz (Veres et al. 2015).
Based on these results it is likely that the radio emission from
GRBs does not switch on at 15.7 GHz for several hours following
the Swift-BAT trigger. Of course, the low redshifts for both GRB
130427A (0.34; Levan et al. 2013; Xu et al. 2013c; Flores et al.
2013) and GRB 130907A (1.24 de Ugarte Postigo et al. 2013c)
may also contribute to such early-time detections as the emission
arrival time will be less delayed due to redshift. However, there are
also several cases (for example GRB 140703A and GRB 150413A,
which were both at a slightly higher redshift of 3.14, Castro-Tirado
et al. 2014a; de Ugarte Postigo & Tomasella 2015) where the manu-
ally scheduled follow-up AMI observation at around 24 hours post-
burst did make a detection.
While GRB 140703A and GRB 150413A were at high red-
shifts, we could have potentially missed the initial radio rise. In or-
der to catch the possible radio turn-on, particularly for low redshift
GRBs (for example z < 2), it may be necessary to further update
the ALARRM observing strategy to conduct the rapid-response ob-
servation between 4 and 16 hrs post-bursts (consistent with the
early-time AMI detections of GRB 130427A and GRB 130907A),
when the potential radio afterglow (forward- or reverse-shock) be-
comes optically thin at 15.7 GHz. This could be achieved by pro-
gramming the rapid-response observation to occur when the GRB
is at its optimum hour angle, which would also negate some of the
sensitivity complications mentioned above. Another options would
be to perform a dense number of observations over a 24 hr period,
which would better capture the GRB switching-on and the potential
reverse-shock evolutions (as was seen for GRB 130427A; Ander-
son et al. 2014e).
In order to estimate the rate of GRB reverse-shock detections
made with AMI, we generated a histogram of all the 12 confirmed
AMI-detected GRBs with respect to days post-burst in the rest
frame (days post-burst / (1+z)), where the peak (brightest AMI
detection) for each GRB is indicated in black (see Figure 6). For
those AMI detected GRBs without a redshift, we assumed the av-
erage Swift redshift of z = 2.0 (see Chandra & Frail 2012). This
demonstrates that the majority of detections occurred within 10
days post-burst (in the rest frame) with all of the peak detections
occurring within 7 days. To investigate whether any of the AMI
radio detections were from the reverse-shock, we summarised the
rest frame time of the peak, and the earliest and latest radio de-
tections of the 12 AMI detected GRBs (Table 3). In the rest frame
6 out of these 12 GRBs peak before 1 day post-burst, including
GRB 130427A, which is known to have a reverse-shock radio flare
occurring around 0.6 days post-burst (Anderson et al. 2014e). It
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Figure 6. Histogram of the number of GRB AMI detections for a given
time post-burst in the rest-frame (days post-burst / (1+z)). The brightest or
“peak” detection of each GRB is overlaid in black (which is a subset of the
full sample of detections represented in grey). Only 9 out of 12 radio GRBs
detected with AMI in two or more epochs have a known redshifts. For those
3 without redshift measurements we assume the average redshift of z = 2
for radio detected Swift GRBs (Chandra & Frail 2012).
is therefore possible that AMI has detected the reverse-shock flare
of at least 6 GRBs. Another 3 of these 12 GRBs peaked between
1 and 3 days post-burst, with the other 3 peaking at times > 3
days post-burst. GRB 130907A, GRB 140304A and GRB 150413A
also faded below detectability in 1 day relative to the rest-frame.
This may suggest that the reverse-shock dominated the radio after-
glow for these events (note that multi-frequency radio modelling of
GRB 130907A was unable to confirm a preference for a forward-
reverse shock scenario over a forward-shock-only model, Veres
et al. 2015). However, this assumption is an over simplification as
the forward-shock peak time (tp) can occur anywhere within a day
to several weeks following the explosions as described by:
tp = 1.93 F
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for a stellar wind medium where Fp is the peak flux in mJy, n0
is the circumstellar density for a homogeneous medium, A∗ is the
density parameter for a stellar wind medium, εe,−1 is the energy
electron fraction divided by 0.1, E52 is the isotropic energy in
units of 1052 ergs, and dL,28 is the luminosity distance in units
of 1028 cm (van der Horst 2007). These equations assume that
the self-absorption frequency is below 15.7 GHz (for more details
on GRB radio light curve modelling see Granot & van der Horst
2014, and references therein). Equations 1 and 2 demonstrate that
the forward-shock peak is highly dependent on many parameters
that can only be calculated through broadband modelling.
5.2.1 Brightness Temperature and Minimum Lorentz Factor
With the growing sample of radio detected GRBs, along with the
early time (< 1 day post-burst) detections and upper-limits we
are obtaining with AMI, we are able to explore the distribution of
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Table 3. Rest frame times of peak, earliest and latest radio detection of the
12 AMI detected GRBs
Detection a 6 1 day b 1 < days 6 3 b > 3 days b
Peak 6 3 3
Earliest 7 4 1
Latest 3 2 7
Note: We assume z = 2 for those GRBs without known redshift measure-
ments (Chandra & Frail 2012).
a Refers to the peak (brightest), earliest and latest detection of the radio
afterglow for each of the 12 confirmed AMI-detected GRBs.
b The number of confirmed AMI-detected GRBs for which the peak, ear-
liest and latest detection occurred within 1 day, between 1 and 3 days, and
later than 3 days post-burst in the rest frame.
GRB brightness temperatures (Tb) and minimum bulk Lorentz fac-
tors (Γ) in the radio domain. These values can then be compared
to the physical parameters of the blast-wave environment derived
from broadband modelling of GRB afterglows obtained from multi-
wavelength monitoring campaigns. If we assume that the radiation
observed from a GRB is a non-relativistic flow emitted from a re-
gion of size ct then its brightness temperature is:
Tb = 1.153× 10−8 d2 Fν ν−2 t−2 (1 + z)−1 K, (3)
where d is the luminosity distance to the GRB in cm, Fν the
flux density in Jy, ν is the observing frequency in Hz, t is time
in seconds since the γ-ray trigger, and z the redshift (Rybicki &
Lightman 1979). (We assume a ΛCDM cosmology using H0 =
68 km s−1Mpc−1 and Ωm = 0.30 based on the findings by Planck
Collaboration et al. (2016).) However, if the maximum source size
ct results in a brightness temperature that exceeds the inverse-
Compton limit TB ≈ 1012 K in the rest-frame, then this assump-
tion is wrong and the GRB outflow is likely relativistic. Given that
Iν/ν
3 (where Iν is the specific intensity) is a relativistic invariant
(Mihalas & Mihalas 1984), the observed brightness temperature
is related to the minimum Lorentz factor such that Tb/TB = Γ3
(see similar arguments made by Kulkarni et al. 1998; Galama et al.
1999).
Figures 7 and 8 are histograms of the brightness temperature
and minimum Lorentz factor obtained from the AMI detections and
upper-limits. The radio detections resulted in brightness tempera-
tures ranging from ∼ 2 × 1010 to ∼ 8 × 1015 K (which is con-
sistent with the range of 1013 − 1016 K proposed by Pietka et al.
2015, who used peak luminosity and variability timescales to con-
strain the range of Tb for a wide variety of radio flaring objects)
and 0.3 to 20.4 for the minimum Lorentz factors. The upper lim-
its on the brightness temperatures and minimum Lorentz factors
calculated using the 4σs flux limits from the AMI non-detections,
probe a wider range of values, from ∼ 4 × 109 to ∼ 7 × 1021 K
and 0.2 to nearly 2000, respectively. Those upper-limits obtained
from AMI non-detections within 1 day of the initial GRB trigger
are represented by grey filled hatched histograms in Figures 7 and
8, dominating the higher end of the upper-limit distributions.
It can be seen that a few of the GRB detections resulted in
minimum Lorentz factors (Γ) > 10, which have been summarised
(along with the corresponding brightness temperature) in Table 4.
Each represents the first detection of the GRB (with the excep-
tion of GRB 130427A for which the first two detections resulted
in Γ > 10). In the case of GRB 130427A (the first entry in Ta-
ble 4) and GRB 130907A, these radio detections came from rapid-
response observations that were delayed several hours due to the
Table 4. Highest minimum Lorentz factors obtained from AMI detections
GRB Obs frame a Rest frame b Tb c Γ d z e
(days) (days) (×1015 K)
130427A 0.36 0.27 4.29 16.24 0.34
130427A 0.64 0.48 1.70 11.94 0.34
130907A 0.55 0.25 7.21 19.32 1.24
140304A 2.99 0.48 1.07 10.22 5.28
140703A 1.27 0.31 2.16 12.93 3.14
150413A 1.28 0.31 1.38 11.14 3.14
Note: All AMI detections for which the minimum Lorentz factors
(Γ) > 10.
a Time of the AMI observation in days post-burst in the observer frame.
b Time of the AMI observation in days post-burst in the rest (GRB) frame.
c Brightness temperature
d Minimum Lorentz factor
e Redshift: Measurements taken from Levan et al. (2013); Xu et al.
(2013c); Flores et al. (2013); de Ugarte Postigo et al. (2013c, 2014d); Jeong
et al. (2014); Castro-Tirado et al. (2014a); de Ugarte Postigo & Tomasella
(2015).
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Figure 7. Brightness temperature distribution of the AMI radio afterglow
detections for the 12 confirmed AMI-detected GRBs (grey filled). We as-
suming z = 2 for those GRBs without redshift measurements. The upper
limits on the brightness temperature derived from the 4σs flux limits of the
AMI non-detections are also included (white hatches), with the subset of
AMI upper-limits obtained within 1 day post-burst indicated (grey hatches).
source being below the AMI horizon at the time of the Swift detec-
tion. These represent some of the earliest detections of a radio after-
glow from a long GRB. For comparison with radio GRB detections
taken with other telescopes see Table 2 of Anderson et al. (2014e).
While these earliest detections of the AMI GRBs in Table 4 range
from 0.3 to 3 days post-burst in the observer frame, they correspond
to 0.2 and 0.5 days in the rest frame. It is therefore likely that AMI
detected the radio counterpart of each of these GRBs just as they
were becoming optically thin at 15.7 GHz, with the possibility of
it being reverse-shock emission (see caveat in Section 5.2). Overall
this is an excellent demonstration of how rapid-response systems
on radio telescopes allow us to probe early time brightness temper-
atures and minimum Lorentz factors in the radio band.
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Figure 8. As for Figure 7 but for the minimum Lorentz factor.
5.3 Radio Spectral Luminosity
In order to investigate the radio GRB population dichotomy sug-
gested by Hancock et al. (2013), we chose to generate a histogram
similar to Figure 4 of Chandra & Frail (2012) but instead looking at
the distribution in luminosity (rather than the flux) of the radio de-
tections and 4σs upper-limits. (Only 4 hour AMI observations with
no GRB radio detection are used for the luminosity limits as these
are the best illustration of the sensitivity we are achieving with AMI
using our current strategy.) Following the same approach as Chan-
dra & Frail (2012), the flux is converted into a spectral luminosity
L (erg s−1 Hz−1), using L = 4piFd2L/(1 + z), where F is the
measured radio flux density and dL is the luminosity distance cal-
culated from the redshift (z) assuming the same ΛCDM cosmology
as described in Section 5.2.1. A k-correction factor of (1 + z)α−β
is also applied, where α and β are the temporal and spectral indices
defined by F ∝ tανβ , resulting in a k-corrected radio spectral lu-
minosity of L = 4piFd2L/(1 + z)
α−β−1. Similar to Chandra &
Frail (2012), we also assume α = 0 and β = 1/3, which is appro-
priate for an optically thin, flat, post-jet-break light curve (see their
Section 3.2 and Frail et al. 2006).
Figure 9 shows the luminosity histogram of the radio detec-
tions and 4σs upper-limits. The luminosity of the brightest detec-
tion (peak) of each of the 12 confirmed AMI-detected GRBs are
also indicated. If such a dichotomy is possible to discern in AMI
data then the peak from the luminosity distribution of the detec-
tions should be clearly separate to the peak of the luminosity upper
limit distribution. However, it is clear from Figure 9 that the peak in
the detection, brightest (peak) detection and upper-limit luminosity
distributions are consistent, and show no evidence for a fainter class
of radio GRBs down to a sensitivity of 0.2 mJy/beam at 15.7 GHz.
This does not preclude a population dichotomy as the limits on ra-
dio faint GRBs presented by Hancock et al. (2013) using visibility
stacking are better than 0.1 mJy/beam (at 8.46 GHz) for all times
with the exception of those within 0.3 days of the initial outburst.
As a further investigation of the luminosity distribution of the
AMI detected GRBs, we plotted the 15.7 GHz spectral luminos-
ity against the time post-burst in the rest frame (see Figure 10).
The AMI luminosity of each of the 12 confirmed AMI-detected
GRBs, and the corresponding luminosity of the 4σs upper limits,
are represented in different colours. The 4σs upper limit luminosi-
ties of all other GRB non-detections are included in this plot as
white triangles. Once again there is no clear evidence for a di-
chotomy between the luminosity limits and the GRB detections.
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Figure 9. Histogram of k-corrected spectral luminosities and 4σs upper-
limits of the AMI GRB sample. We assume z = 2 for those events with-
out a known redshift. The 12 confirmed AMI-detected GRBs are shown in
grey. The peak (brightest) AMI detection for each of these 12 GRBs (black;
which represent a subset of the detection distribution show in grey) are also
included. The 4σs luminosity upper-limits (white hatched) are from the
AMI observations that are at least 4 hours in duration with no detection.
This plot also demonstrates that AMI has detected GRBs with wide
ranges in spectral luminosities, between ∼ 1029 to ∼ 1032 erg s−1
Hz−1. However, compared to a similar luminosity plot constructed
by Chandra & Frail (2012, see their Figure 6), we note that AMI has
not detected the much fainter GRBs with radio spectral luminosi-
ties between 1027 − 1029 erg s−1 Hz−1. Such events are known
as sub-energetic or low luminosity GRBs (Soderberg et al. 2004)
and are extremely rare with only a handful known (see Margutti
et al. 2013, and references therein), possibly representing a differ-
ent GRB population (for example see Liang et al. 2007).
The light curves in Figure 10 clearly demonstrates that the
AMI rapid-response programme is probing the early-time parame-
ter space of GRBs, between 10−3 to 0.1 days post-burst in the rest-
frame, which has been very poorly sampled until now. The pile up
of limits at 10−2 days post-burst in the rest frame is likely due to the
most common rapid-response time (4.32 minutes) combined with
assuming z = 2 for GRBs without a known redshift. The deep-
est early-time limits (< 0.1 days post-burst) are around ∼ 1030erg
s−1 Hz−1. This limit can be improved with longer observing times
and the use of more sensitive instruments. Overall, this plot demon-
strates a proof of concept for rapid-response telescope triggering on
GRBs.
5.4 Swift GRB subpopulations
Within the AMI sample there is a sub-sample of Swift GRBs that
were also detected by Fermi-LAT. These include GRB 120729A,
GRB 121011A, GRB 130427A, GRB 130702A, GRB 130907A,
and GRB 150314A (Ackermann et al. 2013). Of these 6 Fermi-LAT
GRBs, three were detected with AMI, including GRB 130427A and
GRB 130702A, which were the two least radio luminous AMI de-
tected GRBs (see Figure 10), and GRB 130907A, which was only
detected at early times and also radio faint (as previously mentioned
both GRB 130427A and GRB 130907A have the earliest radio af-
terglow detections with AMI).
Several dark bursts were also observed with AMI, includ-
ing 11 of the 13 Swift GRBs classified as dark bursts by Little-
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Figure 10. The k-corrected spectral luminosity light curve of the 12 confirmed AMI-detected GRBs in the rest frame. Each of these 12 GRBs are colour coded
with their detections represented as dots and their 4σs upper limits on the non-detections represented by triangles (all errors are 1σs). The luminosity 4σs
upper limits on all other non-detected GRBs are represented by white triangles. We again assume z = 2 for those GRBs without a known redshift. Redshift
references: GRB 120326A: Tello et al. (2012), GRB 120404A: Cucchiara & Tanvir (2012), GRB 120422A: Schulze et al. (2012), GRB 120521C: Tanvir et al.
(2012c), GRB 120722A: D’Elia et al. (2012), GRB 120724A: Cucchiara et al. (2012), GRB 120729A: Tanvir & Ball (2012), GRB 120802A: Tanvir et al.
(2012a), GRB 120811C:Thoene et al. (2012); Fynbo et al. (2012), GRB 120907A: Sanchez-Ramirez et al. (2012), GRB 121128A: Tanvir et al. (2012b), GRB
121211A: Perley et al. (2012b), GRB 130131B: Fynbo et al. (2013), GRB 130418A: de Ugarte Postigo et al. (2013b); Kruehler et al. (2013), GRB 130420A: de
Ugarte Postigo et al. (2013a), GRB 130427ALevan et al. (2013); Xu et al. (2013c); Flores et al. (2013), GRB 130505A: Tanvir et al. (2013b), GRB 130511A:
Cucchiara & Tanvir (2013), GRB 130514A: Schmidl et al. (2013), GRB 130603B: Foley et al. (2013); Sanchez-Ramirez et al. (2013); Cucchiara et al. (2013);
Xu et al. (2013a), GRB130604A: Cenko et al. (2013), GRB 130606A: Castro-Tirado et al. (2013b); Xu et al. (2013e), GRB 130610A: Smette et al. (2013),
GRB 130612A: Tanvir et al. (2013c), GRB 130701A: Xu et al. (2013b), GRB 130702A: Singer et al. (2013), GRB 130831A: Cucchiara & Perley (2013), GRB
130907A: de Ugarte Postigo et al. (2013c), GRB 140206A: Malesani et al. (2014b); D’Elia et al. (2014), GRB 140304A: de Ugarte Postigo et al. (2014d);
Jeong et al. (2014), GRB 140318A: Tanvir et al. (2014a), GRB 140419A: Tanvir et al. (2014c), GRB 140423A: Tanvir et al. (2014d), GRB 140428A: Perley
(2014c), GRB 140430A: Kruehler et al. (2014), GRB 140508A: Malesani et al. (2014a); Wiersema et al. (2014), GRB 140515A: Chornock et al. (2014b), GRB
140518A: Chornock et al. (2014c), GRB 140606B: Perley et al. (2014a), GRB 140629A: Moskvitin et al. (2014a); D’Avanzo et al. (2014), GRB 140703A:
Castro-Tirado et al. (2014a), GRB 140710A: Tanvir et al. (2014b), GRB 140713A: van der Horst et al. (in prep.), GRB 140801A: de Ugarte Postigo et al.
(2014a); Moskvitin et al. (2014b), GRB 140903A: Cucchiara et al. (2014), GRB 140907A: Castro-Tirado et al. (2014b), GRB 141026A: de Ugarte Postigo
et al. (2014c), GRB 141121A: Perley et al. (2014c), GRB 141212A: Chornock et al. (2014a), GRB 141220A: de Ugarte Postigo et al. (2014b), GRB 141225A:
Gorosabel et al. (2014), GRB 150120A: Chornock & Fong (2015), GRB 150314A: de Ugarte Postigo et al. (2015), GRB 150323A: Perley & Cenko (2015),
GRB 150413A: de Ugarte Postigo & Tomasella (2015).
johns et al. (2015, including GRB 130420A, GRB 130502A, GRB
130514A, GRB 130606A, GRB 130609A, GRB 130907A, GRB
140114A, GRB 140318A, GRB 140518A, GRB 140709A, and
GRB 140710A), along with GRB 140713A (Castro-Tirado et al.
2014d, note that this list is not necessarily exhaustive). Of the 12
dark bursts observed with AMI, only three were detected, including
GRB 130907A, GRB 140709A, and GRB 140713A, representing
25% of this sub-sample. If we also include the possible AMI de-
tection of GRB 140318A and the concatenated detection of GRB
130609A, then the AMI radio detection rate of dark bursts may
be as high as ∼ 40 − 50%. While the detection rate for both the
Fermi-LAT and dark burst populations are consistent with the im-
plied AMI detection rate of ∼ 44 − 56% (see Section 5.2), with
the Fermi-LAT GRBs appearing to favour low luminosity radio af-
terglows, these conclusions are based on a small number of events
so further GRB monitoring is required to determine if their radio
properties differ to the larger Swift GRB population.
6 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
Through the AMI GRB follow-up programme, we have produced
the first catalogue of radio afterglows that is representative (i.e.
not biased by target selection informed by prior knowledge of
the event) of the radio properties of Swift-detected GRBs down to
0.2 mJy/beam at 15.7 GHz. This catalogue includes 139 GRBs, 132
of which were detected with Swift, and is made up of AMI obser-
vations up to > 90 days post-burst. This catalogue is also unique
in including observations with response times on the order of min-
utes following the Swift GRB trigger, which were performed using
the AMI-LA Rapid Response Mode (ALARRM). AMI is therefore
the first radio telescope to target early-time incoherent (afterglow)
emission from GRBs at high radio frequencies (> 2.3 GHz) via
automatic triggering on Swift-BAT detection alerts. As a result, 39
GRBs were observed with AMI using the rapid-response system
within< 1 hr post-burst (mid-time of observation), providing some
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of the most stringent early-time upper-limits of∼ 0.2 mJy/beam at
15.7 GHz.
Using AMI rapid-response and monitoring observations, we
have detected radio afterglows from 13 GRBs, 6 of which were dis-
covered as part of this project and thus increasing the rate of GRBs
with observed radio afterglows by 50% within an 18 month period.
This catalogue also includes a further 6 possible AMI-detected
GRBs, which cannot be confirmed with our datasets. Based on
these results, AMI provides a lower-limit of 15% on the radio
detection rate of GRBs down to ∼ 0.2 mJy/beam. By includ-
ing radio GRBs observed but not detected with AMI, as well as
the possible AMI-detected GRBs, we get a 22 − 28% detection
rate (to an unknown completeness limit), which is more consis-
tent with the ∼ 30% detection rate obtained by Chandra & Frail
(2012). However, if we consider that AMI would have only de-
tected ∼ 50% of the Swift GRBs in the Chandra & Frail (2012)
sample, the detection rate could be as high as∼ 44−56% down to
∼ 0.1− 0.15 mJy/beam. We suggest that the early-time (< 1 day)
observations provided by the AMI rapid-response mode are prob-
ing the fast evolving reverse-shock emission, which we know can
have peak fluxes an order of magnitude brighter than the forward-
shock (e.g. Anderson et al. 2014e), thus accounting for the ∼ 20%
detection rate increase from the Chandra & Frail (2012) value. Fur-
ther support comes from 6 AMI-detected GRBs that peaked within
1 day post-burst in the rest-frame. This provides strong evidence
that GRB radio afterglow simulations predicting detection rates
with the SKA must also take into account contributions from the
reverse-shock emission.
The radio afterglows from both GRB 130427A and GRB
130907A were detected during their rapid-response observations,
which took place 0.34 and 0.51 days post-burst, respectively, when
they had risen above the AMI horizon. Both detections have also
resulted in some of the highest recorded minimum Lorentz factors
obtained in the radio band (see Table 4 and Anderson et al. 2014e).
As they represent the earliest detections obtained with AMI, and
also some of the earliest radio detections of long GRBs, it may be
prudent to adjust the ALARRM strategy to perform automatic ob-
servations between 4 − 16 hours post-burst. This slight delay may
allow the observations to better coincide with the afterglow emis-
sion becoming optically thin at 15.7 GHz.
Luminosity investigations of the AMI data supports the con-
clusion by Chandra & Frail (2012) that GRB radio detection rates
are limited by the sensitivity of current radio telescope facilities.
However, simulations by Ghirlanda et al. (2013) and Burlon et al.
(2015) demonstrate that the forward-shock radio afterglow of Swift
GRBs will be detectable with SKA1-MID (Band 5) provided that
their sample (based on BAT6 GRBs) are representative of the pop-
ulation. Therefore, GRB radio follow-up conducted with the SKA
will be able to determine if there is a radio-bright and radio-faint
population of GRBs in the Swift-detected sample (Hancock et al.
2013).
Since the installation of the new AMI correlator at the end of
2015, the AMI-ALARRM GRB programme has continued, with
all new radio afterglow detections and upper-limits being reported
on the AMI-GRB database6 and on the GCN. As the programme
continues, AMI will build a larger sample to enable more thorough
statistical studies of different Swift GRB subpopulations. We will
be able to further investigate the radio properties of Fermi-LAT-
detected GRBs and dark bursts, by establishing their radio detec-
6 https://4pisky.org/ami-grb/
tion rates in comparison with the larger Swift sample, and confirm-
ing whether Fermi-LAT GRBs tend to have lower-luminosity radio
afterglows.
Rapid-response observing systems represent a new phase in
radio transient astronomy. Installing such observing modes on radio
telescopes is allowing astronomers to directly test strategies for the
SKA facilities, which are baselined to have the same capabilities.
Through utilising the VOEvent network (Staley & Fender 2016),
ALARRM is allowing us to probe the unusual parameter space of
the early-time (< 1 day) radio properties of high energy transients,
and in-turn exploring the scientific payoff of interrupting SKA ob-
serving programmes to trigger on these events. This programme has
also showed the value of rapid-response systems for radio transient
science beyond GRBs, with the early-time detections of the flare
star DG CVn (on source within 6 minutes post-burst; Fender et al.
2015) and the black hole X-ray binary V404 Cyg (on source within
2 hours post-burst; Mooley et al. 2015). ALARRM also illustrates
the benefits of simultaneous multi-wavelength observations (e.g.
triggered AMI observations of the flare star DG CVn, which were
quasi-simultaneous with X-ray/γ-ray Swift observations; Fender
et al. 2015) and will hopefully encourage the implementation of
other simultaneous multi-wavelength experiments (see Middleton
et al. submitted).
The ALARRM programme has also prompted the writing of
the CHIMENEA and AMISURVEY software packages (Staley & An-
derson 2015b), which utilise Python and mature radio reduction
software to automate the data reduction and analysis of multi-epoch
radio observations. This is the first step to identifying transient
sources in real time (using software like the TRAP and PYSE),
which could be immediately reported to the astronomical commu-
nity. Overall, the AMI-ALARRM programme is already demon-
strating the exciting science that can be probed through early-time
detections of high-energy transients, which in-turn shows the value
in performing real-time transient triggering. We therefore encour-
age other radio telescopes to equip similar rapid-response capabili-
ties in-order to demonstrate that there are no significant barriers to
implementing such technologies on the SKA facilities.
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APPENDIX A: DESCRIPTION OF NEW POSSIBLE GRB
RADIO AFTERGLOWS DISCOVERED WITH AMI
A1 GRB 120320A
The ALARRM triggered observation of GRB 120320A, which oc-
curred 0.6 days post-burst, detected a 4σs coincident radio source
with a flux of 0.38 ± 0.09 mJy/beam. However, it is also possi-
ble this source is an artefact produced by the nearby radio sources
NVSS 141009+084149 and NVSS 140957+084108. This single
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epoch detection was not reported in Staley et al. (2013) likely due
to differences in the reduction procedure and our use of an auto-
matic source finder. No source was blindly detected in the follow-
up observation that occurred 15.6 days later or in the concatenated
image, with 4σs upper limits of 0.36 and 0.25 mJy/beam, respec-
tively. However, the quality of both epochs are poor, likely resulting
from terrestrial interference due to the low declination of 8.7 deg
for this GRB. It is therefore not possible to determine if the coin-
cident radio source seen in the first epoch is real. No other radio
observations of this event have been reported but there is a single
report of a possible detection of a very faint optical counterpart
(Levan et al. 2012).
A2 GRB 130625A
A possible radio source was detected within the XRT 90% posi-
tion error of GRB 130625A in the 2013 July 22 AMI observation,
27 days post-burst, with a flux of 0.59 ± 0.14 mJy/beam (4.4σs
flux significance). This source was not detected in any of the 5 ear-
lier epochs, nor in the concatenated image. If such a source were
steady it should have been detectable with a > 4σs significance in
all the AMI observations of this event (with the exception of the
2013 July 3 observation) and at a > 12σs significance in the con-
catenated image. It is therefore possible that AMI detected the radio
counterpart to GRB 130625A over a month post-burst. No optical
counterpart was detected for this GRB but the limits are not partic-
ularly constraining (Xu et al. 2013d; Linevsky et al. 2013; Yurkov
et al. 2013).
A3 GRB 140209A
AMI possibly detected the radio counterpart to GRB 140209A with
a flux of 0.43 ± 0.10mJy/beam, corresponding to a 4.2σs signif-
icance, during the first AMI observation on 2014 Feb 10 (1.36
days post-burst). The position of this coincident radio source agrees
within 2σp of the optical counterpart position (Perley 2014a). All
three follow-up AMI observations that occurred 2.5, 4.4 and 9.4
days post-burst did not detect this source even though their RMS
noise level was improved by at least factor of ∼ 2 when compared
to the first observation. All observations were four hours in dura-
tion. The deep concatenated image also did not detect this source
but shows a complex region with some evidence for extended emis-
sion or uncleanable sidelobes due to the nearby NVSS sources that
lie within 2.7′−3.6′ from the XRT position. It is therefore difficult
to determine if the coincident radio source seen in the 2014 Feb 10
observation is real. No other radio observations have been reported
for this event.
A4 GRB 140318A
The radio counterpart to GRB 140318A was possibly detected with
AMI on 2014 March 25 (8 days post-burst), corresponding to a flux
of 0.28±0.05 mJy/beam with a 5.0σs significance. In the concate-
nated AMI image of GRB 140318A, the possible radio counterpart
was also detected with a flux of 0.15 ± 0.03 mJy/beam and a sig-
nificance of 4.9σs. The position of this radio source agrees with
the position of the optical counterpart (Schulze et al. 2014). The
light curve in Figure 3 shows the detection on 2014 March 25 and
the 4σs RMS noise levels of the other three AMI epochs of GRB
140318A. The concatenated detection, with a similar significance
to that of the detection on 2014 March 25, is fainter by a factor of
∼ 2, which is expected for a non-steady source detected in only one
of four epochs. The final observation on 2014 March 28 should also
have detected the coincident source with a significance of 4.8σs if
it were still the same brightest as that measured during the 2014
March 25 epoch. It is therefore quite possible that AMI detected
the radio counterpart to GRB 140318A. There have been no other
reports of radio observations of this event. However, the faintness of
its optical counterpart does suggest that GRB 140318A was a dark
burst, where the optical attenuation was likely caused by moderate
dust extinction (0.25 < AV < 1; Littlejohns et al. 2015).
A5 GRB 140320C
GRB 140320C was initially detected by INTEGRAL (Mereghetti
et al. 2014b) and later localised with the XRT (Pagani & Page
2014). AMI detected a 4.1σs significant radio source with a flux
of 0.14± 0.03mJy/beam within the 90% XRT error circle of GRB
140320C on 2014 March 22 (2.1 days post-burst). If this source
were steady then it should have been detected at a similar signifi-
cance during the following AMI observation two days later on 2014
March 24, and at a significance of 7.8σs in the concatenated image.
The position of this radio source agrees within 1.04σp of the optical
afterglow position (Volnova et al. 2014a,b). No other radio observa-
tions were reported for this even. It is therefore possible that AMI
detected the radio afterglow of GRB 140320C.
A6 GRB 140607A
AMI detected a 4.8σs significant radio source within 2.7σp of
the best BAT position of GRB 140607A (Krimm et al. 2014) on
2014 June 9 (1.75 days post-burst). The other two epochs were
far less sensitive so would not have detected this source. However,
this radio source was also not detected in the concatenated image,
which has comparable sensitivity to the first AMI epoch. It is there-
fore possible that this radio source could be the afterglow of GRB
140607A.
APPENDIX B: DESCRIPTION OF AMI CONCATENATED
DETECTIONS
B1 GRB 130606A
GRB 130606A lies 21.3′′ west of NVSS 163736+294742 and has
been classed as a dark burst, the optical flux attenuation likely
caused by its high redshift of 5.913 (Castro-Tirado et al. 2013b;
Xu et al. 2013e; Littlejohns et al. 2015). In the concatenated AMI
observation of GRB 130606A, there appears to be two or even three
blended sources at the position of this NVSS source and there-
fore the position of the GRB. Dividing the observations into two
separate concatenated images does not show conclusive evidence
for variability from any of the blended sources, likely due to the
lack of sensitivity. Given the high redshift of GRB 130606A, it
is also unlikely that the host galaxy would be resolved by AMI.
However, the EVLA detected radio emission from GRB 130606A
at 21.8GHz just 0.6 days post-burst measuring a flux of ∼ 0.1
mJy/beam (Laskar et al. 2013b). Further follow-up at mm wave-
lengths using the Plateau de Bure Interferometer (PdBI; Guilloteau
et al. 1992) detected a∼ 1.5 mJy/beam source 3.30 days post-burst
at 86.7 GHz but had faded below detectability at 7.50 days post-
burst (Castro-Tirado et al. 2013a). Given the sensitivity and spatial
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resolution of the AMI data it is not possible to conclude anything
about the nature of the coincident radio source.
B2 GRB 140508A
The optical counterpart to the Fermi-GBM detection GRB
140508A (Yu & Goldstein 2014) was quickly detected and iden-
tified by iPTF just 0.28 days post-burst (Singer et al. 2014). A
late time radio detection was then made 5.2 days post-burst with
the VLA at 6.1 GHz and 22 GHz, reporting a 6.1 GHz flux of
0.13± 0.01 mJy/beam (Horesh et al. 2014). AMI did not start ob-
serving GRB 140508A until after 8 days post-burst but there were
no detections of this radio counterpart in the individual epochs.
However, the concatenated image from the four AMI observations,
ranging from 8.93 to 16.79 days post-burst, yielded the blind detec-
tion of a 4.9σs source at the UVOT position of GRB 140508A with
a flux of 0.12±0.02 mJy/beam. This flux value is comparable to the
VLA 6.1 GHz detection. To investigate if this was radio afterglow
of GRB 140508A, we concatenated the first two epochs and the
last two epochs separately to see if there was any evidence for vari-
ability. However, the two resulting concatenated images were not
sensitive enough to detect the coincident radio source seen in the
full concatenated image. It is therefore not possible to determine
whether the concatenated observation was deep enough to detect
the radio counterpart to GRB 140508A or if we instead detected a
steady background source.
B3 GRB 140801A
The radio source detected in the concatenated image of GRB
140801A lies 14.6′′ SE (within 3σp) from the XRT position with a
flux of 0.16± 0.03 mJy/beam. This blindly detected source is also
within 3σp of NVSS 025617+305552 and WENSS B0253.2+3044,
which could mean that all three are the same source. However,
the 3σp position error circles may not necessarily overlap between
NVSS and WENSS (the position accuracy of WENSS can range
from 1.5 − 10′′, Rengelink et al. 1997). Concatenating the early
and later epochs into two separate images showed the source flux
to be unchanged between these two epochs. It is therefore likely
that this radio source is steady and could be a backgrounds source.
B4 GRB 150309A
A 4.8σs radio source lies 1.8′ to the SE of the XRT position
at RA (J2000.0) = 18:29:10.92 (±55.16”) and Dec (J2000.0)
= +86:24:08.04 (±4.20”) in the concatenated image of GRB
150309A. The large error on the RA coordinate of this radio source
means it is within a 1.9σp of the XRT position. Combining the early
and late epochs into two concatenated images showed that the flux
was consistent between the first concatenated epoch and the deep
image, and also consistent with the poorer sensitivity of the second
epoch concatenation. This radio source is therefore likely steady
and not the radio afterglow of GRB 150309A.
APPENDIX C: RADIO-DETECTED GRBS NOT
DETECTED WITH AMI
C1 GRB 130603B
The short GRB 130603B was the first claimed case for an asso-
ciated “kilonova” (Tanvir et al. 2013a; Berger et al. 2013) and
the third radio detected short GRB (Fong 2014). GRB 130603B
was first detected at 4.9 and 6.7 GHz with the VLA, at fluxes of
125.1 ± 14.4 and 118.6 ± 9.1µJy/beam, respectively, just 0.37
days post-burst, fading within 2 days and likely representing one of
the earliest radio detections of any GRB (Fong 2014). AMI rapidly
responded to the Swift trigger and was on-target within 5 minutes
post-burst, obtaining a 1 hour observation and 4σs upper-limit of
0.57 mJy/beam. Two further observations at 0.13 and 0.95 days
post-burst, both 3 hours in duration, where then manually sched-
uled within the next 24 hrs. Unfortunately no radio counterpart
was detected with AMI within 24 hrs down to a 4σs upper-limit
of 0.24 mJy/beam but this is consistent with the VLA detections.
C2 GRB 140419A
The only reported radio observation of GRB 140419A is a marginal
radio detection of 1.5 mJy/beam at 93 GHz with CARMA, just 77
minutes post-burst (Perley 2014b). If real, this is the earliest ever
reported radio detection of a GRB. However, no other radio ob-
servations have been reported to confirm this. The earliest AMI
observation of GRB 140419A, which resulted from the ALARRM
trigger, took place 0.38 days post-burst but did not detect a counter-
part with a 4σs upper limit of 0.29 mJy/beam. Another 7 follow-up
AMI observations were conducted over the following month but
no radio counterpart was detected with the most constraining 4σs
upper limit of 0.14 mJy/beam.
C3 GRB 140515A
GRB 140515A was observed with the VLA at multiple frequen-
cies 0.62 days post-burst and was detected at 21.8 GHz with a
flux of ∼ 0.1 mJy/beam (Laskar et al. 2014c). AMI was ob-
serving GRB 140515A following the ALARRM trigger at 0.26
days post-burst with a further 5 follow-up observations occurring
over the next week. Unfortunately all the AMI observations of
this GRB were very poor likely due to increased terrestrial inter-
ference at this low observing elevation (Dec = 15.105◦) and per-
haps also from artefacts generated by the nearby extended source
NVSS 122409+150526. As a result, no radio counterpart to GRB
140515A was detected in any of the AMI observations. However,
given that the radio counterpart was reported to be∼ 0.1 mJy/beam
at 21.8 GHz it would likely have been at the same level or fainter at
15.7 GHz so no sensitive 4 hour AMI observation would have been
able to detect it.
C4 GRB 140903A
This short GRB was first reported as a possible burst (Cummings
et al. 2014c) and later confirmed by Cummings (2014). A radio
detection at 6 GHz with the VLA was reported by Fong (2014)
just 0.40 days post burst with a flux ∼ 0.11 mJy/beam. A later
marginal detection (3.1σs) of 0.102± 0.033 mJy/beam at 1.4 GHz
was then provided by Nayana & Chandra (2014) using the GMRT.
An analysis of JVLA observations (first reported by Fong et al.
2015) at 6.1 and 9.8 GHz was conducted by Troja et al. (2016),
with the brightest detection in both bands occurring at 2.51 days
post-burst with fluxes 203± 13µJy/beam and 153± 10µJy/beam,
respectively. This event was detectable for up to ∼ 9 days post-
burst, the longest lived radio afterglow observed from a short GRB.
Analyses performed by both Troja et al. (2016) and Zhang et al.
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(2017) demonstrate the radio afterglow is consistent with a standard
forward-shock model involving a narrow, collimated outflow.
AMI first observed GRB 140903A at 0.93 days post-burst and
detected a possible radio counterpart at the XRT position with a
flux of 0.72 ± 0.08 mJy/beam. However, its close proximity to
the bright source NVSS 155207+273501, which lies of 1.5′ to the
SE of GRB 140903A and has a 15.7 GHz flux of 11.67 ± 0.58
mJy/beam, caused uncleanable structure in the image. We are there-
fore unable to preclude the possibility that our detection is in fact an
artefact, or partly contaminated by an artefact, generated by NVSS
155207+273501 at the XRT position of GRB 140903A. PYSE did
not detect any radio sources at the GRB position in the following
six AMI observations of this event. However, the significance re-
sulting from a forced fit at the position of the GRB in these obser-
vations are extremely high (> 20σs). It is possibly that these high
significance values could be due to structures and artefacts from
NVSS 155207+273501.
C5 GRB 141026A
GRB 141026A was observed with the VLA 6.0 days post-burst,
resulting in a clear detection at 6.2 GHz with a flux of 91 ± 7
µJy/beam (Corsi 2014b). Marginal detections were also obtained
with the VLA at 1.1 and 4.3 days post-burst at 21.8 GHz. A non-
detection with the IRAM 30m antenna at 150 GHz within a day
post-burst was also reported, resulting in a 3σs flux upper-limit of
1.2 mJy/beam (Castro-Tirado et al. 2014e). No radio afterglow was
detected in the eight AMI observations of GRB 141026A taken
between 3 minutes to 18.9 days post-burst. The AMI observation
taken closest in time to the VLA 6.2 GHz detection took place 6.9
days post-burst, with a 3σs upper limit of 0.31 mJy/beam. Given
the faintness of the afterglow in the VLA observations it is likely
that the radio emission was below the sensitivity of AMI for a 4
hour observation.
APPENDIX D: COINCIDENT STEADY SOURCES
D1 GRB 130216A
When Swift-BAT detected GRB 130216A, moon constraints pre-
vented follow-up with the XRT and UVOT until nearly 4 days, at
which point any possible counterpart had faded below detectabil-
ity (Melandri et al. 2013). Ground based optical follow-up did not
detect an optical counterpart either. As a result, the best known
position was provided by BAT with an 1′ error (Barthelmy et al.
2013). AMI triggered on this Swift event and was on-target and ob-
serving GRB 130216A for one hour within 14 minutes post-burst.
A single uncatalogued radio source lying 45′′ Southwest of the
BAT position, and therefore within the BAT position error, was de-
tected at RA (J2000.0) = 04:31:34.23 (±0.50”) and Dec (J2000.0)
= +14:39:36.94 (±0.88) (based on the concatenated image) with
a flux of 0.87 ± 0.05 mJy/beam. However, subsequent observa-
tions demonstrated that this radio source showed little evidence for
variability and was therefore unlikely to be the radio counterpart to
GRB 130216A. The force fitted flux reported in Table 2 for the only
epoch without a detection taken on 2013-02-17 was conducted at
the position of the radio source rather than at the best BAT position.
D2 GRB 140320B
INTEGRAL detected the long GRB 140320B (Mereghetti et al.
2014a) at 09:26:00 UT, which was quickly localised by the Swift
XRT (Pagani et al. 2014). AMI obtain five ∼ 4 hr observations of
GRB 140320A beginning 1.5 days up to 11.5 days post-burst. In
each observation an uncatalogued radio source was detected, lying
11” SE of the XRT (and the optical Guidorzi et al. 2014) posi-
tion at RA (J2000.0) = 09:42:15.00 (±1.44”) and Dec (J2000.0) =
+60:15:56.04 (±1.02”) (based on the concatenated image) and is
therefore well outside the 3σp XRT position error. Given that the
offset between the uncatalogued radio source and the GRB XRT
position is much larger than the overall position error, as well as the
lack of evidence for variability, this source is likely to be a steady
field source rather than the radio counterpart to GRB 140320B.
D3 GRB 140606A
GRB 140606A is a short hard burst that was detected by Swift
(Stroh et al. 2014). Due to lack of counterpart detections, the best
position of this GRB comes from the BAT instrument and has a
90% position error of 2.4′ (Cummings et al. 2014b). A blind source
search of the concatenated image detected three sources within a
3σp position error. Of these three, the radio source that lies closest
to the best BAT position is NVSS 132712+373613, the fluxes of
which are reported in Table 2. The source NVSS 132720+373351,
which lies within 2σp of the BAT position was also detected.
Both NVSS sources were individually detected in the final three
epochs. One other uncatalogued radio source was detected in the
concatenated image on the very edge of the BAT error circle at
RA (J2000.0) = 13:26:58.7 (±9.3”) and Dec (J2000) = 37:35:04.3
(±7.4”) with a flux of 0.21± 0.05mJy/beam and a significance of
4.1. Both NVSS sources are unlikely to be associated but we can-
not rule out that the uncatalogued radio source could be the GRB
counterpart.
D4 GRB 141015A
AMI obtained eight observations of GRB 141015A with the ma-
jority of observations lasting between 4 and 5 hours. On both 2014
October 20 and 2014 October 23, a source was blindly detected at
the XRT position of GRB 141015A with a significance of 4.5σs
and 4.7σs, respectively. However, the 4σs upper limits of the other
epochs are consistent with these detections. This source is there-
fore near the sensitivity limit of AMI for this range of exposure
times. As both the detections and the concatenated flux agree within
2σs, it is unlikely that this source is transient. Conversely, the most
sensitive late time (post-detections) observation of GRB 141015A,
taken on 2014 October 25, should have been able to detect the
brightest detection seen on 2014 October 20 at a 5σs level. Us-
ing these data it is therefore not possible to confirm if this is the
radio afterglow of GRB 141015A or a steady source.
D5 GRB 141020A
During the AMI monitoring of GRB 141020A, the observation
taken on 2014 October 24 detected an uncatalogued radio source
with a 4.5σs significance just 26′′ South of the UVOT position.
This same source was detected in the concatenated image with a
significance of 4.9σs but with a flux that was a factor of ∼ 2 lower
than what was detected on 2014 October 24. The faintness of this
radio source resulted in large positional errors and therefore lies
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within 4σp of the UVOT position. Given that the detection on 2014
October 24 is very close to the sensitivity of the other five epochs,
it is not possible to conclude any evidence for transient activity.
While the concatenated flux is a factor of ∼ 2 fainter than the de-
tection, it is still agrees within 2σs. Given the> 3σp position offset
between the UVOT position of GRB 141020A and the blindly de-
tection radio source, and the general lack of statistical evidence for
variability, it is unlikely that this is the radio counterpart to GRB
141020A.
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